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SCALING UP/OUT: COST-EFFECTIVE & 
ROBUST TRANSITIONIONING THROUGH THE  
CLINIC TO COMMERCIAL MANUFACTURE

FOREWORD

Scaling up/out: cost-effective 
and robust transitioning 
through the clinic to commercial 
manufacture

JAN THIRKETTLE is Chief Development Officer at Freeline, 
a clinical-phase AAV gene therapy company focused on the devel-
opment of systemically delivered gene therapies for the treatment 
of chronic diseases. As such, Jan has responsibility for Programme 
Management and CMC/Manufacturing. Jan is a Director of the 
US, Irish and German Subsidiaries. Jan has extensive experience 
in the development of novel manufacturing platforms including 
natural product and enzyme-derived NCEs, biologics and gene 
therapies, and has enabled the launch of medicines in all of these 
areas. Prior to joining Freeline Jan led the establishment of GSK’s 
Cell & Gene Therapy platform and was responsible for CMC/
supply for Strimvelis, the first ex vivo gene therapy to receive an 
EU Marketing Authorisation Application. He has held pharma in-

dustry positions spanning from discovery to commercial manufacturing, but is most passionate 
about the cross-functional elements of late-state development and new platform deployment. 
Jan holds an MA in Chemistry and a PhD in Biological Chemistry from Oxford University.  
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The fact that we could have filled an edition 
like this many times over with articles ad-
dressing the topic of scale-up/scale-out, or, 
‘making and supplying a whole lot more’ is a 
testament to how far the cell and gene therapy 
field has progressed in the last decade. Back 
in the early 2010s when the first pioneering 
cell and gene therapies were being commer-
cialized, the big questions being asked of the 
field were very much still about safety and ef-
ficacy, and which of the many sub-modalities 
might yield these. The pioneering companies 
were often having to create their own bespoke 
manufacturing equipment and repurpose 
techniques from either the biologics field, or 
more likely the research laboratory to manu-
facture even a few patients’ worth of the ther-
apeutic. Very few, if any of the global reagent/
equipment/services players were doing more 
than watching and assessing their strategy. 

Fast forward to 2020 and the focus is very 
much on manufacturing, and in particular 
the challenge of manufacturing and supply-
ing at a scale to enable treatment of thou-
sands, even tens of thousands of patients. 
This is a challenge which cannot be under-
estimated. Whilst the biology and analytical 
tools have progressed massively, these thera-
peutics are highly complex and often interact 
with patients in very complex ways, which 
means linking product quality attributes to 
patient outcomes is still largely empirical. 
This makes the challenge of scaling-up/-out 
whilst retaining product quality all the more 
demanding as it means there can be uncer-
tainty around the impact of making such 
changes on the performance of the product. 
On top of this, the classic life cycle dynamics 
faced by all modalities still hold true, name-
ly the competing challenges of agility (ability 
to react to new information) which is par-
ticularly important in early development, 
and efficiency (maximizing output) which is 

particularly important for commercialization. 
Bridging these two demands without having 
to make changes that could affect product 
quality requires a very considered approach 
to technology selection and the strategy for 
scaling-up/scaling-out, as well as a real focus 
on the supporting analytics. 

Whilst the main focus for viral product and 
allogeneic cell therapies is scaling up (more 
per batch) the autologous products have a 
very different challenge, namely replicating 
manufacturing of a patient specific batch in 
increasing numbers. This scale-out scenario 
brings particular challenges to be met for the 
whole supply chain/manufacturing system; 
challenges which are unprecedented in any 
previous pharmaceutical modality. The focus 
that these challenges have had for the last half 
decade at least is now leading to solutions 
which are increasingly novel and targeted at 
the specific needs of these products. In this 
issue, we have contributions from companies 
addressing everything from viral expression 
systems to logistics, and from systematic 
process development/scale-up to product la-
belling. Despite the challenges posed by the 
technical and logistical requirements, and 
the rapid evolution of the space itself, what 
is clear is that the serious efforts being made 
to address them will yield results. History, 
whether from antibiotics products or the bi-
ologics field, teaches us that with investment 
and time (and a demand for a safe, efficacious 
product) productivity improvements of or-
ders of magnitudes will be delivered; however, 
in this case, it won’t just require development 
of new technologies, but innovative ways of 
thinking around the whole supply chain.

AFFILIATION

Jan Thirkettle 
Chief Development Officer, Freeline
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 Q How important is early stage process development in 
supporting success in late stage clinical development and 
commercialization of a gene therapy? What impact can the 
choices made early on in a product’s development have as it 
moves towards the clinic?

ES: The greatest inefficiencies we 
have found stem from relying on ex-
ternal vendors to execute your devel-
opment and manufacturing. We invest-
ed early in our internal capabilities and by 
keeping bioprocess development, analytics, 
and manufacturing in-house, we continue to 
learn and optimize our process throughout 
therapeutic development, whilst being able 
to scale-up our capacity and control our own 
schedule.

With internal capabilities we can collect 
data quickly, drive decisions, and make ap-
propriate changes as needed. This means that 
our GMP process is essentially the same as 
our commercial process, which helps us to 
expedite that whole system.

TG: As a CMO, we of course share 
the development we are doing with cus-
tomers. We also benefit from a technology 
transfer from AskBio.

One of the most important things for 
achieving success in your development and 
commercialization is plasmid design and 
cell line development. If you already have a 

good toolbox that is well designed and well 
selected, and a good small-scale model able 
to generate a great product with a robust 
process and robust production, half of the 
job is done. It is also beneficial if you are 
able to start working as soon as possible on 
Quality Control (QC) and validated assays.  
The more knowledge we gain on the process 
from an early stage, the better commercial-
ization is likely to go.

HB: To really understand how pro-
cess development supports late clinical 
stage development, the first question 
we like to ask people is: what does the 
process look like at the end?

Sometimes you have clients who want 
something ‘quick and dirty’, so their early 
process is designed in a certain way. But as 
you start moving towards the clinical phase, 
the client may realize that the yields are not 
sufficient, or the process is not completely 
scalable. They may need to change the man-
ufacturing platform or to consider multiple 
batches in order to get to those desired yields. 
So while they may have originally been seek-
ing a quick and easy, ‘good to go’ process, 
they suddenly find they need to establish an-
other process and then do the comparability 
studies afterwards. 

The alternative is to take an approach 
where you know what the late stage will 
look like, allowing you to develop the pro-
cess upfront and avoid the need for addi-
tional studies later. A lot of the pitfalls that 
we see are around planning ahead. Consid-
ering what that final process should look 
like will dictate how your process devel-
opment should unfold, both upstream and 
downstream.

“Considering what that final 
process should look like will dictate 

how your process development 
should unfold, both upstream and 

downstream.”

- Hetal Brahmbhatt 
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 Q If you could go back to the early stages of process 
development for a product when working with a client, 
what would you do differently, or what would you advise 
them to do differently? What would you consider to be the 
most critical considerations for the effective transition to 
commercial scale manufacture?

TG: Having something that is scal-
able and already efficient, and not some-
thing ‘quick and dirty’ as Hetal just de-
scribed, is often a great help for taking 
your product to the market more quick-
ly. As she mentioned, if you generate a pro-
cess for phase 1 or 2 that brings you quickly 
onto the market, but later on you find you are 
unable to scale-up, or you have to do bridg-
ing studies for comparability in between your 
toxicology batch, your phase 1/2, and your 
phase 3, then that presents a big issue.

I would definitely try to find a process that 
is as robust as possible but also as scalable as 
possible in an easy way. Also, start QC de-
velopment and validation as early as possible, 
in order to avoid losing time in reaching the 
market. That would be my advice for early 
stage process development.

ES: We primarily focus on 
rare genetic disorders, so 
we have a high likeli-
hood that we are going 
to expedite fairly quickly 
from early stage straight 
through to commercial-
ization. To manage this, we 
focus on development and 
on a robust analytical plat-
form early on.

We have developed near-
ly 40 analytical assays to 
help quantify and evaluate 
the quality of our prod-
ucts throughout develop-
ment. By collecting reliable 
data, we are able to quickly 

identify opportunities for process improve-
ments and this also helps us gain process char-
acterization information very early on.

Ultimately, this allows us to help with any 
necessary process changes and making deci-
sions around that, as well as getting ready for 
process validation at the end. Focusing on our 
analytics panel early on helps to expedite the 
whole system.

HB: From our perspective, we see the need 
to understand the product- or process-relat-
ed impurities, and how they affect the critical 
quality attributes (CQAs).

Using adeno-associated viral (AAV) vectors 
as an example, you could employ a certain pu-
rification process but then as you try to enrich 
for full capsids, a lot of the understanding of 
how this affects the potency is unknown. It 
is good to have that information upfront to 
improve process design.
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 Q How important are technology choices during the early 
stages of process development, and how difficult is it to 
make changes as you approach commercialization?

ES: We focused early in the process 
on developing a robust platform and we 
utilize a fully chromatography-based 
downstream process. This enables us to 
have easy scalability and prevents us from 
needing to make major changes through the 
development process. Instead, we can just 
focus on small variations that may be imple-
mented quickly.

The greatest benefit of leveraging a plat-
form-based process is that you can utilize 
previous learnings to expedite the develop-
ment of new pipeline programs. We have 
found that for subsequent programs, we 
can decrease analytical development time by 
nearly 90%, and process development time 
by nearly 50%, for each subsequent plat-
form program.

TG: The platform approach is pri-
marily used in the AAV world and for 
monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) so far, 
where affinity chromatography, full/
empty separation with chromatography, 
polishing steps, and tangential flow fil-
tration (TFF) are all used frequently.

If you apply this platform to various se-
rotypes you can save a lot of time in terms 
of analytical mitigation or analytical assay 
checks. You already know what to expect, 
so you don’t need to start from scratch. The 
drawback is that you may have a platform 
working for various serotypes, but some syn-
thetic capsids may have a different reaction 
to your platform, so you will need to adapt. 
Overall, though, we’ve found you always 
gain knowledge and save time using this 
approach.

HB: An important consideration 
in technology choices is once again, 
what does the process look like at a 

commercial scale? Is your choice going to 
be a single-use system, or a hard pipe sys-
tem? Are you making sure that your process 
development design fits the needs of the 
equipment that you have at scale? Are you 
accounting for any potential interaction of 
the molecule with the different surfaces in-
volved? If you are using a hard pipe system, 
are you going to be sanitizing the system in 
between runs? Do you have sufficient data 

collected around the cleaning, the valida-
tion? You may choose to reuse the column 
– is that sufficiently built into your process? 
Technology choices are very important, and 
knowing the platform upfront is important.

Another constraint we see is in consider-
ing not just what equipment you are using, 
but what steps are involved. Take TFF, for 
example. In a small-scale study where you 
are working with very small volumes, you 
may not have the requirement to mix the re-
tentate. However, in a commercial process, 
you may need to incorporate a mixing step 
to improve the buffer exchange process. The 
choice of having a mixer, and having studies 
done to support that mixing, become really 
important.

“The greatest benefit of 
leveraging a platform-based 

process is that you can utilize 
previous learnings to expedite 

the development of new pipeline 
programs.”

- Elizabeth Simmons
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“Essentially, the approach is to 
focus on risk assessment of the 

QC, and to try to validate as 
much as possible. You will not be 
able to validate all of the QC you 

use in phase 1/2, so you need 
to focus on what you think is 

essential.”

- Thomas Guarinoni

 Q A critical part of a scalable manufacturing strategy is to 
ensure product quality and safety. How do you develop that 
scalable analytical strategy for gene therapy?

ES: Analytics always takes longer 
than you think it will. I can never stress this 
enough: start before you think you need to!

Regulators are now expecting validation 
for all dosing methods to help ensure that 
your dosing strategy is consistent from tox-
icology straight through to commercializa-
tion. Obviously, this front-loads a lot of that 
analytics work on the dosing method, but by 
having a robust dosing method you can get 
critical information about your process per-
formance through all phases of development. 
It helps both aspects - analytics and process.

The other critical aspect for all gene ther-
apy and gene editing companies is potency, 
which can be extremely challenging. I always 
recommend starting potency development 
as early as possible. Sometimes this might 
even be before you have a final candidate se-
lected. Here, we try to couple our analytical 
development folk with our research people, 
so that they can start working on the biolog-
ical indicators very early on in order to get a 
jumpstart on analytical development.

As gene therapy is fairly new, the regulato-
ry guidance changes regularly, so it is key to 
be flexible with your analytical strategy. Each 
time a new guidance comes out, it is import-
ant to read through it and turn to your reg-
ulatory and quality assurance teams to figure 
out how you are going to navigate any new 
expectations.

TG: We firstly evaluate the risk to 
patient safety and the clinical study that 
the customer will perform. As Beth men-
tioned, one of the most important consider-
ations is determining the dose you will inject. 
That has been quite an issue in the past year.

Essentially, the approach is to focus on risk 
assessment of the QC, and to try to validate 
as much as possible. You will not be able to 

validate all of the QC you use in phase 1/2, 
so you need to focus on what you think is 
essential.

The dose study, and the dose finding, pres-
ents the need to validate the assay for concen-
tration determination, and so on. Regulators 
have been more and more challenging in this 
area, and we are seeing quicker acceptance 
on validation protocols that are much more 
stringent than in the past.

HB: When we talk about analytics, 
starting from process development, it 
is of course always nice to incorporate 
assays that are high throughput or have 
quick turnaround times.

One thing that we have seen come up again 
and again is that it is helpful to try to use any 
analytical methods that are partially quanti-
fied in the matrices that your product is going 
to be in, and this is applicable throughout the 
purification process as well as at the end.  The 
reason for that is you want to make sure that 
whatever data you have is still going to hold 
true and is going to be reproducible to hit 
your target CQAs.
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 Q We have touched upon the concept of risk mitigation quite 
a lot. What is your overall approach to risk mitigation?

TG: Clearly the risk assessments of 
your process, of the definition of your 
quality target profile, of QC, and so on 
must all be done based on the patient. 
Here, we aim to develop, qualify, and validate 
all the assays that we think are important, 
particularly in relation to patient safety.

ES: We utilize a phase appropriate 
approach to risk mitigation and lever-
age a strong risk management program 
to ensure that each process decision we 
make is evaluated before we actually ex-
ecute it. We ensure everyone is in agreement 
about the risk before we move forward. 

We are a very data-driven organization: all 
of our decisions are very much focused on the 
data we have going into them, as well as the 
data coming out after we have implemented 
that change. Therefore, we primarily focus on 
our robust analytics, both during the manu-
facturing process and for a drug substance, 
to make sure we are clearing all potential 
contamination.

As we gain greater process understand-
ing and have a better understanding of 

contamination clearance throughout the pro-
cess, we update our testing panel to adjust ac-
cordingly, and focus on areas that require ad-
ditional information. For example, there may 
be a new process step that we want to evaluate 
a little more closely.

As part of this approach, for each process 
change that we implement, we try to put in 
an appropriate testing panel that assesses that 
specific process change. That could be yield 
before and after or, if we are aiming to clear 
a certain contaminant, we can test before and 
after to ensure that after we have implement-
ed the change, the desired affect was achieved. 
There is always a feedback loop and campaign 
summary to make sure that our data is telling 
us what we are hoping to find - if not, then 
we readjust our strategy.

HB: I would echo a lot of what Beth 
says. It is very important for a risk mitiga-
tion strategy to ensure that you have a very 
well-defined process characterization in 
place, so that you know the process you have 
is robust and reproducible.

Another consideration that we have seen 
is ensuring you are using raw materials that 
are suitable for the manufacturing phase you 
are in. Often, we see raw materials that are 
not GMP grade being used at a point when 
they should be, for instance. There are cer-
tain raw material testing requirements based 
on the phase you are in, and it is important to 
conduct the appropriate studies around this, 
and to be prepared to do all the raw material 
testing for either a phase 1 or late stage pro-
cess in-house.

Additionally, try to avoid any supply chain 
issues. If there is an alternative product avail-
able, ensure you have done the studies ahead 
of time so that when you actually hit your late 
stage process, you don’t run into supply chain 
issues, or have material that is not suitable for 
GMP.
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 Q As gene therapies for larger therapeutic indications start to 
move towards the clinic, what developments or innovations 
would be on your wish list to enable commercial-scale 
manufacturing?

ES: My background is predominantly 
in analytics, so I am very much focused 
on that space for this question. I would 
like to see more rapid analytical options to 
help facilitate real-time process performance, 
whether this is in-line analytics that you see 
in some other industries, or better analytical 
column choices. Anything to give you more 
diverse options for the analytical test panel. 

On the process end, we have been able 
to achieve a 2,000 liter scale for AAV man-
ufacture. It would really be helpful to see 
that scale-up for starting materials, as sup-
ply is getting increasingly competitive, es-
pecially during the Covid pandemic. It’s be-
coming increasingly important to evaluate 
your starting materials and raw materials 
early, and to be able to purchase them early 
enough, too.

TG: If I had to write a wish list for 
AAV, I would say it would be interest-
ing for the field to share  knowledge, 
as we are trying to do now, with proper 
case studies. We know that for mAbs or 
vaccines, there have been some publications 
around chemistry, manufacturing and con-
trols (CMC), with big pharma sharing their 
knowledge, approaches, and validations. I 
think the gene therapy field would benefit 
from more of this at the CMC level, and 
from trying to get more standards in place.

It would be beneficial for all the players to 
try to share and focus upon a standard AAV 
- from ATCC, for example – in order to eval-
uate the difference versus the CMO or dose 
study. This is because assay results do tend to 
vary from one location to another.

In the field of manufacturing, things are 
improving in terms of bioreactors, columns, 

TFF, and so on. I don’t see any issue of scal-
ability. I also do not expect that the AAV 
field gene therapy field will have the same 
production needs as the mAb world. I won-
der how big scale really needs to be in or-
der to provide enough material for treating 
all the patients with a particular disease, at 
least as long as the field remains predom-
inantly focused on rare diseases. Perhaps 
this is a shortsighted point of view, but as 
long as you treat, say, 10,000 patients in the 
first year, and then you only need to treat 
the newborn cases of the disease thereafter, 
you do not need to have the capability of 
expanding to a 50,000 liter bioreactor, for 
example. 

This leads me to wonder if the scalability 
of the gene therapy world will be expanded 
continuously, or will be limited to expanding 
process capabilities just enough to be able to 
cover all of the patients who need a particular 
treatment. It may be a different story with vi-
ral vectors used in cell therapy manufacture, 
but even there, I believe improvements in in-
fectivity, for instance, will make a difference 
moving forward.

“It’s becoming increasingly 
important to evaluate your starting 
materials and raw materials early, 
and to be able to purchase them 

early enough, too.”

- Elizabeth Simmons
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ES: There is certainly still a big focus 
on rare diseases and in that area, I would 
agree with Thomas that perhaps this de-
gree of scalability is not necessary.

However, when considering starting mate-
rials and related business continuity, we are 
seeing increasingly long lead times to procure 
them. If you could increase those scales so 
you are not relying on such frequent purchas-
ing of critical starting materials, then you can 
hold the generous supply needed to facilitate 
all of your programs. I would agree, however, 

that for the actual drug substance itself, I 
don’t think we are going to be in that 20,000-
50,000 liter scale.

HB: In terms of what development I 
would like to see, I am going to answer 
from a downstream perspective. 

As you move towards commercial man-
ufacturing, automation is a required aspect 
that you have to build into your processes. 
A lot of the challenges we see with AAV pu-
rification are in the enrichment of full vector 
particles. There are different approaches to 
do this – you can do it by chromatography, 
and you can also do it by ultracentrifugation 
methods. 

Both have their pros and cons; ultracen-
trifugation works really well, but scalability 
becomes a concern. Chromatography is the 
alternative controlled approach, but it may or 
may not give you the same level of enrich-
ment and is often dependent on the starting 
feed stream.

What I would like to see would be either 
a technology that enables you to have better 
chromatographic separation, or an ultracen-
trifuge that could be automated, is scalable, 
and that you would be able to use for mul-
tiple purification cycles whilst still achieving 
the yield and the CQAs that you desire.

 Q Finally, with commercial-scale production comes higher 
supply needs. What challenges can arise when trying to 
ensure consistent security of supply of quality materials for 
commercial-scale manufacture? What advice would you 
give on how to address them?

ES: Right now, we are in unprece-
dented times and the challenge is much 
more dramatic than it ever has been be-
fore. Covid is impacting the entire industry 
across the globe.

To remedy this, I think it is a matter of 
beginning to evaluate your material needs, 
and of purchasing those materials that are 

high risk and have long lead times early and 
in bulk. Having some stability data for those 
starting materials and raw materials will en-
able you to do this, and allow you to purchase 
in larger quantities so that you can keep this 
material for an extended period of time.

For us, the biggest risk mitigation factor 
is first leveraging our internal capabilities as 

“What I would like to see would be 
...an ultracentrifuge that could be 

automated, is scalable, and that you 
would be able to use for multiple 

purification cycles whilst still 
achieving the yield and the CQAs 

that you desire.”

- Hetal Brahmbhatt 
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much as possible, and then supplementing 
them with multiple different vendors where 
needed. This enables us to control our own 
supply, thus enabling us to maintain our de-
velopment timelines across all of our plat-
form programs, even in these unprecedented 
times.

TG: It is becoming more and more 
complicated to ensure your supply chain 
is working correctly when you scale-up 
a process. Obviously, dual sourcing is one of 
the options that we should always try to eval-
uate, although it is not possible when we are 
talking about things like cell culture media or 
transfection reagents. Even with chromatog-
raphy, it may be quite tricky to assume you 

can use two different resins without encoun-
tering issues.

As Beth said, try to buy early and extend 
lifetime as much as possible for your import-
ant products. For example, if I have a product 
with a one year lifetime, I might be able to 
perform an internal study, assess the quality 
attributes of this raw material, and possibly 
extend it to two years, making my supply a 
little more secure.

It is a constant collaboration with your sup-
plier - or, depending on your point of view, a 
constant fight with your supplier! But gener-
ally, the collaboration you see is good. Work 
as closely as possible with your supplier, try to 
extend the standard shelf-life of the products 
that are really important to you, and try to 
dual source whatever and wherever you can. 
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Small labels, big challenges: 
solutions for advanced therapy 
labeling
Heidi Hagen & Christophe Suchet

Accurate and useful labeling of advanced therapies from starting material to final drug 
product is critical for patient safety, compliance, and treatment delivery. In this article, the 
authors present label and label printing best practices for advanced therapies and discuss 
solutions to major challenges faced by sponsors, stakeholders, and regulators. In the context 
of this article, the terms “label” and “labeling” refer to in-process and final drug labels, not 
warning labels, package insert content, or other advisories issued and managed by regulato-
ry agencies. As cell/tissue collection and drug product labeling are complex topics, it is also 
important to note and this article will focus on a few key areas, outlined below. This article 
will not cover other important labeling topics, including label stock, adhesives, inks, exact 
label content and layout (other than referring to ISBT128/SEC), label version control, label 
design, label testing/qualification, or label size and location.
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Today’s advanced therapies are novel and hold 
great promise, but also pose new challenges 
that sponsors and stakeholders are rallying to 
solve. One such challenge is in-process and 
final product labeling. The requirement for 
appropriate and approved labeling is not new 
in biotech and pharma – it is foundational 

to every drug product and was recently rein-
forced by the FDA’s guidance for gene ther-
apy INDs [1]. Advanced therapies, however, 
introduce patient or donor cellular raw mate-
rial into the supply chain, resulting in a much 
more complex process and treatment journey 
to produce these therapies (Figure 1).
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As a critical patient-product identifier and 
safety measure, advanced therapy drug prod-
uct labels must often be created for each in-
dividual patient and built in real time, with 
important and variable information added to 
the label at key steps in the cell collection and 
manufacturing process. Healthcare Providers 
(HCPs), in performing cell collections, now 
find themselves collecting starting material 
and are required to comply with cGMP in-
formation gathering and labeling processes. 
Given the patient-specific, real-time nature 
of advanced therapy labeling, labels can be 
pre-printed and shipped to clinical sites, 
which simplifies some aspects of label cre-
ation but can also result in storage, matching, 
and disposal problems. Or manufacturers can 
choose to have HCPs print labels at the clin-
ical site, which reduces storage and matching 
problems but can cause challenges related 

to hardware, hospital IT compatibility, and 
printing equipment.

With more than 1,060 advanced therapy 
drug products and clinical trials operating at 
medical centers world-wide each with a dif-
ferent process and set of Standard Operating 
Procedures (SOPs), the need for simplified, 
standardized labeling processes is acute [2]. 
The catalyst for labeling standardization be-
gan with a public health issue related to un-
safe handling of donated blood in the 1990s, 
and the subsequent discovery that traceback 
capabilities did not exist. The FDA stepped 
in and initiated what we now consider stan-
dard traceability of blood and tissue dona-
tion products. Building on this foundation, 
the International Council for Commonality 
in Blood Banking Automation (ICCBBA) 
published the ISBT 128 global standards 
in 1994 [3]. Cell therapy pioneers adopted 

 f FIGURE 1
The cell treatment journey. A complex, distributed process delivers innovative treatments.
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these baseline labeling standards for human 
blood and tissue products at the FDA’s di-
rection. This initially served the industry 
well – to a point – and raised the bar on 
patient safety.

However, as more advanced therapies en-
ter the clinic and approach commercial ap-
proval, it has become clear that there is a gap 
in labeling standards when implemented for 
today’s advanced therapies. The ISBT 128 
and SEC standards are in effect for blood 
and tissue collection or donation activities, 
but the standards were not established with 
the expanded and complex advanced thera-
py supply chain in mind, where traceability 
from order through manufacturing, treat-
ment and beyond is required [4–6]. As a 
result, a cross-industry standards updating 
effort is now underway, which will be dis-
cussed later in this article.

Label issues are a major reason for the 
FDA rejecting or questioning New Drug 
Applications (NDA) and Biologics License 
Applications (BLA) [7]. Revisiting proven 
best practices related to donor material and 
drug product labeling will help sponsors and 
stakeholders bridge the gap between exist-
ing standards and emerging standards, and 
enable manufacturers to bring life-saving 
advanced therapies to patients in need more 
safely and efficiently.

SEVEN PROVEN PRACTICES
Experience demonstrates that certain prac-
tices lead to successful labeling and support 
the ability to deliver safe treatments to pa-
tients. The following top seven labeling prac-
tices are proven to work across multiple ther-
apies, for both clinical and commercial phase 
products:

1. Standardized formats

2. Patient privacy and patient identifiers

3. Complete Chain of Identity (COI) and Chain 
of Custody (COC)

4. Multi-language capabilities

5. On-demand label printing

6. Printing to any existing and approved 
printer

7. Collaboration with regulatory agencies

Standardized formats

Standardization across materials, products, 
and processes decreases risk and errors while 
increasing efficiency and scalability. This is 
foundational to cGMP and especially im-
portant in a distributed ecosystem such as the 
advanced therapy supply chain, where many 
partners are not accustomed to cGMP prac-
tices. When established standards exist, utiliz-
ing them is a key to compliance. The FDA has 
certain baseline requirements for labeling (see 
Figure 2 [9–12]), which is part of basic cGMP 
operations and, as discussed in the introduc-
tion, there are additional global standards 
that currently exist – ISBT 128 and the SEC 
– for labeling blood and tissue products and 
providing traceability [4–6,8]. Compliance 
with these standards is often mandatory, with 
the primary aim of ensuring patient safety 
through blood and tissue product traceability.

An additional consideration is the impor-
tance of providing label information via scan-
nable barcodes and human readable formats. 
Space is at a premium on labels, and in this 
digital age, it is tempting to count on read-
ing barcodes with scanners. But maintaining 
continuity and integrity of patient identifiers 
across the entire supply chain is paramount 
for avoiding product mix-ups. That may 
mean having the ability to verify information 
without the benefit of a digital tool.

The independent, non-profit Standards 
Coordinating Body is facilitating an indus-
try-wide working group to update the ISBT 
128 standards for apheresis collection labels 
and establish minimum label requirements for 
apheresis cell collections (Figures 3 & 4) [13]. 
More detail on this initiative can be found lat-
er in this article. 
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Patient privacy & patient identifiers

As a critical support for patient safety, labels 
must contain some patient-identifying infor-
mation. The nature of that information, such 
as name, initials, or date of birth, is a frequent 
topic of debate. Alongside patient safety, pa-
tient privacy is also important. 

Amid privacy concerns, it’s important to 
keep in mind that name, initials, and date 
of birth are typical patient identifiers used in 
medical centers and for prescriptions to en-
sure that the right product is administered 
to the right patient. This is part of standard 
practice on drug product packaging, and 
HCPs are trained to use this information ap-
propriately. This practice is demonstrated in 
the use of patient information on approved 
cell therapy product labels such as Provenge® 

[14], Yescarta® [15], Kymriah® [16], and Zyn-
teglo® [17] (EMA approved).

The European Union’s (EU) General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR) has been re-
shaping the way data is handled across every 
industry sector, including clinical research, 
by strengthening and standardizing the pro-
tection of personal data. Navigating GDPR 
and traceability requirements in the EU may 
require further expert help and collaboration 
with regulators – a best practice discussed in 
more detail later.

Concerns over visibility of patient infor-
mation on external secondary and tertiary 
packaging (e.g. shipping labels) that is more 
broadly viewable can be addressed with ano-
nymized information. Additional persistent, 
transparent patient identifiers can be created 
and tracked in ways that are consistent with 

 f FIGURE 2
Finished drug product label.

Key baseline requirements by the FDA ensure consistency and standardization [9–12].

https://www.drugs.com/pro/provenge.html
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/spl/data/783b1236-8e53-41a7-922a-08bdfb7517ef/783b1236-8e53-41a7-922a-08bdfb7517ef.xml
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/spl/data/32b00de7-ce25-48db-abce-cfe0d65dbcc0/32b00de7-ce25-48db-abce-cfe0d65dbcc0.xml
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/documents/product-information/zynteglo-epar-product-information_en.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/documents/product-information/zynteglo-epar-product-information_en.pdf
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patient privacy regulations. One such set of 
identifiers is commonly referred to as Chain of 
Identity, or COI, which we’ll discuss next.

Chain of Identity (COI) & Chain of 
Custody (COC)

COI and COC are the cornerstone of three 
important success factors for any drug 

product – patient safety, regulatory com-
pliance, and operational efficiency (Figure 
5). These ‘chains’ are part of the expanded 
lot genealogy for advanced therapies, a key 
aspect of a Quality Management System, 
and of the traceability required by regu-
latory authorities [1,18]. Labels are criti-
cal for supporting COI and COC at every 
step of the supply chain from collection to 
treatment. Labels provide important data 

 f FIGURE 3
ISBT label format.

ISBT 128-compliant label formatting guidelines (revisions in process to better address the needs of cell therapy 
collections) [5].

 f FIGURE 4
SEC-compliant label formatting guidelines [6].

SEC label format.
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and identifiers – via both human-readable 
and machine-readable formats – which are 
linked to essential information that ensure 
the right product is in the right place and 

undergoing the right process for the right 
patient (Figure 6).

The established best practice for advanced 
therapy COI and COC tracking is the use of 

 f FIGURE 6
Priority #1: Patient safety with COI, COC.

Expanding traditional Quality Management Systems (QMS) for the advanced therapy supply chain.

 f FIGURE 5
COI and COC defined.

Chain of Identity and Chain of Custody are an essential part of patient safety, compliance, and the manufacturing 
journey.
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a digital system. The numerous touch points 
and physical locations in the product journey 
make manual tracking time-consuming and 
error-prone. It is too risky to leave patient 
safety to chance in this way. Additionally, 
routine compliance becomes onerous, and 
product approval may be a challenge. Regula-
tory reviewers want an application to demon-
strate that traceability is well in hand (Figure 
7) [1,18]. From an operational standpoint, 
the cost and resource utilization to maintain 
manual traceability is not efficient or scalable 
beyond a small number of patients or with a 
simple supply chain process.

Multi-language capabilities

The complex, distributed ecosystem of ad-
vanced therapies often means supply chain 
partners and patients are located in many 
geographic regions, both within the Unit-
ed States and across the globe. The need for 
starting material and drug product to cross 
borders, or to be produced and delivered lo-
cally in a region different from that of the 

biopharma company, presents additional la-
beling challenges. Labels must be in compli-
ance with local, national and international 
requirements, depending on the situation, 
and must also be relevant and useful to 
those handling and processing the material 
or product. One important aspect of this is 
the ability to generate raw material, in-pro-
cess, and final product labels in multiple 
languages.

Ensuring patient safety means that person-
nel at local care sites and other supply chain 
partners must be able to easily and definitive-
ly read key pieces of information on labels, 
meaning the information must be presented 
in the appropriate language(s). This is chal-
lenging due to the limited physical space 
available on many labels, the sheer number 
of possible languages and language formats a 
company may need to support (left to right, 
right to left, top to bottom), and the variabil-
ity in translations. Working with experienced 
partners and regulators on label design, for-
matting, and printing helps ensure that the 
essential information is included, presented 
in only the correct languages required for that 

 f FIGURE 7
Regulatory guidance from the European Medicines Agency, 2017.

Guidelines related to Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) specific to advanced therapies [18].
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geography, and that the physical space on the 
label is used efficiently.

Solutions such as Vineti’s Personalized 
Therapy Management Platform (PTM; 
Vineti solution) [19] come equipped and 
ready to support multi-language labels (in-
cluding character based languages), provid-
ing the ability to deploy and maintain stan-
dardized, compliant labeling across multiple 
geographies for local use. Additionally, es-
tablishing or procuring approved and stan-
dardized phrase libraries ensures accurate, 
consistent translations every time and cuts 
significant time out of the process for creat-
ing, reviewing, and revising labels. The ben-
efits of proactively tackling multi-geography 
labeling challenges pay off early, even if there 
are only a few regions involved. As clinical 
trials progress and expand, and a therapy 
moves toward commercialization, it can be 
difficult to scale one-off or manual process-
es. Having established multilingual capabil-
ities early on to scale up and out across ge-
ographies will save time and money getting 
therapies approved and to the patients who 
need them most.

On-demand label printing (vs print 
& ship)

One of the decisions that advanced therapy 
manufacturers face is whether to print labels 
in advance and ship them to the partner sites, 
or establish the capabilities for partner sites to 
print labels on-demand, prior to, or during, 
processing. This seemingly small decision has 
significant factors to consider, and is a ma-
jor consideration as therapy delivery scales. 
For many reasons, on-demand label print-
ing is the recommended and most compliant 
option.

Most importantly, patient safety is easier 
to ensure with on-demand label printing. Pa-
tient ID verification is linked to label print-
ing and the patient is paired with their labels 
from the outset. On-demand is also much 
simpler to manage from a compliance and 
supply chain standpoint. Label reconciliation 

is a key cGMP compliance activity to prevent 
product mislabeling (or product mix-ups) 
[20]. Every label must be accounted for, and 
pre-printed labels create additional touch 
points and opportunities for labels to be lost 
and unverified. Operationally, pre-printed 
labels create a whole new ‘supply chain’ that 
must be managed, requiring additional and 
costly resources, and putting additional and 
unnecessary pressure on an already time sen-
sitive process.

Printing to existing printers

There have been different approaches and 
challenges related to label printers as well. 
One option was to deploy dedicated printers 
for each therapy to partner sites. This may 
be problematic in some cases, because ad-
ditional complexity and cost is unnecessar-
ily introduced into the supply chain, there 
are additional security considerations, and 
scalability is hampered. Ecosystem partners 
such as HCPs and clinical sites may have 
limited space for additional hardware, and 
deploying dedicated printers to individual 
partner sites involves installation, training, 
logistics, and maintenance requirements 
that are time-consuming, personnel inten-
sive, and expensive. 

A more sustainable and scalable model is 
to utilize existing printers at partner sites for 
label printing. This is time and money saving 

 f FIGURE 8
FDA’s mission.

The FDA’s mission extends to essential safety components of drug 
products, including labeling [21].
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for both the partner and the drug developer 
and simplifies one aspect of a complicated 
process. It is also more secure to utilize hard-
ware already in operation within a site’s IT 
system, and modern cloud-based solutions 
provide enhanced security and remote man-
agement. This ability is a feature of Vineti’s 
Personalized Therapy Management platform 
(PTM), which provides a turnkey solution 
for label printing (for more information on 
PTM, please see [19]).

Collaboration with regulatory 
agencies

The FDA’s mission is “…protecting the pub-
lic health by assuring the safety, efficacy and 
security of human and veterinary drugs, bi-
ological products, medical devices…” (Figure 
8) [21]. 

One important way the agency carries out 
this mission is through the requiring and ap-
proving of in-process and final product label-
ing. It is worth mentioning again that label 
issues are cited by FDA regulators as a major 
reason for rejecting or questioning New Drug 
Applications (NDA) and Biologics License 
Applications (BLA).

Frequent collaboration with regulatory 
agencies cannot be stressed enough. This 
helps ensure filing acceptance and avoids the 
many potential pitfalls for advanced thera-
py labels. Beginning with IND filing, reg-
ulatory guidance puts emphasis on the im-
portance of labeling, further indicating that 
early focus and collaboration on labeling is 
smart [1]. If left until late in the process, la-
beling processes and details may present an 
unexpectedly time-intensive, complex issue 
to solve. This holds in the United States, and 
is also important globally, where there may 
be multiple agencies involved and differenc-
es from region to region. Each drug product 
will have something unique that will need to 
be addressed specifically by regulators. It is 
better to ask questions up front, rather than 
to wait until the application is filed. Early 
conversations and feedback during product 

development can eliminate clinical holds 
and costly, timeline-breaking re-work – in 
addition to delays in getting treatment to 
critically ill patients.

TRANSLATIONAL INSIGHTS: 
STANDARDS FOR SCALE  
As advanced therapies grow in number and 
reach, sponsors and stakeholders are devel-
oping standards to enable a patient-centric 
drug product ecosystem. The Standards 
Coordinating Body (SCB) is conducting 
FDA-funded work to carry out standards di-
rectives in the 21st Century Cures Act, Sec-
tion 3036. As part of its work on advanced 
therapy standards, the SCB, in partnership 
with ICCBBA, is building on the existing la-
beling standards for cell collection products 
and modifying them to accommodate the 
current state – for autologous and allogeneic 
products – to help prepare the industry for 
future success [22].

This SCB industry working group on la-
beling is composed of a variety of ecosys-
tem stakeholders and subject matter experts 
who can provide the perspective and expe-
rience needed to develop suitable standards 
[23]. Some of the standards being evaluat-
ed in relation to apheresis collection labels 
include a working common definition of 
COI and COC, label content, layout, re-
quired data, and data formats. Timelines 
for gathering final input and publishing the 
updated standards are being determined 
in collaboration with ICCBBA. To see the 
draft standards document, please visit the 
ICCBBA website [24]. To learn more about 
this important effort and get involved, 
please contact SCB [25].

Looking to the future, such standards will 
become more important than ever. The num-
ber of advanced therapies in the R&D pipe-
line is increasing, with a goal of making more 
therapies safer and capable of being delivered 
on an out-patient basis. Scaling will involve 
expansion more broadly into communi-
ty-based settings. This accessibility across all 

https://www.iccbba.org/tech-library/iccbba-documents/documents-for-review
https://www.iccbba.org/tech-library/iccbba-documents/documents-for-review
https://www.standardscoordinatingbody.org/project-base-labeling-apheresis-products
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types of medical centers is critical for patients. 
Therefore, supporting the ability for smaller, 
more distributed clinical sites to collect start-
ing material, deliver treatments, and manage 
patient-specific labels is required for great-
er access. Simple, flexible, compliant label 

printing is one important piece of this model. 
By following proven practices and working 
together to develop and implement standards, 
advanced therapy sponsors and stakeholders 
will take a critical step towards a future of 
greater advanced therapy access for all.
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ROBUST AND REPRODUCIBLE YIELDS

In nature, the AAV produced by adenovirus is 
more infectious, with considerably higher yields, 
than what is produced via plasmid-based manu-
facture. By harnessing adenovirus-based produc-
tion of AAV and solving the issue of contamina-
tion, TESSA technology increases AAV2, AAV5, 
AAV6 and AAV9 yields by >30-fold (Figure 1). For 
AAV2, particle infectivity is increased by >2,420-
fold (Figure 2) and full:empty ratio is increased 
from 5 to 70%. Adenoviral contamination levels 
are reduced by 99.99999–100%.

REDUCED COST

TESSA technology represents a highly scalable 
platform for AAV manufacture which requires rel-
atively small amounts of virus to operate, and can 
also be used with existing AAV and a single TES-
SA vector in combination with one TESSA vec-
tor. Therefore, moving away from plasmid-based 
manufacture leads to reduced cost of goods 
(COG).

The majority of adeno-associated viral (AAV) vector produced globally is manufactured using triple transfection. But plasmid-based AAV manufacture has drawbacks – the need to 
transfect cells results in a process which cannot be truly scalable, and yield and particle infectivity could be improved upon. Tetracycline Enabled Self Silencing Adenovirus (TESSA) 
technology utilizes adenovirus to manufacture AAV in order to achieve reproducible AAV yields at scale with considerable cost savings. Additionally, increased vector quality and 

infectivity has the potential to deliver safer gene therapies at a lower effective dose.

SAFE AND EFFECTIVE GENE THERAPY

The large increase in AAV2 infectivity has import-
ant safety implications. 1 in 6 particles containing 
a genome are infectious when using TESSA tech-
nology, compared to just 1 in 1,200 when using 
plasmid-based manufacture. As AAV particles 
manufactured using TESSA technology are more 
potent, it is possible that this will lower the ef-
fective dose of AAV-based gene therapies.  This 
represents a considerable safety advantage and 
demonstrates that TESSA technology has the po-
tential to produce safer and more effective gene 
therapies.

Figure 1

AAV2 genome yield using TESSA vectors is 
increased 42-fold versus a helper-free approach.

Figure 2

A 2420-fold cumulative increase in AAV2 infec-
tious yield is seen using TESSA vectors versus a 
helper-free approach.
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SCALING UP/OUT: COST-EFFECTIVE & 
ROBUST TRANSITIONIONING THROUGH THE 
CLINIC TO COMMERCIAL MANUFACTURE

INNOVATOR INSIGHT

Scalable and efficient AAV 
production process with 
new Fibro chromatography 
technology
Laura Adamson-Small, Mats Lundgren & Peter Guterstam

Production methods for adenovirus-associated virus (AAV) vectors have not kept up with 
the brisk pace of gene therapy development. To manufacture safe and efficacious clini-
cal-grade virus, scalable and cost-effective production processes are needed. Towards this 
end, we present an efficient process for AAV production and scale-up in suspension cell 
culture through to purified bulk product. The process was developed by evaluating and op-
timizing each process step. A novel fiber technology, Fibro, addresses the downstream bot-
tleneck at the capture step by overcoming the diffusional and flow limitations of purification 
using packed-bed chromatography. Also, a new analytical assay based on surface plasmon 
resonance was developed for AAV quantitation.

Cell & Gene Therapy Insights 2020; 6(8), 1249–1262

DOI: 10.18609/cgti.2020.138

INTRODUCTION: CHALLENGES IN 
IMPROVING AAV PRODUCTIVITY 
& SCALABILITY
The utilization of AAV as a gene therapy vec-
tor has increased due to its relatively limited 

immunotoxicity and wide range of tissue tro-
pism. To date, multiple AAV serotypes target-
ing different organs including brain, eye, lung 
liver, skeletal muscle, and heart have been 
discovered and characterized. Capsid proteins 
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have been further modified to increase trans-
duction, targeting specificity, and efficacy in 
vivo by methods that include:

1. Directed evolution, which incorporates 
components of multiple AAV serotypes into 
the capsid; 

2. Random shuffling of capsid sequences to 
generate new novel capsids; and 

3. Adding aptamers to the surface. 

AAV vectors are produced through the 
introduction of helper virus and AAV repli-
cation components into the production cell 
line. When these helper virus sequences are 
stressed, they trigger expression of both cel-
lular factors critical in AAV production and 
activate the four different AAV Rep proteins 
(48, 52, 68, 78). These proteins are critical 
in AAV production, assisting in multiple 
functions including limiting replication of 
the packaging cell, expressing viral capsid 
proteins, and increasing production of the 
Cis DNA sequences. The replicated DNA se-
quences are then packaged into the AAV cap-
sid and harvested from the cells and/or super-
natant through the purification process. The 
ratios of these different viral and cellular help-
er proteins, as well as the AAV2 replication 
protein, help to dictate the overall number of 
particles packaged, the number of particles 
that contain DNA, and often the integrity or 
completeness of the genome that’s packaged 
within these capsids.

Currently, multiple methods are utilized to 
deliver each of these helper components and 
replication and capsid sequences into the cell. 
The most frequently used is plasmid trans-
fection, where 2 to 3 different plasmids and 
DNA sequences are transfected into the cell. 
In some production systems, these sequences 
are packaged into recombinant viruses such 
as herpes, adenovirus, or baculovirus, which 
then transduce the production cell to initiate 
the production cascade. In addition, there are 
multiple cell types that are utilized, including 
HEK293, BHK, HeLa and insect Sf9 cells. 
Furthermore, both adherent and suspension 

platforms are frequently employed in this 
production process.

While research has continued to improve 
overall recombinant AAV production, the ti-
ters that are reported from the above systems 
are generally observed to be 5 to 10 times 
lower in productivity per cell than wild-type 
AAV, indicating that there are still learnings 
to be gleaned from the wild-type virus to help 
drive improvements in recombinant produc-
tion systems.

Multiple strategies have been employed to 
improve both AAV production and product 
quality. Many of these begin with modifying 
the replication helper or capsid sequences. 

One of the first modifications typically in-
troduced to upstream bioprocesses is modify-
ing the ratios of the plasmids or vector com-
ponents that are going into the cell, with the 
goal of identifying the ideal amount needed 
for each specific serotype or Cis sequence to 
increase production of full capsids. Another 
strategy employed to improve control of the 
production cascade is modifying the amount 
of the replication proteins that are present, 
either through modifying the start codons, 
or using alternative constitutive or inducible 
promoters to better control which of those 
Rep proteins are expressed, and the timing of 
their expression within the cell. Furthermore, 
research focused on codon optimization of 
both the helper and AAV replication sequenc-
es is ongoing. Again, all of these strategies are 
working towards the end goal of increasing 
DNA replication within the production cell, 
improving packaging (or the number of full 
capsids that are produced in a system), and 
increasing the viral particle (VP) or capsid 
protein ratio in order to create a product that 
is more infectious.

Additional recent research has focused on 
modulating gene expression within the cell 
line to create a more favorable environment 
for AAV production. These studies typically 
involve evaluation of a panel of genes that are 
upregulated and downregulated before that 
gene regulation is correlated with improved 
AAV production and/or product quality. 
While there has been a wide range of genes 
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reported to be associated with improved AAV 
production, a number that have garnered 
particular attention today have been linked 
to either membrane channel proteins, tumor 
suppression or regulation, controller trans-
port at the nuclear envelope, or overall DNA 
replication. However, many of these studies 
have typically focused on improving just one 
production cell type or production system, 
without screening for applicability across 
multiple platforms. 

The approaches described above are mainly 
aimed at creating a cellular environment and 
optimal viral gene expression that is more 
amenable to AAV production, and are typi-
cally employed at the raw material improve-
ment stage by modifying either the plasmids 
or vector starting material in the initial cell 
banks. In AAV production, these materials 
are produced and characterized in a GMP-
like environment. Following cell expansion 
with the producer cells that are optimal for 
AAV production, the next steps involve de-
livering these packaging components through 
either plasmid transfection or recombinant 
viral transduction into each cell. At this 
point, bioreactors can be further optimized, 
as can cell culture conditions (including the 
number of cells in culture media) to further 
improve AAV production. Depending upon 
the specific harvest strategy, virus is collected 
3 to 7 days after initiating the production cas-
cade. One of the remaining challenges in this 
field is ensuring the helper replication capsid 
and Cis sequences are introduced to each cell 
in an efficient and reproducible manner at the 
intended production scale. 

Currently, the most commonly utilized 
method for AAV production is plasmid trans-
fection due to its speed in initial material 
generation and relative flexibility in incorpo-
rating the sequence changes previously de-
scribed. In transfection, DNA is mixed with a 
chemical that condenses it and creates a posi-
tively charged complex that can be endocyto-
sed by the cell membrane. The overall amount 
of DNA, transfection reagent, and diluent 
components significantly impacts the quality 
of transfection complexes. These complexes 

grow over time as the mixture is incubated, 
eventually reaching a size where the complex 
is no longer easily taken up by the target cell. 
For these reasons, transfection is often cited 
as a difficult strategy to scale due to its rela-
tively limited reaction time compared to the 
transfer rate into the production vessel. 

Gravity draining of complexes has proven 
to be suboptimal at larger production scales 
due to the overall volumes required, as well as 
the time it takes to drain into the production 
bioreactor. Meanwhile, other groups have 
explored pumping a transfection mist, but 
this has not been associated with increased 
productivity due to potential damage to the 
transfection complex during pumping. Ad-
ditionally, certain media components in the 
production vessel that are present at the time 
of transfection can decrease the efficiency of 
complex fusion and uptake by the target cell. 
However, despite these challenges, multiple 
groups have reported successful production 
using transfection-based methods at scales 
from 500 to 2,000 liters.

Besides the limited operating window and 
complex stability, the amount of plasmid re-
quired for AAV production has been cited as 
a limiting factor in the long-term feasibility 
of this method for delivering packaging se-
quences into production cells. While plasmid 
amounts are only in the 20 to 40 mg range 
in a 10-liter production, the 500 to 2,000 
liter scales required for commercial products 
require grams of plasmid per production run. 
Additionally, variability can be observed in 
these methods due to the inherent difficulty 
in introducing equimolar amounts of the 2 
to 3 plasmids used to the packaging cell line, 
which can then create a heterogeneous rep-
lication cascade across the entire production 
culture. Together, these issues can create lim-
iting factors relating to both scalability and 
reproducibility of a transfection platform at 
scale.

An alternative method to transfection, 
helper viruses are utilized to deliver the repli-
cation capsid or Cis sequence into cells. Ad-
vantages commonly cited for these systems 
include the requirement for smaller amounts 
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of helper virus compared to plasmids, im-
proved stability of the helper viruses, and 
the fact that when they are placed into cul-
ture they demonstrate an improved ability 
to dispense through the entire production 
vessel and reach all of the cells. While helper 
viruses do potentially provide a more scal-
able method for delivering packaging com-
ponents to cells, some production platforms 
still rely on the delivery of 2 to 3 recombi-
nant helper viruses to each cell. This may 
result in a challenge similar to that faced by 
transfection: namely, difficulty in ensuring 
each cell receives an equimolar ratio expres-
sion of production sequences. Some baculo-
virus-based systems have utilized helper virus 
spread, where they infect with a low MOI 
(multiplicity of infection) and allow replica-
tion through the culture, further increasing 
the possibility of these systems being even 
more scalable. However, there are more strin-
gent requirements for viral clearance studies, 
which are expected to evaluate the efficiency 
of the purification process in removing the 
input helper virus.

Finally, there is currently a strong interest 
in creating a true packaging cell line similar 
to those utilized in the protein therapeutics 
field.

To date, AAV vector developers have uti-
lized various combinations of Cis, Rep, Cap, 
and/or helper sequences in the production 
cell. Integration of these components is par-
ticularly challenging for AAV production due 
to the need to carefully control the interac-
tion of those genes involved in the produc-
tion cascade, which places the onus on ensur-
ing an optimal amount of each Rep protein 
as well as the adenovirus or other virus-based 
helper genes.

Multiple induction systems have been 
tested as a means of modifying which com-
ponents are expressed and how much – an 
important step in both improving regula-
tion of cytotoxicity that can come from the 
adenovirus replication gene, and ensuring an 
appropriate ratio of gene expression is gained 
during production.

Further challenges in developing a pack-
aging cell line have been reported due to 

 f FIGURE 1
AAV productivity in different scales. 
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potential instability of the integrated ITR (in-
verted terminal repeats) due to its secondary 
structure. This instability can occur during 
cell expansion, during the banking process, or 
in cells that are expanded for production. In 
addition, some of the initial studies related to 
packaging cell lines that have been developed 
have reported a lower percentage of full cap-
sids, or higher levels of genome truncation or 
package host cell DNA in the system. Despite 
these limitations, though, there are multiple 
groups utilizing this strategy, and consider-
able effort is being put into improving the 
platform to create a true packaging cell line 
in the AAV field.

Finally, it should be emphasized that care-
ful evaluation of product quality should be 
paired with any bid to improve the upstream 
bioprocess. Modifications to the helper vi-
rus or production sequences have direct im-
plications for overall productivity, but they 
also control the quality of the packaged ge-
nome or therapeutic sequence in terms of the 
amount of packaged impurity (e.g. host cell 
DNA, plasmid, or vector DNA sequences) in 
the infectivity of the protocol. By improving 
understanding of the virus biology and the 
production cascade involving helper, AAV, 
and cellular proteins, this interplay may be 
utilized to drive AAV systems closer to the 
cellular production capacity we currently see 
with wild-type AAV viruses.

OPTIMIZING SCALABLE AAV 
PRODUCTION: A CASE STUDY 
Upstream bioprocess

Cytiva recently developed a scalable upstream 
AAV bioprocess based upon triple plasmid 
transfection into HEK293T suspension cells. 
AAV2-GFP (containing a green fluorescent 
protein marker to aid in monitoring propaga-
tion) was the initial serotype selected.

The upstream process starts with the work-
ing cell bank, which is thawed before expan-
sion in a number of shake flask steps. This is 
followed by virus production, which is carried 

out in the Xcellerex™ XDR-10 stirred tank 
single-use bioreactor, scalable to 2,000 liters. 

Optimization of the cell line involved 
adapting the HEK293T cell line to suspen-
sion culture. (It may be noted that parallel 
development of a HEK293 cell-based process 
is underway, in light of recent debate around 
the large T antigen and its possible regulatory 
implications). A chemically defined cell cul-
ture medium was used to avoid the regulatory 
complications associated with animal-derived 
components such as serum. Next, the cell 
density and expansion procedure was opti-
mized before creation of the cell bank.

Design of Experiments (DoE) approaches 
were utilized in optimizing the transfection 
procedure. A number of different parameters 
were explored, including cell density, volume 
of transfection, various different plasmids and 
the concentrations and ratios between them, 
PEI (polyethylenimine)/plasmid ratio, incu-
bation time prior to entering the bioreactor, 

 f FIGURE 2
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temperature, different supplements (includ-
ing sodium butyrate), and time of harvest 
post-transfection. 

Figure 1 demonstrates results at different 
scales with the various AAV serotypes inves-
tigated to date: AAV 2, 5, 8, and 9. At small 
scale (in 20 mL shake flasks) relatively high 
productivity of approximately 1.0E+11 vi-
rus particles was observed. Subsequent runs 
at larger scales up to 10 liters demonstrated 
consistent productivity and as noted earlier, 

there have been previous successful examples 
of scale-up to considerably greater volumes in 
single-use stirred tank bioreactors. However, 
given the simplicity of this particular process, 
the yields may be considered encouraging.

Downstream bioprocess

Figure 2 outlines the downstream process that 
was developed. The primary consideration 

 f FIGURE 3

Top graph: no virus losses using 300 kDa NMWCO. Recovery was 75 to 80%. Bottom graphs: better impurity removal using 300 
kDa NMWCO. 
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was scalability of the technologies used. Tech-
nologies that are difficult to scale (e.g. centrif-
ugation, precipitation) were avoided.

Evaluation and optimization of the down-
stream purification steps naturally began at 
small scale and with a focus on the cell lysis 
and DNA fragmentation step. A combination 
of 0.5% Tween™ 20 (to lyse the cells) and 40 
U/mL Denarase™ (to digest DNA) was em-
ployed. This step took place in the bioreactor 
at 37°C with a mixing time of 4 hours.

A normal flow filtration step followed 
using ULTA™ capsules with a range of dif-
ferent cutoffs (5 µm + 2 µm + 0.6/0.2 µm 
HC) and flow rates (30 to 50 LMH). Recov-
ery from this step was approximately 75% 
to 80%, with the usual slight variability be-
tween runs observed and the inevitable loss 
of some virus (e.g. through it sticking to cell 
debris, etc.) 

A concentration and buffer exchange step 
followed, which was done by tangential flow 
filtration using hollow fiber filters. Figure 3 
demonstrates results with cutoff of the filter 

at both 100 kDa and 300 kDa. 100 kDa is 
frequently used in a bid to minimize virus 
loss – however, similar recoveries were ob-
served here with both 100 kDa and 300 kDa, 
suggesting the potential benefit of being able 
to reduce some impurities using the larger 
pore size of the hollow fiber filter. Addition-
ally, both total protein production and total 
DNA removal were improved with 300 kDa 
cutoff.

The capture step involved affinity chro-
matography utilizing Cytiva’s Capto AVB 
affinity resin. Figure 4 shows the chromato-
gram. Material was loaded onto the column, 
followed by washing and elution. The small 
green circle is the elution peak – i.e. where 
the virus is leaving the column. Some of the 
conditions used are also included.

This proved to be a very efficient purifi-
cation method with high impurity reduc-
tion achieved from a single chromatography 
step. Figure 5 shows a membrane image with 
host cell proteins in red and viral proteins in 
green. To the right (‘TFF 10XUF/5XDF’) is 

 f FIGURE 4
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the material loaded onto the column, which 
came from the hollow fiber filtration step 
in the previous unit operation. Some faint 
green bands may be seen – it is possible to 
discern VP1, VP2, and VP3 – but there is 
of course still a lot of host cell protein in 
this material. However, in the eluate (‘Capto 
AVB eluate’) most of those host cell proteins 
have been removed, leaving a clean prepa-
ration of the AAV virus. ‘Flow through’ 
demonstrates what became of the removed 
host cell proteins. The accompanying elec-
tron microscopy image is of the eluate fol-
lowing this single affinity chromatography 
step utilizing Capto AVB, showing the re-
maining virus particles.

While efficiency is of course important, 
it is equally critical to build robustness into 
the process. With this in mind, ongoing de-
velopment work is focusing on aspects such 
as empty-full capsid separation and polish-
ing any remaining impurities. The particular 
strategy under development involves using 
high resolution anion exchange resins (for ex-
ample, Capto™ Q ImpRes) although a num-
ber of other alternatives are currently being 
explored.

Analytics

Analytics are critical for bioprocess success, 
but they are also very time-consuming – an 
all-too-familiar issue for anyone who has 
worked in virus production.

Box 1 lists the analytical tools that were uti-
lized to follow the above process, including 
a novel technology based on Biacore™ SPR 
(Surface Plasmon Resonance) technology, 
which was developed for determination of vi-
rus titer. Assays used included infectious titer 
and total virus titer assays and, of course, a 
number of assays for host cell impurities and 
vector characterization.

Challenges faced with these methods in-
clude the fact that some are lacking low 
enough limits of detection, especially when 
used with early-stage samples from the har-
vest and the NFF samples. Additionally, they 
can sometimes be affected by detergents or 
buffer components, their accuracy depends 
to a large extent on the sample impurity level, 
and there is a lot of assay variation.

In a bid to overcome some of these chal-
lenges and limitations, a new quantification 
assay for AAV2 was developed using the 

 f FIGURE 5
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Biacore™ T200 instrument. This instrument 
carries a sensor chip to which is bound an 
anti-AAV2 antibody. The antibody is immo-
bilized by amine coupling. As material flows 
over the chip, interaction between the AAV 
and the antibody may be detected. Figure 6 
shows the calibration curve for this assay. Well 
over 60 samples have been run between these 
two calibration curves (it is difficult to see 
that there are in fact two curves in the figure, 
demonstrating the stability of this new assay). 
Figure 7 shows the comparison between the 
novel Biacore™ assay and ELISA on various 
process samples, further demonstrating its 
sensitivity and efficiency (it is also easier to 
run than ELISA). This technology is now be-
ing implemented for other AAV serotypes.

FIBRO CHROMATOGRAPHY IN 
AAV PROCESSING 
Fibro is a novel, single-use chromatography 
tool with the potential to alleviate several of 
the current challenges in AAV downstream 
processing, including those related to speed 
and process efficiency. However, it may also 
positively impact other, more general manu-
facturing pain points, such as speed to mar-
ket, scalability, and Cost of Goods.

The Fibro technology is mainly applicable 
to the capture step of AAV downstream bio-
processing. Currently, the capture step typi-
cally provides good recovery, although it can 
be improved, but it is also a relatively slow 
process step. 

Fibro technology enables one to address 
both the capture and the prior concentration 
step. 

Concentration typically has a recovery of 
approximately 80% and like capture, it is 
widely considered to be relatively slow and 
time-consuming. The reason for introducing 
this step is to concentrate the feed material 
and to minimize the loading time in the sub-
sequent capture step. In some cases, a buffer 
exchange is also done in this concentration 
step, usually by TFF.

Capture steps using affinity resins are usu-
ally associated with very long loading times. 
This is due to the fact that AAV titers are 
relatively low, and the flow properties of the 
resins mean that extended residence times 
are required – usually 1 to 3 minutes. Con-
sequently, large volumes of feed material may 
take a great deal of time to load. Indeed, col-
umns are sometimes oversized to minimize 
time spent on this loading phase. Recovery in 
the capture step is negatively impacted by this 

  f BOX 1
Virus infectious titer

 f Transduction assay: flow cytometry
Virus titer

 f Viral genomes: qPCR

 f Viral capsids: ELISA, SPR (Biacore™ system)

 f Full-empty ratio: qPCR/ELISA, analytic IEX, TEM
Host cell impurities

 f Total protein: BCA assay

 f Total DNA: Picogreen™ Assay

 f HC DNA: qPCR

 f HCP: ELISA
Characterization

 f SDS-PAGE, Western blotting

 f TEM

 f SEC and IEX HPLC

 f FIGURE 6
Calibration curve.
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long process time as is the low pH elution, 
which is usually used for affinity ligands.

Fibro is an electrospun cellulose material 
that has relatively large pore size, allowing the 
ligands that are immobilized on this format 
to be accessible directly, without any need for 
diffusion. Therefore, residence times of only a 
few seconds are needed.

There are alternatives available on the mar-
ket – bead resin, for example. Bead resin has 
a much larger surface area, but the majority 
of this surface area is not accessible by the 
relatively large AAV. Other materials are not 
dependent on diffusion. However, these do 
not have the same surface area, and they have 
a different structure without the same, even 
pore size distribution that Fibro features. Fi-
bro has a large surface area and also has a high 
binding capacity, which is key for AAV.

In the process scenario demonstrated in 
Figure 8, this non-diffusion dependent base 
matrix reduces the typical residence time 
of ≥1 minute for a classical affinity resin to 
1.3 seconds – a loading rate that is 46 times 
higher, which results in significantly increased 
productivity. Capitalizing upon this short res-
idence time, 1  liter of clarified harvest feed, 
which is not preconcentrated, can be loaded 
in a 400 mL unit and processed in 1 hour. 
This speed in turn makes TFF dispensable.

Table 1 shows different residence times 
and different flows. The capacity is depen-
dent on the flow, but it will remain high even 
at a short residence time of 1 to 2  seconds, 
only starting to decrease at approximately 
0.5  seconds. The right-hand column of the 
table shows the corresponding time to process 
2,500 MV (membrane volumes), which fur-
ther demonstrates the speed with which one 
can process clarified feed material even with-
out a preconcentration step.

In order to provide context in terms of the 
quantity of Fibro material required to purify 
a large-scale run: 1  liter of feed material on 
a 400  microliter Fibro unit corresponds to 
500 liters of feed material needing a few hun-
dred milliliters of Fibro material.

A number of different units are being de-
veloped that range in size from the lab-scale 
400 microliter HiTrap™ unit up to the 2.4-li-
ter Large Fibro unit. The Medium Fibro unit 
(160 mL) is capable of processing 500 liters 
of feed material in a single run. Each unit 
is compatible with corresponding hard-
ware that is suitable to cope with the flows 
involved.

In summary, Fibro offers a number of ad-
vantages for the AAV capture step, including 
speed, capacity, recovery, and the efficiency 
and convenience of a single-use format. 

 f FIGURE 7
Biacore™ and ELISA analysis of process samples. 
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The fast flow negates the requirement for a 
prior sample concentration step. Rapid cycle 
times positively impact maintenance of both 
virus integrity and infectivity. Rapid process-
ing is also positive for the recovery, and by 
avoiding the need for a TFF step, any losses 
associated with that step are removed. Fibro 
units are prepacked, with a simple setup in 
the manufacturing facility, and offer short 
process development timelines due to the 
speed of every cycle. 

Note that Fibro units for AAV are still un-
der development.

AFFINITY VS MULTIMODAL 
LIGANDS FOR AAV CAPTURE
Affinity ligands are now well established on 
the market for most AAV serotypes. A key 
strength is their prowess at impurity remov-
al, due to their high specificity in binding the 
target AAV.

Affinity ligands do have drawbacks. These 
include the challenging elution conditions 
with low pH – a particularly important con-
sideration for runs with resins because of 
lengthy timeframes involved. Additionally, 
those affinity ligands currently available on 
the market do not discriminate between full 
and empty particles. The elution conditions 
usually raise the risk of the AAV sample ag-
gregating and finally, protein-based affinity 
ligands have limited cleanability. However, ef-
ficient impurity removal with affinity ligands 
may in some cases be considered unnecessary 
because one may simply introduce a subse-
quent full/empty separation step, which will 
also remove many impurities.

Multimodal ligands are not as effective as 
affinity ligands at impurity removal, but they 
do hold the advantage of very mild elution 
conditions. There is an opportunity to en-
rich full AAV, depending on how one runs 
the elution and collects the elution peak. 
Multimodal ligands are acceptable with high 

 f FIGURE 8
Process loading rate comparison.

  f TABLE 1
Residence time (s) Flow (MV/min) Capacity (capsids/mL) Approx. process time 

for 2500 MV
0.5 120 6.1 x 1013 25 min
1 60 2.0 x 1014 50 min
2 30 3.4 x 1014 90 min
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conductivity during binding, meaning that 
no buffer exchange is required prior to load-
ing. They minimize the risk of aggregation. 
Being synthetic, they may also be cleaned un-
der very harsh conditions. Finally, they have 
broad cell type coverage. 

There also exists an opportunity to cir-
cumvent multimodal ligands’ limited impu-
rity removal capabilities, even if one wishes 
to avoid a subsequent full/empty separation 
step: residual HCP and DNA can be removed 
through the addition of a gentle flow through 
Capto™ Core 400, following a capture step 
with a multimodal ligand.

CONCLUSION
Significant improvements have been made to 
vector productivity and genome packaging by 
modifying both viral and cellular sequences 
to better support AAV production. However, 
with the large range of production systems 
still used to manufacture AAV, these improve-
ments may need to be reoptimized with each 
platform to better control the production cas-
cade. Further challenges remain in the scal-
ability of these methods.

As these platforms continue to improve, 
early assessments of product quality will in-
crease the field’s understanding of the link be-
tween viral gene expression, replication, and 
improving AAV platforms.

The optimization of processes and the con-
tinued emergence of improved upstream and 
downstream steps, tools, and assays such as 
those described above, will play a key role in 
evolving traditional AAV virus production 
into fit-for-purpose commercial gene therapy 
manufacture.
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“...clinical and commercial 
need to be aligned from 

the get-go, and the logistics 
provider should absolutely 
be involved at the earliest 

possible stage.”

 Q Adrian, this year you celebrated 30 years with Quick, meaning you 
have been ever-present during the emergence and development 
of the advanced therapies industry as we know it today – can you 
reflect upon that long journey, and share your key concerns as you 
look at the ATMP field today? 

ALM: It has been a long and eventful journey, and I feel like I have had several completely 
different careers in that time. I wouldn’t pretend that it has not been very hard work, but it has 
always been rewarding and varied. Just when you think you are close to knowing most things, 
along comes a whole new field of medicine, and the learning process starts over.

With regards to the ATMP field, at Quick we have been at the forefront alongside the cus-
tomers, and I believe we have effectively learned together. My main concerns would probably 
relate to the establishment of protocols for commercial distribution by the sponsor based on 
clinical phase experiences, without the inclusion of the logistics provider. 

What we have experienced is that what works on a small scale, clinical phase is not always 
practical, or possibly even necessary at a much larger commercial phase. Therefore, I think that 
clinical and commercial need to be aligned from the get-go, and the logistics provider should 
absolutely be involved at the earliest possible stage.

 Q David, you spoke to Cell and Gene Therapy Insights back in the Fall of 
2017 about the role of shipping and logistics in the commercialization 
of cord blood-based therapies – can you share your thoughts on 
how that particular field and its supply chain has evolved since then, 
and what issues it still faces on an ongoing basis?

DM: 2017 seems like a decade ago even though it has only been three years, because this in-
dustry, including cord blood therapies, has evolved so rapidly. The ongoing development of 
allogeneic therapies is exciting to observe, but there are important differences between autolo-
gous and allogeneic therapies that must be acknowledged and understood.

The technical details associated with autol-
ogous therapies are slightly more challenging, 
whereas allogeneic is more structured and 
scheduled. You can easily schedule collec-
tions at cord blood banks or blood centers 
throughout the country, or the world for that 
matter, traditionally sending these collections 
with high integrity to contract manufacturers 
throughout the world.

With autologous therapies, it is all based 
upon scheduling a patient, which can be a 
challenge. These are often very ill patients so 
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there could be delays, or they could be too ill to even go through an apheresis process. To work 
with this level of potential variability we have worked very hard with the industry for many 
years. For example, back in 2010 and 2011 when the first cell therapies were approved, we were 
right there to support the developers and we continue to do so today.

Turning to COVID-19, we have seen interesting events happen in the last four months in 
terms of challenges. We have had to deal with a shrinking airline industry, a trend that we do 
not think is over, as we expect that the airlines are going to continue to right-size.

We have made incredible efforts to save the day in many cases for this industry. We have 
chartered a lot of airplanes and made a lot of long drives. It has really been interesting and 
through this crisis management, I think it has validated what Adrian and I have put together 
on a case-by-case basis to clients; it has validated our processes.

You never know what is going to happen next year. We can only continue to work hard with 
our clients, be creative, and find solutions.

 Q Adrian, you are UK-based – what are your expectations currently 
in terms of the repercussions of BREXIT, and how can or will you 
prepare for them?

ALM: This has been the biggest question we have faced over the last four years, which has been 
preoccupying both our minds and the minds of our clients. It has been overshadowed since 
March, and COVID-19 has taken the number one spot. However, it is still very much an issue, 
and one that we still don’t really know the answer to.

As we all know, until the end of 2020, there will be no change. But that deadline is now fast 
approaching, and we will not be in a position to accurately assess the potential repercussions 
until the final trade agreement between the EU and the UK has been established. We don’t 
know how close to the 1st of January 2021 this will emerge.

Personally, I was hoping for considerable alignment in the medical field, and I was cautious-
ly optimistic that any repercussions would be contained. But in recent months we have seen 
the two sides lay out their frameworks for negotiations, and they do seem to be at loggerheads. 
Certainly, in the rounds of talks that have been held so far, both parties have sounded fairly in-
transigent in their negotiation red lines. We will continue to hope for a last-minute agreement, 
but so far, we do not have any progress.

In the UK, Quick is an official customs broker. We clear all of our own inbound shipments 
at all of the key airports. We are electronically linked and connected to HM Revenue & Cus-
toms, so any import or export customs functions that are needed with effect from January 1st 
next year should be smooth and rapid.

Additionally, we have been increasing our staffing levels in this key area, so that we are able 
to respond to the additional pressures and potential changes that are coming.

 Q What are the key components that you feel make for a good logistics 
provider for the advanced therapy sector?
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“The technical details 
associated with autologous 
therapies are slightly more 

challenging, whereas 
allogeneic is more structured 

and scheduled.”

DM: Without getting overly technical, the 
reality is that experience matters. Between 
Adrian and I, we have nearly 63 years with 
the Quick Group. 

We have been working in this area for 35 
years, and that makes a big difference – we 
have acquired a great deal of experience work-
ing with organs, tissue, blood, and the pharma-
ceutical industry. In many ways, the require-
ments for cell therapies and organ transplant 
are very similar – the expectations, the chain 
of identity and custody, and the required tem-
perature integrity are all very similar. 

Tenure in our organization is incredible. It is very common to have groups of people in all 
our centers of excellence and control towers, that have 20 or more years of experience in special 
logistics throughout the medical community.

When you work so closely with these medical organizations, you must demonstrate honesty 
and integrity. You must be frank with them, particularly when you are dealing with risk-mit-
igating situations. The industry in general has changed, in a good way, in that the interaction 
between vendor and pharmaceutical or biotechnology company is now very open and honest. 
I am very encouraged about that, because whenever possible we should be on the front line 
with our clients. 

Transportation is critical to the success of these therapies, and at the end of the day, we are 
all working for the same patients. Every patient deserves our most concentrated effort.

 Q How do you evolve as an organization to meet the changing 
demands of this sector?

DM: One of the most important questions received from us by our clients is around scalability. 
We are involved and engaged with these organizations from a clinical perspective, and on into 
a commercial perspective, and it is important for the client to understand our scalable abilities. 

On the clinical side, we are dealing with perhaps 15–30 patients as you go through the 
clinical stages. But of course, the goal is to get to a commercial position. Suddenly you could 
be talking about tens of thousands of patients, and each patient requires three shipments at 
a minimum, and potentially up to 10 or 11 shipments. You can understand the concern that 
clients may have in terms of our ability to scale to those levels.

In 2010, when the first FDA-approved therapy was developed, we had to demonstrate our 
ability to scale to 90,000 patients per year. It was a daunting task, and this is when employees 
with 20 years of experience is huge advantage.

We are also seeing changes in the airline structure. Some airlines will likely not be in exis-
tence for much longer – or at the very least, they are going to be a skeleton of an air carrier 
compared to what they were six months ago.
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“...engage with your 
logistics provider both 

early and often.”

In these situations, clients deserve options, and those options need to be very in-depth and 
practical. If you are going to experience potential delays and you want to mitigate risk, you 
must be able to offer other options that are perhaps very expensive. But it is still an option 
because we are focused on the patient. If we all continue to focus on the patient, I think it is 
going to be a very exciting ride.

 Q Autologous cell and gene therapies are now a global commercial 
reality. What would you pick out as your top three key learnings on 
the logistics side, that may be drawn from the experience of the 
trailblazers in this area?

DM: As we discussed earlier, for both the autologous and the allogeneic therapies, there are 
strong similarities to the transplant community, which we have been handling for between 35 
and 40 years. We are the pioneers in transporting organs and lifesaving drugs for the industry, 
and what we have learned over the years is very valuable to the solutions that we provide today.

The other important thing is to engage – engage with your logistics provider both early and 
often. When you start talking, even before the clinical stage begins, identify where the manufac-
turing is going to be done, and then look at the logistics. Learn what expectations you should 
have of your service provider. You might think you have it all spelled out, but when it comes to 
logistics it is not always that simple, and you may have gaps. If you do this early, you can flush 
all these issues out, mitigate risk, and come up with creative ideas on how to approach things.

This becomes even more important as these therapies grow globally. We have done an out-
standing job between Adrian’s team and the center of excellence in the UK, and our team in 
the US. We have handled some very complicated logistics solutions in Europe and in North 
America. The next evolution is going to be in Asia, and we are certainly prepared for that.

Lastly, from a biotechnology or pharmaceutical company perspective, logistics partners need 
to be viewed as a true partner. We act as a partner, we work with our clients as partners, and 
we must have the same mindset. This is what we are experiencing today in this industry, and 
it is a breath of fresh air. 

Another thing is that we need to be good stewards of these therapies. We need to be able to 
educate our airline partners, our ground handlers so that they are as aware of the therapies they 
are handling as we are.

 Q How is Quick seeking to develop its solutions further to support 
autologous therapy chains on a 
worldwide basis? 

ALM: For Quick, this would really focus on 
what is effectively a reset of the supply chain 
involved in delivering these therapies, and in 
meeting the specific demands of each individ-
ual client.
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“The significance of timely 
collections and deliveries of 
the apheresis materials, and 

the product, is critical.”

We are still in a relatively early phase, particularly for CAR-T. We must fundamentally build 
an entirely new supply chain model for the cell and gene field and the CAR-T field.

We must take into consideration the scalability, as well as the demand for dedicated one-
patient-one-product moves – including all of the chain of custody and chain of identity con-
siderations, non-X-ray implications, redundancy planning, and so on. We have to review every 
available air and road option, and much more besides.

Faster and more streamlined solutions will probably first and foremost be provided by develop-
ing the supply chain, in a three-pronged approach. Firstly, that would be by completely retooling 
the ground network to withstand the pressures and meet all the logistical criteria. Secondly, it 
would be by working with the airlines and the ground handlers to educate their resources around 
these products and working with them to potentially develop new services or solutions. And 
thirdly, working with international regulatory bodies to explain to them why they should poten-
tially make exceptions to some of the existing legislation for products in this field. 

We have successfully done some of these things in several cases. For example, from a regula-
tory body perspective, we encountered a border control authority issue around export, mean-
ing that potentially lifesaving medicine could not be exported in a timely manner within the 
product’s viable lifecycle. We had to work together with the sponsor, and the authorities, and 
ourselves, in a collaborative approach, to find and bypass this issue. We did this very success-
fully, and it was very rewarding for all parties.

We have achieved the same thing from a service perspective. Working with an airline and the 
relevant ground handlers, we discussed issues in great depth and looked at all options. We managed 
to produce a bespoke handling service that meant we could minimize some of the risks around the 
failure of freight to be loaded onto the aircraft, by creating an enhanced ground ramp access solu-
tion. Again, it was a collaborative approach among multiple parties, and it made a real difference. 

We are proud of doing this, and we are excited to push those boundaries and come up with 
entirely new solutions just by trying to think slightly differently. Can we approach this from a 
different angle, where can we get better collaboration from, where can we push the airlines, or 
push the handlers, to do more? That is exciting for us.

 Q There seems to be a strong focus right now within the industry 
on working more closely and diligently to alleviate the increasing 
pressure on apheresis centers and clinical point of care that comes 

from this rapid growth of the 
cell and gene therapy field. 
What roles can logistics, tools, 
and service providers play in this 
effort?

ALM: This is a rapidly growing market, and 
we are in the main part relying on hospitals 
and apheresis centers. These institutions have 
had to find the capability to slot entirely new 
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processes into their already hectic clinical schedules. On top of that, they have had to adapt to 
additional responsibilities. 

They may not necessarily be used to handling things such as non-X-ray, and chain of custo-
dy and chain of identity processes. They have needed education and help, and it is our job to 
ensure that we guide them through those processes and assist with the relevant documentation 
and training. That is something we can do together with the sponsor, through interaction with 
the hospitals and the sites.

The significance of timely collections and deliveries of the apheresis materials, and the prod-
uct, is critical. Not only for the patient’s sake, but also for the functionality of the institution 
itself. They do not have endless flexibility. They have tight timeslots, and they need us to pro-
duce and perform to what we have agreed.

My second point would be around transparency throughout the logistics process. This is 
key for all parties, and can be through the logistics provider’s information tools, or through 
a wider platform that links all the stakeholders. As an example, we are currently working 
with clients who engage third-party organizations to link the key milestones that we might 
be reporting on, and the key data. That is between the client systems, our systems, and an 
overarching information platform. In some cases, this can involve booking system for the 
hospitals, too.

Lastly, as David mentioned, I cannot stress enough the importance of having experienced, 
specialized, and dedicated team members within the service provider. This is crucial to the 
sustained scalability of any project.

 Q As we have touched upon already, allogeneic cell therapies are 
clearly on the rise. Many make light of the supply chain logistic 
challenges that this therapy faces, compared to for example 
autologous therapies. Where do you see potential issues arising 
that this field will need to address as it continues to grow?

ALM: Allogeneic therapies can be manufactured in larger batches, from unrelated donor 
sources, and as such the supply chain is one way, one-journey led. There is more predictability 
on the source material than there is with autologous, and there is more consistent availability 
for collection.

Autologous therapy is slightly different. It is vein-to-vein, and therefore has a supply chain 
that is circular – it has got multiple legs. It is a single source material, often a lengthy man-
ufacturing process, and there is less consistency, or availability for collection. There are also 
differences in the temperature: normally a single temperature for allogeneic therapies, but often 
multiple requirements for autologous. 

There are some key differences, but in reality, when it comes down to the critical elements of 
the supply chain, we don’t identify too much of a difference at all. Chain of custody and chain 
of identity are critical in both. Strict temperature controls and the equipment we must provide, 
produce, and validate to achieve that – this applies to both. The non-X-ray requirements will 
most likely apply to both as well.
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Most significantly, the delivery is effectively to a patient for surgery. We still have the same 
logistical challenges that apply in terms of hyper-strict timings, and highly detailed individual 
site requirements, and so on. To our eyes, there is not a lot of difference between the two.

 Q Finally, could you sum up for us your, and Quick’s, chief goals and 
priorities over the coming few years?

DM: In a unique way, COVID-19 has validated the processes that we have worked very hard 
on, and the procedures and logistics plans. What we have learned is that everyone has a role, 
and it is important to keep our staff healthy and safe. This has served as a reminder that we 
should continue to focus and concentrate on that.

Our chief goal from a client perspective is to reinforce the early dialogue with a logistics 
provider. It is particularly important now, in the days that we are living in.

Our investment strategy continues to be very strong, and we have to bolster our staff in Europe 
and North America. We must demonstrate to every client that scale is important to us, and we want 
to make these relationships long-term. These are key objectives for us in 2020, and on into 2021.

We will continue to add value through some of our internal functions, for instance, en-
hancements of our IT systems. As an example, we have just unveiled a redesigned web portal 
which is very exciting to us and our clients.

The most important thing going forward is to continually refine our quality management 
program. This is something that could be a pain point if left unaddressed. You must have a very 
robust quality program.

We are enhancing our ground support in targeted cities. Many of these therapies are being 
administered by world-class oncology clinics throughout the country, so many organizations 
are using the same hospitals, clinics, and apheresis centers. Where we feel that it makes sense, 
we will put our own assets and resources in those cities to help with the process. This takes 
some planning and investment, and it is something we are committed to doing.

We also recruit and train on-site assets, meaning that if a client is really interested and has 
the volumes to substantiate it, we will put people on-site, to help them with some of the logis-
tics issues they may have to navigate on a local basis.

Finally, for nearly 40 years we have been patient-centric, and that will continue. I think that 
is probably the biggest asset that we have – the singular mindset that everything we do is for 
the benefit of a patient. We will continue with that mindset.
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INTRODUCTION
Personalized medicine is gaining a lot of at-
tention in the pharmaceutical industry as it 
is treating diseases that previously had no 
cure [1]. Unlike traditional pharmaceuticals, 
where the drugs are produced in bulk, these 
drugs are patient-centric and have to be man-
ufactured for each patient or each sub-group 
separately. Recently, personalized medicine 
especially in the form of virus-based cell ther-
apies witnessed exponential growth. After the 
FDA approval of the first chimeric antigen re-
ceptor (CAR) T cell therapy [2], the cell and 
gene therapy sector has become a fast-grow-
ing segment of the pharmaceutical industry. 
Recently, Tecartus, a CAR T cell therapy, has 
been approved for adults with mantle cell 
lymphoma (MCL) who have not responded 
to or relapsed following other kinds of treat-
ment [3]. More of these products are awaiting 
approval from the FDA in 2020 [4]. However, 
since it is a relatively new field, the manufac-
turing processes are yet to be standardized or 
optimized at commercial scale. The scalability 
is an open question requiring investigation 
due to the high cost of manufacturing and as-
sociated uncertainties. Hence, there is a need 
to address the scalability issues in the manu-
facturing of CAR T cell therapies in order to 
meet increasing demand.

CAR T cell therapy can be broadly clas-
sified into two types: allogeneic and autolo-
gous. For allogeneic therapies where the cells 
are taken from one donor and used for mul-
tiple patients, the product is manufactured in 
large batches (200–2000L) in order to meet 
the dose requirements. For autologous ther-
apies where each patient’s sample is collected 
and injected back to the same patient, each 
sample is manufactured separately as a sin-
gle batch [6]. With the increasing populari-
ty of CAR T cell therapy products, there is 
a challenge to increase throughput. This can 
be done by either scaling-up or scaling-out. 
“Scale-up” refers to increasing the size of the 
equipment from the early clinical stage pro-
duction, whereas “scale-out” refers to using 
multiple equipment of the same size as used 

in the early stage. As explained above, due to 
fundamental difference between allogeneic 
and autologous therapies, we need to evaluate 
both options to decide which one fits for a 
given therapy [7]. Until now, the majority of 
research has been focused on finding differ-
ent scale-up considerations for specific unit 
operations in the manufacturing process and 
evaluating them based on the experimental 
data [8]. However, when demand increases, 
the main challenge lies in the optimal design 
and scheduling of the manufacturing pro-
cess. The manufacturing process as a whole 
needs to be evaluated and bottlenecks should 
be identified in order to have optimal manu-
facturing scale-up/scale-out to satisfy the de-
mand. Therefore, the scalability is determined 
by the entire complex manufacturing process 
of CAR T cell therapy.

PROCESS DESCRIPTION:
A generalized autologous or allogeneic CAR 
T cell therapy manufacturing process is indi-
cated in Figure 1. It can be divided into three 
steps: upstream, downstream, and fill/finish. 
For scaling-up and scaling-out, one must un-
derstand each unit operation in the manufac-
turing process. Since this field is evolving, the 
process should be evaluated, and the capaci-
ties have to be determined before investing. 

 f Upstream: In the upstream process, the 
samples, i.e. cells are collected from 
patients/donors and further engineered. 
The upstream process consists of two 
parts: the viral vector preparation and 
sample modification. The viral vector 
is a key raw material needed in the 
modification of samples in CAR T cell 
manufacturing. Lentiviral vector has been 
commonly used in clinical trials of CAR 
T cell therapies [9]. The key difference in 
autologous and allogeneic therapies is 
that in allogenic therapy, the virus is the 
ATMP whereas in the case of autologous 
therapy the virus is just used in the gene 
modification of the patient’s cells, where 
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the modified cells are the ATMP. The 
viral vector production is a very complex 
and time-consuming process (Figure 2). 
It is normally produced in bulk for both 
allogeneic and autologous therapies as a 
common raw material for all the samples. 
The viral vector is produced essentially 
using defined cell lines. For viral vector 
in a CAR T application, the primary cell 
line in use is a human cell line (hEK cells). 
The production starts with a working cell 
bank (WCB) that is first removed from 
the cryogenic storage container. These 
cells are thawed and washed. They are 
then transferred to T flasks for expansion 
as the current practice. In the case of 
autologous therapy, where the viral vector 
is raw material, the throughput can be 
increased either by scaling-out and use 
multiple shake flasks, or scaling-up using 
bioreactors. The expansion step is followed 
by purification and concentration of the 
viral vector. After the viral vector is ready, 
the sample modification takes place. The 
sample cells collected from patients/
donors undergo washing and activation. 
After the gene delivery, where the samples 
undergo viral transduction, is carried 
out, the modified cells are expanded. 

The expansion depends on whether it is 
allogeneic or autologous therapy. Since 
in autologous the sample volume is low, 
scale-out is the option used to process 
more samples. In the case of allogeneic, 
the cells can be expanded either in shaker 
flasks or bioreactors based on the batch 
size requirement and the downstream 
throughput. There are a lot of alternatives 
for scale-up in the upstream process of cell 
therapy. Currently, many companies such 
as GE healthcare (Cytiva), Sartorius and 
Pall have provided hardware solutions for 
scale-up for different batch sizes.

 f Downstream: After the expansion is 
complete, the cells are harvested through a 
series of filtration/centrifugation to achieve 
the required cell density. Since there is no 
standardized process until now, the process 
design depends on the density required. 
One of the possible processes is given in 
Figure 2, where sequential concentration 
and purification are carried out. here, the 
downstream process of the viral vector 
is more complex, than the downstream 
processing of the CAR T. hence, capacity 
planning should take into consideration 

 f FIGURE 1
Generalized manufacturing of CAR T cell therapy.
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both the requirements [10]. Currently, the 
cell concentration and washing are carried 
out in centrifugation tubes (≤500 mL). 
however, the transition to scalable and 
closed systems is crucial for scale-up/out 
[11].

 f Fill/Finish: After the downstream 
purification of the product, the cells are 
prepared for the filling and freezing steps. 
As the shelf-life of the cells is very short 
(30 mins to few hours), the fill/finish 
process should be quickly completed. 
The cells are either cryopreserved or 
reformulated for short-term storage at 
2–8°C. Cryopreservation is more practical 
option as it gives flexibility for scheduling. 

 PROCESS SIMULATION

In any process development, technological al-
ternatives available for each step of the man-
ufacturing process are evaluated. For any cell 

and gene therapy, until now the main efforts 
have been spent on determining the efficiency 
and effectiveness of various alternatives based 
on experiments. However, this is less effective 
in developing an optimum process design as 
the dependence of each decision on the over-
all cost is not taken into consideration. One 
of the major bottlenecks is that the manu-
facturing is cumbersome and manual and 
applying the concepts of process engineering 
would help in increasing productivity and the 
economic viability of the product. There are 
two ways in which digital tools can be em-
ployed in order to complement the real exper-
iments. First is the development of detailed 
mechanistic models which would require 
fundamental understanding of the process 
mechanism in order to develop the governing 
equations. Another way is the data-driven in 
silico modelling which would use experimen-
tal data. In the case of CAR T-cell therapy, 
which involves biological systems, the com-
plexity involved is too high and the process 
understanding is limited. In addition, due to 
the GMP requirements, there is high quality 

 f FIGURE 2
Schematic of viral vector production and purification.
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of process data available. Therefore, real ex-
periments can be supported by in silico exper-
iments to accelerate and improve the process 
development. Simulation tools enable ap-
proximate imitation of the operations in the 
manufacturing process and have been used 
for traditional pharmaceutical manufactur-
ing to evaluate different equipment, scenar-
ios, economic performance, and throughput 
analysis of the process. Therefore, we can nat-
urally extend the use of simulation tools for 
the process development of CAR T cell thera-
py manufacturing as well. The use of simula-
tion tools will help us get yield insight which 
was not possible with experimental analysis 
of each process step. From the simulation, 
we can identify the total capital investment, 
manufacturing cost, cycle time, and capaci-
ty of the manufacturing. Also, the model-
ling of the manufacturing plant plays a very 
important role in production planning and 
scheduling. The simulation will allow sched-
uling by abiding by the resource and capacity 
constraints. It effectively serves as a fast and 
inexpensive alternative to actual experiments.

In the past, simulation tools have been 
used for various process design and sched-
uling purposes, such as throughput analysis 
and chemical processes debottlenecking [12]. 
They have also been proposed in biopharma-
ceutical process, such as the manufacturing 
of monoclonal antibody (mAb), to use sim-
ulation tools for process optimization [13]. 
However, in the case of cell therapy, simula-
tion tools have not been fully adopted. The 
scalability of CAR T cell therapy has been 
investigated with respect to individual equip-
ment’s but not yet the whole process. 

The current “gold standard” is to adopt a 
simulation environment to model the entire 
process and make decisions based on the out-
come. The different aspects in which simu-
lation can be used in the manufacturing of 
CAR T cell therapy are:

 f Process design: The manufacturing process 
of CAR T cells consist of equipment 
alternatives with different yields and 
processing times. Simulation helps select 

the best technology for each processing 
step in the manufacturing process. Also, 
there is added complexity due to the 
biological variability, i.e. each batch has 
different processing times. Simulation 
of the CAR T cell manufacturing also 
considers the uniqueness of complex 
biological systems. 

 f Economic evaluation and what-if analysis: 
The simulation tools perform thorough 
economic analysis and project the cost 
calculation for the required scale of 
production. The tools can also be used 
to analyze different future scenarios and 
compare the costs associated. Therefore, 
economic cost can be used as a metric 
to decide the optimal process design for 
commercial CAR T cell manufacturing [14].

 f Bottleneck identification: Once different 
technology alternatives are compared 
and the process flow sheet is decided, 
the scalability decisions must be made. 
Since the costs related to the CAR T cell 
therapy equipment are tremendous, it is 
critical to understand the capacity and 
time utilization of each equipment i.e. 
proportion of time each equipment is 
used in one plant cycle, and optimize the 
throughput with minimum investment. The 
main goal for scaling up or scaling out is to 
increase the annual throughput [15], the 
general formula of which is given below:

Annual throughput   = batch size × number  

of batches

In the case of allogeneic CAR T thera-
py, where the samples are prepared in bulk, 
throughput can be increased through scal-
ing-up. While in the case of autologous ther-
apy, in the majority of steps each sample is 
manufactured separately, to increase the 
throughput, scale-out by installing paral-
lel units becomes a better option. However, 
since the process is a result of interactions 
among various unit operations with differ-
ent processing times and capacities, scale-up/
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scale-out of the entire manufacturing process 
is not straightforward and has to be decided 
through debottlenecking techniques.

While we try to increase the throughput, 
we might run into bottlenecks from either 
equipment or resources. The bottlenecks 
encountered can be either time bottleneck 
or capacity bottleneck. The debottlenecking 
process is carried out as an iterative process 
evaluating the effect of each decision made 
on the entire process. Once we increase the 
capacity of certain equipment might lead to 
a new bottleneck and the process continues 
until we achieve the required throughput.

Different metrics can be used to identify 
the bottlenecks such as time utilization of 
the equipment, capacity utilization, etc. For 
example, in the process of debottlenecking, 
we compute the capacity utilization of all 
the equipment for the plant running at max-
imum capacity. The equipment with almost 
100% capacity utilization is the limiting one 
as the throughput cannot be increased further. 
Therefore, the capacity is increased via scale-
up for bulk manufacturing or scale-out for 
separate manufacturing, in order to remove 
the bottleneck and increase the throughput. 
After the changes are made and throughput 
increased, the utilization is re-calculated to 
find other bottlenecks. Therefore, the scal-
ability of the manufacturing process is based 
on the debottlenecking of the manufacturing 
process iteratively until the required through-
put is achieved. 

The debottlenecking process will result in 
optimal scale-up/scale-out based on whether 
it is allogeneic or autologous therapy. All the 
possible scenarios should be considered be-
fore making the production decisions. Since, 
in the future, there is a high possibility that a 
single manufacturing center will cater to both 
allogeneic and autologous sample produc-
tion, the scalability decisions should be based 
on the future demand for both types. Hence, 
this becomes a multi-product plant simula-
tion problem where we keep the various sce-
narios in mind. 

Challenges in using simulation tools: In 
the previous sections we have highlighted the 

advantages of using simulation tools and how 
they can deal with challenges of CAR T cell 
therapy manufacturing scalability. However, 
simulation tools do not standalone and have 
to be used in complementary to the ongoing 
experiments. The two main steps of imple-
menting simulation tools in the system are 
data collection from experiments and mod-
el validation. Data is needed for developing 
in silico models which is used to describe the 
biological processes realistically. For the vali-
dation, the credibility of the in silico models 
should be demonstrated. Therefore, the in sil-
ico experiments and real experiments would 
be complementary and would help in making 
the process design more efficient. 

The use of simulation tools and digital 
technologies comes with following challenges:

1. Scale-up limitations: Scale-up for CAR T cell 
therapy is not straightforward and involves 
a lot of complexities. Since it is cell culture 
based process, cell-density based scale-up 
is more relevant than volume-dependent 
scale-up. Also, maintaining cell product’s 
critical quality parameters such as density, 
purity etc., is very crucial while scaling-up. 
Therefore, scale-up decisions are governed 
by the above mentioned constraints and 
should be considered in simulation tools. 

2. Data: high-quality data is necessary to build 
realistic simulation models. Since the CAR T 
cell therapy is very new and far away from 
being standardized, in silico models cannot 
capture the whole process. however, 
once the field advances, simulation has 
the potential to serve the role of selecting 
the best technology, and enable process 
optimization and scheduling [16].

3. Regulatory approval: The simulation tools 
in order to be employed needs regulatory 
approval. The USA Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) has clearly mentioned 
the technical information needed for 
the approval of digital tools. After the 
regulatory approval, the next process is 
verification, validation and uncertainty 
quantification (VVUQ) [16]. The verification 
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step determines if the simulation model fits 
the mathematical description, validation 
is achieved by comparison of simulation 
results and real-world data and uncertainty 
quantification studies the effect of inputs 
uncertainty and assumptions on the 
simulation results. 

INDUSTRY 4.0 AND DIGITAL TWIN
Industry 4.0 is the industrial revolution that 
links the physical production and operations 
with smart digital technology, big data and 
ML in order to establish an holistic ecosystem 
[17]. New level of interconnectivity through 
IoT and access to real time data has revolu-
tionized various sectors such as process in-
dustry, manufacturing etc . In other words, 
it results in the convergence of physical and 
digital spaces. One of the important steps 
in the Industry 4.0 is the development of a 
digital twin. Which is a virtual replica of a 
process or product. Digital twin is an inte-
grated digital model of a physical system 
which provides important insights on the 
system performance. Digital twin uses the 
process data from experiments into deep 
process understanding and enables efficient 
decision-making. Digital twin has a lot of ad-
vantages in the field of CAR T-cell therapy. 
The ability to support real time monitoring 
of the process is crucial for any cell therapy 
as it supports visibility and helps in quality 
control. Also, the use of digital twin enables 
automation and helps in replacing the cum-
bersome manual manufacturing process. The 
integrated system of manufacturing process 
and its digital twin is established through soft 
sensors and would lead to better process con-
trol [18]. Another aspect where digital twin 
has unique advantages is quality control [17]. 
The batch failure due to the failure of quality 
assurance and/or contamination is a critical 
issue in cell culture derived products. Having 
a real-time monitoring of the process through 
digital twin helps in better monitoring and 
avoiding such problems.

Software review

The above-mentioned computer experiments 
can be done in many simulation environ-
ments. Here we give a review of the commer-
cial simulation software that can be used for 
cell and gene therapy manufacturing [19]. 

1. Bio-G: The software is a real-time 
modeling system for biopharmaceutical 
manufacturing. It is very flexible with the 
capability of connecting to any database 
and updating data in real-time for the 
analysis. This software accounts for 
different challenges such as variability 
associated with human cells. The key 
advantage is that it gives realistic and faster 
results than other modeling frameworks 
with real-time simulation [20].

2. SuperPro Designer: This software is a 
process flowsheet based on a database 
containing a variety of unit operations. 
Based on the input data, the software 
calculates materials and energy balances 
for each process step. It has a built-
in database for raw materials and 
consumables, meanwhile accepting the 
user databases [21].

3. BioSolve: It is an Excel-based modelling 
tool with pre-populated unit operations for 
process design. It is static and mainly used 
for the economic evaluation of the process. 
Therefore, it is a good tool to compare 
different technologies for a given process 
step [22].

4. AspenOne: Like Superpro, it is a flowsheet-
based software by AspenTech. It is mainly 
used for the design and optimize the 
traditional pharmaceutical ingredient (API) 
manufacturing. Compared to Superpro, 
it does not have a wide range of unit 
operations relevant to CGT manufacturing 
[23].

5. Discrete event simulation (DES) Software: 
The above-mentioned software all 
include mathematical modelling, i.e. mass 
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and energy balances in unit operations. 
however, only DES can be used to model 
discrete and dynamic manufacturing 
process to visualize flow to the materials. 
It has an advantage over the spreadsheet-
based simulation as the latter is 
deterministic and does not consider the 
variability. hence, DES becomes useful 
when we do not have sufficient data for the 
mathematical modelling of the equipment. 
Examples of DES software are EDEM, 
ExtendSim, Simul8, etc. [24].

6. SimCad Pro: This software can simulate 
process-based environments such as 
manufacturing, logistics, healthcare etc. 
It is a DES tool capable of modelling any 
process flow-type environment. Also, 
unlike other DES software, it supports real-
time monitoring using devices like RFID 
tags [25]. 

7. Bio4C™ ProcessPad: It is a software suite 
by Merck combining process analysis, 
process control and plant-level automation. 
It has both offline and browser-based 
modules that can analyze data from 
databases offline and conduct real-time 
monitoring of the bioprocessing plant, 
respectively. This software is more than just 
a simulation tool, but aims to implementing 
Industry 4.0 in bioprocessing field. It 
includes a wide range of unit operations 
and provides alternatives for each step of 
the manufacturing process [26]. 

Apart from the well-established software 
mentioned above, other software are currently 

being developed which can cater to the specific 
needs of CAR T cell therapy. Some of these 
software are K-ComBioPro (a computational 
Bioprocess Design simulation tool), Siemens 
smart biomanufacturing tool, etc. In summary, 
there are a variety of simulation software avail-
able for modelling the CAR T-cell manufac-
turing, with various levels of complexity and 
details included. Table 1 below gives a direct 
comparison of the advantages and disadvan-
tages of these products for choosing the proper 
software based on specific requirements.

CONCLUSION
In this review, we emphasized the importance 
of process simulation in tackling the scalabil-
ity issues in CAR T cell manufacturing and 
the challenges involved. It is understood that 
the scalability of the process is not straight-
forward and requires analysis of the entire 
process. The importance of simulation tools 
is three fold: 

1. Fast and inexpensive way to optimize the 
design process through comparison among 
different alternatives, 

2. Economic evaluation, and 

3. Scalability decision support based on 
debottlenecking of the process. 

There are different types of commercial sim-
ulation software available, each one with dif-
ferent levels of details and assumptions. The 
choice of software should be based on the 
requirement. Moreover, simulation of the 

  f TABLE 1
Comparison between different simulation software indicating their advantages and disadvantages

Bio-G SuperPro 
Designer

BioSolve AspeOne DES Bio4C™ 
ProcessPad

Real-time ü ü ü

Equipment 
modelling

ü ü ü ü ü

Dynamic ü ü ü

Static ü ü ü

Biological 
variability

ü ü
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process will also aid the implementation of a digital twin 
which is crucial to meet the unique requirements of CAR 
T cell therapy. The digital representations would include all 
the details of the system by mirroring the process in the vir-
tual space to gain the same benefits of accessing the system. 
In the case of CAR T, it would mean the representation of 
the entire production system in real-time aided by sensors 
and smart devices. The production systems can be integrated 

with logistics and good visualization of the entire process 
is enabled. A digital twin will add great value in the case of 
CAR T cell therapy considering real-time information on 
the quality and state of the sample are important at all the 
steps of the manufacturing and transportation. Therefore, 
simulation is the first step in the direction of transforming 
the cell and gene therapy manufacturing and implementing 
Bioprocessing 4.0 through digital twins.
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A necessary transition: why 
viral vector production for gene 
therapy needs to evolve

SCALING UP/OUT: COST-EFFECTIVE & 
ROBUST TRANSITIONIONING THROUGH THE 
CLINIC TO COMMERCIAL MANUFACTURE

INTERVIEW with: 
Ryan Cawood, CEO and Founder, OXGENE

Ryan founded Oxford Genetics in 2011, after earning a first 
class degree in genetics and a PhD from Oxford University. 
The idea behind the company was to simplify and standardise 
the process of DNA engineering using a proprietary DNA 
plasmid platform called SnapFast™ that allowed researchers 
– for the first time – to assemble complex sections of DNA 
as simply as ‘molecular Lego’. Ryan used his background in 
genetic engineering and virology to guide and grow the busi-
ness through a series of strategic changes that explored how 
further development of the SnapFast™ platform through in 
house research and development could help overcome mul-
tiple challenges in the development of new biologics. 

This culminated in a rebrand to OXGENE in 2019, as the 
company redefined itself as a leading solutions provider, 
using a combination of proprietary technologies to address 
multiple pinch-points on the journey through design, discov-
ery, development and manufacture of a novel biologic.
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“...the industry is 
essentially using 

technologies – for the 
most part – that were 
established 20 or even 

25 years ago.”

 Q Can you give us some background on the story of OXGENE, and its 
technological focus to date?

RC: I founded Oxford Genetics, rebranded to OXGENE, nine and a half years ago. I was 
doing a PhD in gene therapy at the University of Oxford and making some quite com-
plicated gene therapy vectors, which got increasingly challenging to construct as they got 
bigger and involved larger and larger pieces of DNA. By the time I finished my PhD, I was 
convinced that there was better way to build DNA. I founded the company on that central 
premise. The concept was to build DNA like Lego; to build consistent DNA blocks that had 
reproducible behaviors, and then assemble more complicated pieces of DNA from those 
predefined blocks.

At that point, I didn’t know much about running a business, or how the industry worked. 
I originally thought we’d be a product-based company that would sell the pieces of DNA we 
made. That worked pretty well, but it became clear that the company was never going to grow 
much beyond that unless we changed the business model. We started to use the pieces of DNA 
we made to custom-build larger sections of DNA for customers. And then behind the scenes, 
we also started using that same platform to build our own technologies, and to invest in our 
own research and development. This grew into three different areas: antibody discovery, gene 
therapy manufacturing strategies, and CRISPR engineering. We have evolved as the markets 
have moved, and today most of our research is in the gene therapy area.

 Q Why the strong focus on gene therapy, and why now? What is 
your take on how viral vector manufacturing needs to evolve, 
particularly in terms of its scalability demands?

RC: It’s a really exciting time for gene therapy. When I was doing my PhD, the industry was strug-
gling. There weren’t many clinical trials going on, and there was little investment in the sector. I’m 
really pleased that as we’ve been developing our business, the industry has completely changed, 
thanks in large part to some clinical success stories in patients, which is excellent to see. We’ve fol-

lowed the industry as it’s expanded, which is also why we’ve 
invested more heavily in that part of our business. 

In terms of the current state of play in gene therapy 
manufacturing, the industry is essentially using technol-
ogies – for the most part – that were established 20 or 
even 25 years ago. It’s almost like making a cake. Every 
time you want to make a cake, one person puts all the 
ingredients in, mixes them up, and hopefully the cake 
comes out well in the end. Right now, to make a gene 
therapy vector, you have to transfect multiple plasmids 
into the cells, add the transfection reagents and hope for 
the best. It’s not particularly reproducible; sometimes it 
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“Our approach to viral 
vector manufacture 
needs to change. ”

doesn’t work, sometimes the yields are low, and it’s very 
difficult to then scale the process up. 

Our approach to viral vector manufacture needs to 
change. 

 Q Turning to adeno-associated vector 
(AAV) manufacture in particular, what 
do you see as the critical factors in 
achieving this field’s twin key goals of 
improved yield and quality, and how is 
this reflected in OXGENE’s platform?

RC: Yield and product quality are inextricably intertwined. Some diseases require systemic 
gene therapy treatment, meaning that you need extremely large quantities of AAV per patient. 
But if you’re going to deliver large quantities of virus systemically, you need the quality of your 
viral vector to be very high and very potent. Otherwise you’re delivering material that either 
doesn’t work or may cause toxicity. If you can improve yield and quality together, you can re-
duce cost of goods and have a product that’s more active on delivery. 

 Q Can you go deeper into OXGENE’s philosophy and approach to 
simplifying AAV production processes – for example, in terms of 
reducing the number of transfection steps required?

RC: Our philosophy is that the only way in which you will truly be able to scale AAV manu-
facturing is to completely remove the dependency on plasmids and the transfection process. 
This is partly because of the number of input ingredients you need, but also because the process 
itself is limited by cell density, is hard to scale, and comes with prohibitively high costs. We’ve 
been developing multiple technologies that all focus on reaching that objective. 

One particularly exciting new technology we’re bringing to market is TESSA, which stands 
for Tetracycline Enabled Self Silencing Adenovirus. If we think of how AAV is produced in 
nature, it only replicates when it’s in the same cell as an adenovirus; that’s why we call it an 
adeno-associated virus. In this natural setting, the AVV produced is of exceptionally high qual-
ity; almost every AAV particle has an AAV genome packaged inside it. But when we produce 
AAV using plasmids, for some serotypes only 2–5% of the particles actually contain a genome. 

We wanted to reproduce ‘natural’ AAV replication, and to do that, we needed to use an 
adenovirus. But why aren’t people doing that already? The main reason is that when you use 
adenovirus to manufacture AAV, you make about as much adenovirus in the end as you do 
AAV. This is potentially a major safety issue, and means you have to work really hard to purify 
the AAV and remove all the adenovirus. We knew this was the challenge we’d have to over-
come, so we developed a way to halt the adenovirus lifecycle halfway through. This means that 
the adenovirus can go into a cell, convert that cell into a viral vector manufacturing machine, 
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“...we’ve managed to 
get the yield from our 

lentiviral packaging 
cell lines pretty 

close to that of our 
transient transfection 

process.”

then shut itself down. It can provide the help to make 
AAV, but doesn’t make any more adenovirus. In terms 
of suppressing adenovirus production during an AAV 
manufacturing run, TESSA is somewhere in the region 
of 99.999% to 100% effective. 

Once we developed this adenovirus, we thought about 
how to use it to manufacture AAV. We could replace the 
helper function in the AAV manufacturing process, but 
you’d still have to deliver two other plasmids: one with 
Rep and Cap and one with the ITR-flanked gene of in-
terest. So we thought perhaps we could add the AAV Rep 
and Cap genes into the adenovirus as well, thereby re-
moving another plasmid from the process. That has been 
tried before, but without success. However, because of 
our molecular Lego platform, we could make lots of dif-

ferent viruses in different configurations to find the one that worked best. 
We can now deliver everything you need to manufacture AAV, with the exception of the 

ITR-flanked gene of interest, in a single virus; and there are many other transfection-free meth-
ods of delivering this.

 Q Are there any aspects or features of the OXGENE platform that are 
designed specifically to solve bottlenecks in large-scale AAV vector 
manufacture?

RC: As we discussed before, the main challenges for AAV manufacture are maintaining – or 
improving – AAV yield and quality in large scale production. So far, the degree to which our 
TESSA platform improves AAV yield is serotype dependent. For some serotypes we’ve ob-
served a ten-fold improvement, and for other serotypes we’ve seen a 100-fold improvement; 
that’s just in the number of virus particles that are coming from the cell. What is almost more 
interesting is that when we look at those particles, they’re also in some cases up to 2,000-times 
more infectious. As well as these improvements to yield and quality, we’ve also seen a significant 
increase in packaging efficiency. For AAV2, this has increased from about 2–5% to around 
70%. Going back to how much AAV you’d then need to deliver to the patient, there may po-
tentially be significant safety benefits to this as well. 

 Q Shifting the focus to lentiviral vectors (LVVs) production, can you 
outline this particular platform and how it addresses issues that 
relate to LVVs specifically?

RC: We’ve been developing packaging and producer cell lines for LVVs for about three and 
a half years, and we’re now offering these out for evaluation. These cell lines allow you to 
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“...we are doing really 
exciting things in terms 
of genetic engineering 
and developing new 

approaches...”

reduce the number of plasmids you need to transfect into the cells from four down to one in 
the case of the packaging cell line, or none for the producer cell line. The market expectation 
is that lentiviral packaging and producer cell lines will be the solution to scalable lentiviral 
vector manufacture, which is why we’ve focused our attention on this, perhaps more conser-
vative, approach to manufacturing lentivirus than we’ve taken for AAV. 

The fact that there are clinical products that use lentiviral vectors being used to treat pa-
tients speaks to the success of the industry. However, you need significantly fewer lentiviral 
particles per patient than you do for AAV, because lentiviral vectors are most commonly used 
for ex vivo cell therapies. And because you’re then transducing the cells ex vivo, you don’t re-
quire the 1 x 1012 viral particles per kilogram you might need to treat a patient with an AAV 
based gene therapy. 

Lentiviral production is also slightly different, because we have a precedent to follow, 
in that retroviral packaging and producer cell lines have been around since the mid-to-late 
1990s. Creating a stable producer cell line means that all the genetic components of the viral 
vector are integrated into the cell’s own genome, so you no longer need to perform a trans-
fection step to produce lentiviral vectors expressing your gene of interest. Now this is much 
simpler for retrovirus than lentivirus, because there aren’t that many genes, but the number 
of genes in HIV-based lentiviral vectors – some of which are toxic to cells – make this a bit 
more challenging. 

 Q The traditionally high cost of LVV remains a major concern for the 
cellular immunotherapy field in particular – how does OXGENE’s 
platform seek to aid in cost of goods reduction? 

RC: If you run a bioreactor to produce lentiviral vectors, about 40% of the cost of goods 
comes from plasmids and reagents. If you can cut that cost by using a producer cell line, 
then you immediately make a significant saving on production. That’s just in terms of your 
costs going in, not even considering the process improvements. For example, transfection 
limits batch size, and increases the complexity involved in actually making the virus. Sim-
plifying this process improves reproducibility. That said, the main challenge for lentivi-
ral packaging and producer cell lines is that viral yields are generally slightly lower than 
with the transfection process, leaving a trade-off between scalability and overall yield. So 
far, we’ve managed to get the yield from our lentiviral 
packaging cell lines pretty close to that of our transient 
transfection process. It’s slightly lower for the produc-
ers, so we’re busy optimizing and improving that now 
– but it’s already at the point of commercial viability, 
because it would be cheaper to use this cell line than 
consistently produce large quantities of lentivirus by 
transient transfection. 
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 Q Why is collaboration so important in viral vector bioprocess 
development, and how is this reflected in OXGENE’s approach?

RC: We’ve been fortunate to have a number of different collaborations with some significant 
players in the gene therapy industry over the last 3–4 years. We might think we are doing 
really exciting things in terms of genetic engineering and developing new approaches, but 
end-user companies have a different perspective, and their feedback has been invaluable. 
If you’re going to attempt to throw out the existing process, it’s crucial to understand just 
how far you can push the boundaries, and the only people who can tell you that are the 
therapeutic companies. They’ve taught us a huge amount, and we hope to have many more 
collaborations in the future. It is the best way to learn what the industry needs, and the best 
way to make progress.

 Q Can you sum up both your own and OXGENE’s chief goals and 
priorities for the coming 12 months?

RC: We have just been through the process of refitting a new facility of around 7,000 square 
feet, which will allow us to expand our process development capabilities. Bringing our new vi-
ral vector manufacturing technologies to market is our number one priority for the year ahead. 
We want to get these to the point where we’ve done all the validation our customers will want 
to see, and made sure that the data is available for them in the event that they want to file those 
technologies with regulatory bodies. 

Beyond that, we want to continue to grow the company. For the last 3 or 4 years we’ve been 
growing at around 160% a year, which has been great. This year is obviously going to be more 
challenging than others, due to the Covid-19 pandemic, but so far we are optimistic that we 
can continue our progress. 
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SPOTLIGHT SCALING UP/OUT: COST-EFFECTIVE & 
ROBUST TRANSITIONIONING THROUGH THE 
CLINIC TO COMMERCIAL MANUFACTURE

COMMENTARY

The power of small: success of 
small academic/healthcare units 
within the cell & gene therapy 
industry
Benjamin D Weil & Owen Bain 

Cell and gene therapy (CGT), within the biopharmaceutical industry, continues to gain trac-
tion with the success of chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T-cell therapies from Novartis and 
Gilead, stem/stromal cells from Takeda (formerly TiGenix), limbal stem cells from Chiesi, 
oncolytic virus from Amgen, and many more. However, these novel therapies were not born 
in pharma, they originated and were clinically developed within small academic GMP man-
ufacturing sites. This commentary reviews the impact and significance of small academic/
healthcare units as a launchpad for the innovation and success of CGT ventures, from the 
perspective of two senior managers at the Centre for Cell, Gene & Tissue Therapies (CCGTT) 
at the Royal Free Hospital, London, UK.

Cell & Gene Therapy Insights 2020; 6(8), 1207–1214

DOI: 10.18609/cgti.2020.132

INTRODUCTION
The ATMP field is rapidly progressing with 
more novel therapies entering the CGT 
field than ever before. The route from 

discovery to late clinical trials, however, is 
littered with complex hurdles to overcome, 
fraught with numerous far-implicating early 
decisions which often determine success and 
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commercialization further down the line. 
Typical drug discovery within large pharma-
ceutical companies requires high throughput 
screening of potential targets to develop new 
therapeutics. However, this research & devel-
opment (R&D) model is not conducive to 
cellular immunotherapy, and internal drug 
development has not worked well for ad-
vanced therapy medicinal products (ATMPs) 
within pharma, to date.

As a result, the vast majority of original re-
search and novel cell/gene therapies have aris-
en from academic institutions. There is now 
growing acceptance and understanding in the 
importance of translational focus for early re-
search within academia. Translational medicine 
is integral to the success of CGT; at the Roy-
al Free Hospital – within a very small, highly 
skilled team – we adopt lab-scale preclinical 
research, design and validate closed bioprocess 
systems with Good Manufacturing Practice 
(GMP) compliant materials, author Chem-
istry and Manufacturing Controls (CMC) 
documentation for regulatory submission, 
and now manufacture commercial-scale GMP 
drug product. This development timeline has 
occurred within a 2-year period; a feat contract 
manufacturing organizations (CMOs) and 
pharma alike are not adept to complete. And 
yet, it is not an isolated achievement, but one 
which has been mirrored throughout small ac-
ademic units across the CGT industry.

WHY CELL/GENE THERAPY?
ATMPs, particularly autologous therapies, do 
not fit the existing traditional pharma model 
of large batch manufacturing with pharmacy 
product dispense. Early stage ATMP clinical 
trials predominantly treat a small number of 
patients, targeting rare indications. Often the 
skill sets required for this manufacture are 
not met within pharma: an amalgamation 
of pharmacists and chemists vs biologists 
and translational scientists. As Table 1 shows, 
many products have been taken successful-
ly to market that were originally developed 
from academic units.

Academic manufacturing units promote 
success for the university, for the patient 
group, and for (likely) commercial spin-
out. But how can translational success, from 
drug development to clinical trials (and be-
yond), be achieved in such a relatively short 
timeline?

SME knowledge of the drug product will 
be unparalleled, however, their experience 
with GMP manufacturing and bioprocess 
futureproofing is often limited. Within the 
CGT field, C(D)MO capability is limited, 
and by selecting this route at such an early 
stage, a company will often lose the ability to 
take ownership of product manufacture and 
the knowledge gained which is vital for suc-
cessful future development of a commercial 
product. Additionally, contract research orga-
nizations (CROs) can manage trials and the 
regulatory burdens, but little internal prod-
uct development is feasible through CROs/
CMOs pathways.

Small academic manufacture units have 
widely been able to marry these three oper-
ations: the product knowledge and technical 
skill of small and medium-sized enterprises 
(SMEs), the GMP production prowess of 
CMOs, and clinical expertise of CROs. As a 
result, often the transition from early research, 
through qualification and validation studies, 
clinical trial application submission to clini-
cal manufacture can be performed under one 
roof. This can significantly reduce the cost, 
time, and complexity, de-risking the ‘valley of 
death’ between research and late phase trials.

Not only this, but small GMP units are 
forming direct relationships with SMEs to 
provide expertise and facility space for early 
clinical manufacture, in addition to internal 
product development. Multiple units are now 
using this as a symbiotic relationship, where 
both parties benefit as an alternative model. 
The healthcare unit will benefit from leasing 
out excess capacity, and the biotech company 
is able to move rapidly through their product 
timeline. This ‘hotel’ model allows a compa-
ny to manufacture within an existing facili-
ty under their existing quality management 
system and license. The company is therefore 
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able to train up and retain its own staff to 
manufacture within the unit, so technical 
expertise is not lost once the company out-
grows the small facility. At which point, clin-
ical development of the product is de-risked 
sufficiently to enable expansion to a large 
facility where scale up/out can be achieved, 
such as the Cell and Gene Therapy Catapult 
Centre. This pathway significantly reduces 
the time that would otherwise be taken for 
commercialization.

THE ACADEMIC UNIT PARADIGM
So how is this amalgamation of skills achieved 
within one site and how is the environment 
within these small units conducive to cell 
therapy specifically?

There are numerous situational and objec-
tive advantages, which can be broadly divided 
into four categories: expertise, the approach 
to risk, finance opportunities, and logistical 
advantages.

Expertise (of product type)

Many academic/healthcare manufacturing 
units were born through bone marrow pro-
cessing laboratories or similar hematological 
procedures. These treatments precede the 
definition of ATMPs brought into force by the 
EC regulation 1394/2007. However, FACT 
and JACIE accreditation (required for their 
operation) align well with current cell therapy 
regulation. As a result, processing standards, 
as well as staff training, facilitate working 
with live biological products. The experience 
from working with viable cellular products is 
interwoven with the flexibility and bioprocess 
challenges required for ATMP manufacture. 
Technical staff are adept at aseptic manipula-
tion of small-scale cell therapies.

Project diversity for ATMPs is high with 
many unique bioprocesses (in Phase 1 espe-
cially), so industry is dependent upon academ-
ic groups to conduct high risk early research 
which requires skilled, specialized staff. The 
structure of teams within academic teams are 

  f TABLE 1
Companies with cell and gene therapy products and their associated academic links.

CGT product Commercial entity Academic roots
Strimvelis® Orchard Therapeutics 

(previously GSK)
San Raffaele Telethon Institute for Gene 
Therapy

Holoclar® Chiesi Farmaceutici University of Modena
Alofisel® Tigenix/Takeda Katholieke Universiteit Leuven/ Universiteit 

Gent
Kymriah® Novartis University of Pennsylvania
Imlygic® Amgen (BioVex) University College London
Yescarta®/Tecartus™ Gilead (Kite) National Cancer Institute
Zynteglo® bluebird bio Paris Descartes University
Zalmoxis® (now withdrawn) MolMed San Raffaele Biotechnology Department
Pending clin. trials (multiple autologous CAR-T 
products)

Autolus University College London

Pending clin. trials (clonal neoantigen T cells) Achilles Therapeutics University College London
Pending clin. trials (allogenic umbilical cord 
derived – MSCs)

Orbsen Therapeutics Ltd NUI Galway

Pending clin. trials (gamma-delta T cells) GammaDelta Therapeutics King’s College London
Pending clin. trials (AAV based gene therapies) Freeline Therapeutics University College London
Pending clin. trials (T cell therapy) Adaptimmune Oxford University 
Pending clin. trials BioNTech Mainz University
Pending clin. trials (allogeneic CAR-T cells) Pfizer/Allogene University of California
Pending clin. trials (Car-T cells) Juno/Bristol Myers Squibb Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Research 

Center/ Seattle Children’s Research Institute
Pending clin. trials (allogenic CAR-T cells) Cellectis Institut Pasteur
Spherox® Co.don University of Heidelberg
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cross-functional, with each member responsi-
ble for multi-task projects with broad job de-
scriptions. Due to their academic background, 
many staff have a strong scientific education 
– over half the senior managers at the CCGTT 
hold a PhD or equivalent qualification – and 
possess a diverse skill set given their wide remit 
and knowledge base. The speed of communi-
cation, and the ability to implement change 
quickly and effectively, is increased by direct 
access to highly trained individuals who each 
possess actionable, decision-making capability. 
As the remit of the facility is focused on early 
stage clinical trials, there is a wider diversity 
of products that lends itself to a breadth and 
depth of knowledge across the field in order to 
successfully implement these therapies.

Risk

A high success rate within ATMP pipelines at 
small academic units is now often expected, 
frequently with a ‘make it happen’ approach. 
In no small part, this is due to the higher risk 
tolerance in comparison to industry. Min-
imal criteria to demonstrate safety is priori-
tized, with no Process Analytical Technology 
(PAT) integration or reduced regulatory affair 
demand. The initial procedural setup is rap-
id: from first contact to information transfer, 
establishing agreements and documentation; 
from bioprocess design to GMP manufacture 
and clinical testing. The communication of 
stakeholders throughout the development 
and production process is vastly simplified 
than through an industrial platform and per-
mits the acceleration of project uptake and 
deliverable timelines. For quality control of 
materials, each reagent/consumable is risk 
assessed and its impact on quality and safety 
reviewed (as per Guideline on GMP specif-
ic to ATMPs: EudraLex Volume 4). There is 
much less tolerance for a risk-based approach 
outside of academic settings.

The speed of process development (PD) 
to GMP is impressive, and an academic en-
vironment suits cell therapy. Variation is ac-
knowledged and anticipated, as culturing 

biological material is inherently variable, par-
ticularly when the starting material for the re-
sulting product is procured from the patient. 
CGT is robust in terms of procedure: there 
are no chemical pathways with associated im-
purities to remove, no misfolding of proteins, 
no heterodimers, and as such, critical process 
parameters are less strict/less heavily defined. 
Excipients are comparable across the field, 
particularly those for cryopreserved products 
and academic and healthcare labs provide ac-
cessibility to product licensed materials.

Logistic relationships

Academic units are advantageously connected, 
often both literally and figuratively, to a hospi-
tal or treatment center; frequently located on 
the same campus. This relationship permits 
the ability to get reagents from pharmacy with 
ease, but more importantly, facilitates a direct 
link to the clinical site and patient groups. 
For products with a limited shelf life, drugs 
can be directly transferred from the academ-
ic unit to the patient much simpler than from 
a large centralized manufacturing facility. For 
example, the GOSH cell therapy manufactur-
ing facility exists within Great Ormond Street 
Hospital; the Centre for Cell, Gene & Tissue 
Therapies is housed within the Royal Free 
Hospital, London; and the Advanced Thera-
pies Facility in Birmingham is connected with 
not only the NIHR clinical research facility, 
but also the Queen Elizabeth Hospital. This 
proximity enables starting material procure-
ment, product manufacture, and point-of-care 
treatment to occur on the same site; an ideal 
model for autologous products. There are also 
opportunities to support point-of-care manu-
facturing within this model in the near future.

Finance

The prevalence and success of academic manu-
facture units is indicative of their success. Part 
of this accomplishment is due to the diversity of 
finance streams available. Academic institutions 
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often have access to funding opportunities 
through grants to pursue research and inno-
vation which are not permitted to commercial 
entities. In the UK, Research councils such as 
the MRC, BBSRC or NIHR can be applied for 
to support healthcare research and translation 
(although access to funding will vary interna-
tionally). Additionally, synergy with spin-out 
companies and SMEs allow for applications to 
be made for private or small business support, 
such as Innovate UK grants (who also support 
translational research). By merging the bound-
aries between clinical research and commerce, 
support for internal and external development 
of products can be provided in a more lucrative 
fashion (Box 1).

Commercial success

Academic small manufacturing units have 
access to knowledge and staff which benefit 

ATMPs, and access to funding multiple fund-
ing streams. They have a relationship with 
risk that permits rapid, high-success rate 
translation, and proximity and ties to hospi-
tals which assist in procurement and product 
delivery. Although the field is still in its infan-
cy, due to these advantages, many successful 
products have been developed through this 
platform. As a result, an increase in commer-
cial interest and opportunities have been cre-
ated which has enabled mutually beneficial 
relationships between SMEs and academic 
units to flourish. Unlike CMOs, academic 
units provide stake-holders with the ability to 
retain product control and oversight, whilst 
increasing their workforce’s knowledge and 
improving their product pipeline and fur-
ther procedural development – the trifecta of 
SME, C(D)MO and CRO backing. For the 
GMP unit, working with an SME provides 
access to much needed capital, additional 
staff and expertise depth (Table 2).

BOX 1

Academic MHRA-licensed GMP manufacturing facilities in the UK

Multifunctional cell and gene therapy manufacturing facilities

 f GMP Cell Therapy Manufacturing Facility, Cellular Therapeutics Ltd (University of 
Manchester)

 f Centre for Cell and Gene Tissue Therapeutics, Royal Free Hospital London

 f King’s College London, Rayne Cell Therapy Suite (RCTS) and the Cell Therapy Unit (CTU) 
with the NIHR Welcome Trust King’s Clinical Research Facility

Dedicated gene therapy manufacturing facilities

 f University of Oxford, Clinical BioManufacturing Facility (CBF)

Dedicated cell therapy manufacturing facilities

 f Great Ormond Street Hospital (GOSH), Great Ormond Institute of Child Health

 f John Goldman Centre for Cellular Therapy, Imperial College London

 f Moorfields Eye Hospital, Cells for Sight Stem Cell Therapy Research Unit 

 f National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) Biomedical Research Centre at Guy’s and St 
Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust and King’s College London (GSTT BRC)

 f Newcastle University, Newcastle Cellular Therapies Facility

 f RoslinCT (spin-out from the Roslin Institute)

 f University of Birmingham, Advanced Therapies Facility

 f University of Manchester Cleanroom Facility

Data from the Cell Therapy Catapult’s Cell and gene therapy GMP manufacturing in the UK report, 2019.
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A common business model is: the gener-
ation of IP through academic research, early 
venture capital (VC) or comparable invest-
ment, initiation of a spin-out company, staff 
recruitment followed by operational activities 
to build from an academic unit (see Figure 1). 
Academic units are not likely to take prod-
ucts to market themselves, but act as a critical 
launchpad to get therapies into trials sooner.

Many of these spin-out companies are part 
owned by universities, which benefit young 
academics, the institution, and the CGT field 
alike. Through the likes of Syncona in the UK 
(Syncona is a FTSE250 company, focused 
upon life sciences investment to translate and 
deliver innovative healthcare treatments for 
patients. They found, build and fund health-
care companies to commercialize science in 
areas of unmet clinical need), it is now com-
monplace for promising research to be spun-
out from academia to form small biotechnol-
ogy companies, with limited hurdles to get 
through and the retention of expertise. For 
example, Freeline Therapeutics and Autolus, 
two companies born from humble academic 
research, have rapidly become world leaders 

within the field and now are publicly traded 
companies. The integration of SMEs within 
academic units has not only been hugely in-
fluential upon the success of each party, but 
CGT globally.

Furthermore, the majority of ATMPs 
commercialized are now being spearheaded 
through large pharmaceutical companies. 
Their original research and manufacture was 
conducted at an established licensed facility, 
already in place within close proximity to the 
clinical need. Then, thanks to successful early 
clinical operations, de-risked products owned 
by SMEs can be commercialized and oper-
ations expanded through partnerships with 
larger companies who possess the infrastruc-
ture to meet global demand.

THE FUTURE FOR CGT

Academia and small healthcare units con-
tinue to shape progress and success within 
the CGT field. The pandemic, SARS-CoV-2 
virus, has caught many unprepared and 
with insufficient strategy for rapid response. 

  f TABLE 2
Comparison of SME manufacture through a CMO versus academic GMP manufacturing unit.

CMO manufacture Academic GMP unit manufacture
Devolution of control Retention of process ownership; increased PD and drug knowledge
Financial burden Reduced cost for increased value
Complexity of tech transfer Minimal demand; retention of manufacturing knowledge
No benefit to staff competence Increased workforce competence; training records and GMP skills gained
Barriers to process change Transition to scale up/out simplified
Slow chain of communication Ability to solve problems in real time
Slow GMP transition Rapid GMP transition
No access to CMO quality system Access to Quality Assurance (QA)/Quality Control (QC) from GMP unit

 f FIGURE 1
Business model flowchart for the commercialisation of academic research within cell and gene therapy.
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However, the urgency of COVID-19 treat-
ment has put a spotlight on the small aca-
demic units, supported with big Pharma 
partnership.

The Oxford COVID-19 vaccine team has 
worked at unprecedented rates to design and 
take a novel drug through clinical develop-
ment, GMP manufacturing, and first-in-
human trials. This accelerated rate to initial 
clinical manufacture, within the Clinical 
BioManufacturing Facility at Oxford, has 
occurred within a small manufacturing fa-
cility through academia. Industry does not 
have access to the same expertise, risk profile, 
treatment options and funding as academic 
healthcare groups. Following early clinical 
success, partnership with AstraZeneca will en-
able expansion and a globalized manufacture 
strategy. This powerful development platform 
is acting as a springboard to many new prod-
ucts coming through the CGT industry.

Longer term, there are still challenges to 
address for small academic GMP facilities: 
implementation of large-scale allogeneic 
medicines, the resilience of academic groups 

under extreme funding pressure, and future 
proofing knowledge and expertise within 
small units (without the benefit of commer-
cial memory). As the field continues to ex-
pand, another challenge is confidentiality 
for multiple commercial entities working 
alongside each other in smaller facilities with 
limited space and resource allocation. Addi-
tionally, due to international challenges with 
funding, the procurement and manufacture 
of new raw materials for which no pharma-
copeia – grade variants are available, and the 
abundance of capital and increasing interest 
from big Pharma (Novartis, Gilead, GSK, 
Takeda, Roche etc.), the current 80–90% ra-
tio of products born from academic sites may 
decrease across the next decade. Neverthe-
less, CGT growth is still intrinsically linked 
with the diverse and rich product pipeline 
generated through small academic/healthcare 
units, particular within cellular therapies for 
oncology.

For further reading, or a perspective of ac-
ademic/healthcare GMP units from Europe 
and the United States, please see [1–4]. 
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Driving NK cell therapy 
manufacture to commercial 
scale 

LEONARD SENDER joined Nantkwest in 2016 as its 
Senior Vice President of Medical Affairs for Pediatric, Adolescent 
and Young Adult Oncology. Dr. Sender also serves as Executive 
Director of the Pediatric, Adolescent and Young Adult Cancer 
Breakthroughs 2020 Program for the Chan Soon-Shiong Family 
Foundation. Previously, Dr. Sender served as the Medical Director 
of the Hyundai Cancer Institute at CHOC (Children’s Hospital, 
Orange County).  Prior to that, Dr. Sender served as the Medical 
Director of Clinical Oncology at the University of California’s 
NCI designated Chao Family Comprehensive Cancer Center.  Dr. 
Sender collectively brings more than 25 years of experience treat-

ing pediatric, adolescent, and young adult and adult cancer patients, and has been the recipient 
of a $10 mm Hyundai Hope on Wheels grant to study the genomic basis of pediatric and adoles-
cent and young adult cancers to test the hypothesis that genomic knowledge can enable clinical 
decisions related to treatment options.  In 2010, he founded two entities critical to the devel-
opment of the emerging adolescent and young adult (AYA) oncology subspecialty as President 
of the Society for Adolescent and Young Adult Oncology (SAYAO) and Editor-in-Chief of the 
Journal of Adolescent and Young Adult Oncology (JAYAO). Dr. Sender received his MD from the 
University of the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg, South Africa and subsequently trained in pe-
diatrics at the University of California, Irvine and in pediatric hematology-oncology at Children’s 
Hospital Los Angeles.
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 Q What are you working on at the moment?

LS: Right now we are working on a number of products. One of them is a PD-L1 
t-haNK, which is our natural killer cell (NK) product. This is derived from the NK cell NK-92, 
and is the latest version that allows us to take advantage of the chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) 
construct, to make what we call an NK-CAR against PD-L1. It is a very powerful cell therapy.

PD-L1 t-haNK is a high affinity NK cell, so it has the high-affinity CD16, as well as 
having the CAR construct against PD-L1. We have an active trial for metastatic pancreatic 
cancer, both in first-line maintenance, as well in second-line and greater therapy. This cell is 
an off-the-shelf allogeneic product, and we’ve developed the capabilities to produce poten-
tially thousands of doses so that we can treat patients.

 Q Can you give us some further background on NantKwest’s NK 
cell therapy platform and in particular, its bioprocess development 
story to date?

LS: As I mentioned, this is a NK cell that is off-the-shelf, and it was discovered 
and derived from a patient sample in 1992. The intriguing feature of the cell is that it has 
maintained a very activated form. They normally activate in inhibitory receptors on NK cells 
but this one is already activated, which means it is ready to kill tumor cells that it recognizes. 
The platform has evolved over time, firstly to the standard activated NK (aNK) cell, which was 
originally NK-92, and then to haNK (high affinity NK).

Only a small percentage of the population has high-affinity CD16 receptors, and CD16 is 
needed for antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC). Therefore, haNK was geneti-
cally modified to have high-affinity receptors to make it even more productive at killing when 
using ADCC. 

We have further developed the technology and the cells: taNKs are NK cells engineered to in-
corporate chimeric antigen receptors (CARs) to target tumor-specific antigens found on the surface 
of cancer cells, while t-haNKs are an innovative combination of our haNK and taNK platforms 
in a single cell. We’ve initially chosen to target PD-L1 with our t-haNKs. You can’t make a PD-L1 
CAR-T, because you can’t have them activated all the time. However, one of the unique features of 

NK cells is we can have multiple doses, and also 
repeat those doses over time – we are able to 
give this to patients repetitively and very safe-
ly. Our randomized trial in pancreatic cancer 
is going to investigate the use of these PD-L1 
t-haNKs, looking at both their ability to kill the 
tumor and also other effects, such as affecting 
the myeloid-derived suppressor cells.

This is our main NK cell platform, but we are 
able to make many different CAR constructs 

 
“PD-L1 t-haNK is a high 

affinity NK cell, so it has the 
high-affinity CD16, as well 

as having the CAR construct 
against PD-L1.”
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against many different tumor antigens. We will 
have others coming down the pipeline that are 
being generated right now to follow PD-L1. 

 Q Can you talk further about 
the key requirements and 
considerations for the tech-
nology with regards to 
scalability?

LS: Some of that is proprietary, but essentially, we have also developed the tech-
nology and scalability to produce billions of cells. The dose that we give per infusion is 2 
billion cells. We have successfully mastered the manufacturing capabilities of large bioreactors to 
produce at this scale, and we have developed the ability to irradiate and cryopreserve those cells.

The most significant change we made was the ability to cryopreserve the cells. The only way 
NK cells can work in the long-term is if you can successfully cryopreserve them, and then ship 
them around the country and make them on-demand as an off-the-shelf product. We have suc-
cessfully done that with a good chain of cold custody so we can transport these cells to clinics, 
and then allow the clinics to infuse them.

The other advantage of cryopreservation is that we have the ability to use this as an outpa-
tient therapy. CAR-T has to be given in a hospital – normally in the intensive care unit – be-
cause of the adverse events that can occur, such as cytokine release syndrome. We do not see a 
cytokine release syndrome with these cells because they work in a different way, so this can be 
done very successfully as an outpatient procedure.

 Q What scale-related challenges are you facing as you continue to 
move through the clinic and towards commercialization?

LS: We are probably producing more NK cells than anyone else on the planet. As 
we build our plants, we are figuring out the sort of units that we will need when we go to scale, 
which for us is being able to make enough cells for 40,000 patients. 

Right now, we want to produce enough cells for clinical trials. But eventually, the goal is to get 
to the thousands of patients who may benefit from this therapy. That will require further scaling, 
and we think we have figured out how to do this so that we can eventually make trillions of cells.

Some of the things we are doing in development will be unique to us. In order to scale, we 
will be developing some new machinery, doing things that have never been done before. Ad-
dressing issues of scalability is what we are focused on right now.

From a supply chain point of view, I think the biggest problem right now is the Covid pan-
demic. There are stops and starts for every company and it is very difficult to rely on anything, 
as any part of the supply chain can be interrupted and experience shutdowns and surges. Living 
in the time of Covid has certainly made everything much more complicated.

“The only way NK cells 
can work in the long-term 
is if you can successfully 

cryopreserve  
them...”
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 Q Is there anything you can share about the technology you require 
to operate at commercial scale?

LS: Number one is that we have had to come up with innovative approaches as 
to how we can irradiate the cells. To do this at scale, there are no machines that exist per 
se. To get to where we freeze as many cells as we do, we have had to come up with innovative 
machinery, and figure out how to do rate-controlled freezing at scale. This is ongoing right 
now and we are learning as we go. Everything we are doing is leading to new machines, new 
development, and we are also working with other companies.

 Q Can you sum up for us both your own and NantKwest’s chief 
priorities for the 12-24 months ahead?

LS: I am an SVP for medical affairs, and I am also an oncologist, so I am very close 
to patients. As someone who has a background in bone marrow transplantation and cellular 
therapy, this is a very important opportunity to do something fantastic for these patients.

Our main goals are around using two types of cells that we are developing for treating can-
cer. One is this off-the-shelf product we have discussed, the NK92-based platform. The other 
is one we will be launching later this year, which is a primary NK cell derived from peripheral 
blood. We have developed the ability to individually make products for patients, and this is 
called a ceNK (cytokine expanded NK) cell. We have made one of these that is allogeneic, and 
one that is going to be autologous. We’re very excited about that, and we are working towards 
getting that product into clinical trials in the latter part of this year.
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How will COVID-19 
impact the cord blood 
banking sector?

WOUTER VAN’T HOF holds a PhD in Cell Biology from 
Utrecht University in the Netherlands, and has over 15 years of 
biotech experience in the USA in translational research and devel-
opment of adult stem cell therapies, including bone marrow stro-
mal cells (MSC) and HPC, cord blood. He is currently Cord Blood 
Bank Director of the Cleveland Cord Blood Center (CCBC). Under 
his direction, CCBC obtained FDA approval for the manufacture 
and distribution of HPC, Cord Blood under federal license, as one 
of only eight nationally licensed cord blood banks in the USA. As 
Cord Blood Bank Director he oversees Laboratory Operations, 
including CMC, Process Validation, Aseptic Processing, and GMP 
compliance. In addition, Wouter leads the Cell Therapy Incubator 

(CTI), a new CCBC initiative facilitating internal and external programs for broader develop-
ment of cord blood cell-based therapies in regenerative medicine. From 2002 to 2013, he was a 
Director at Athersys, Inc., with responsibility for technology transfer, product and process devel-
opment, preclinical safety, and was deeply involved in regulatory discussion for clinical study de-
sign and management of a GVHD prophylaxis trial. He was the scientific lead on the completed 
Phase 1 safety study in HSCT support for the MultiStem Product. During his academic career, 
Dr Van’t Hof was an Assistant Professor of Cell Biology in Medicine, Department of Medicine, 
Division of Pulmonary and Critical Care Medicine, and Assistant Professor of Genetic Medicine, 
Institute of Genetic Medicine, Weill Medical College of Cornell University.
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 Q What are you working on right now at your cord blood bank?

WVH: My main responsibility in my day job as Cord Blood Bank Director at 
the Cleveland Cord Blood Center is ensuring that the laboratory operations for cord 
blood processing, archiving and distribution are functioning properly, and remain in 
sync with the upstream cord blood collections and the downstream quality review 
for timely product release for hematopoietic cell transplant. As the only public cord 
blood bank in the State of Ohio, we procure cord blood at 5 collection sites: two in Cleveland, 
OH, two in Atlanta, GA, and one in San Francisco, CA. The other locations were chosen to 
increase collection of cord blood units from minority groups that remain underserved in the 
cord blood inventories. Since its start in 2008, CCBC has collected more than 70,000 cord 
blood units. On a daily basis these collected units are shipped to the processing facility in 
Cleveland, OH, for centralized processing, cryopreservation and frozen storage. CCBC cur-
rently has over 10,000 frozen clinical-grade units in inventory and listed in the NMDP and 
WMDA searchable databases. To date, we have shipped more than 670 cord blood units to 
transplant centers throughout the USA and in 17 countries world-wide. We are one of only 
8 FDA licensed cord blood banks in the USA and remaining compliant and dealing with 
regulatory inspections requires ongoing attention. Here I am very fortunate that our small or-
ganization does an outstanding job in systematically and efficiently dealing with licensure and 
accreditation expectations. I am very proud of our CCBC staff, some of whom have been with 
CCBC from the very early days in 2008 and 2009, much longer than my own involvement. 
With the compliance programs on track and well monitored, the door opens for me to work 
on areas of organizational need and professional interest. 

 Q Can you describe those mentioned incremental cord blood needs 
and interests?

WVH: Another core aspect of our mission is to make cord blood that is not 
used for processing available for research and development. Our center has provided 
over 11,500 research-grade units to investigators in both academic and biotechnology orga-
nizations. We believe this is crucial, both for the future of our cord blood bank and for the 

industry. Along this line, CCBC, which is a 
non-profit entity, established two social en-
terprise subsidiaries in 2020, to focus on the 
next iteration of its mission. Enabling the use 
of donated cord blood, beyond HCT, into 
the bigger realm of regenerative medicine is 
a major objective of these new efforts. So, the 
other part of my day job is leading the Cell 
Therapy Incubator (CTI), one of the two new 
CCBC subsidiaries. The CTI is housed in a 

 
“Ultimately, we want to 
support manufacture of  

clinical grade CD34 or cord 
blood derived cell  

products.”
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separate facility with GMP capability, built for execution of programs that increase utilization 
of collected cord blood, and/or support development of new cord blood based cell therapy 
products or technologies. Initial CTI projects are producing non-clinical grade isolated CD34 
cells from cord blood. We see increased demand and opportunity for this as a consistent source 
material in the biotech environment, with a growing number of companies developing cord 
blood derived NK cells, Tregs and other specialty products. Ultimately, we want to support 
manufacture of clinical grade CD34 or cord blood derived cell products. For now, the nonclin-
ical production arm boosts higher utility of collected cord blood, which is a cornerstone of the 
CCBC mission. In these beginning stages of the subsidiary, I am pursuing new collaborations 
and contracts. With new research funding opening up for COVID-19, we are receiving many 
requests for our clinical grade materials, so that is keeping us busy at the moment. 

 Q Can you outline the technical procedures in your cord blood 
cell banking and processing work, including those relating to 
biopreservation?

WVH: Our processes are based on US regulatory and international accredita-
tion compliant procedures and technologies, standard in the industry, with certain 
specific iterations. We only collect cord blood via umbilical cord puncture in utero, rather 
than from the delivered placenta, using a single use FDA cleared collection bag set containing 
CPD anticoagulant. This approach minimizes contamination risk during collection. It also 
allows for collection at shorter time after delivery, with better chance of obtaining the required 
volume and cell numbers. If those requirements are met, collected cord blood is then processed. 
CCBC uses the AXP AutoXpress™ System from Thermogenesis. This is a semi-automated pro-
cess using centrifugation to separate cord blood into three separate fractions, red blood cells, 
white blood cells, and a RBC/plasma fraction obtained by volume reduction of the white cell 
fraction. The white blood cell fraction, containing the desired hematopoietic stem and pro-
genitor cells, becomes a minimally manipulated product, specified as HPC, Cord Blood. This 

“Transmission of infectious agents from tissue 
or blood cell donors to recipients is a major 

regulatory concern, and COVID-19 would fall right 
under that. So if coronavirus would be detected 

in cord blood, we may be asked to include 
coronavirus testing for product release and reject 

at risk units. That could have a great impact on 
units produced since late 2019.”
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final product is formulated in a 
25  mL volume, supplemented 
with 10% DMSO and 1% dex-
tran. The freezing bag itself is 
divided into a 5 and a 20 mL 
part, both sealed to allow future 
use separately, where desired. 
Importantly, before freezing, 
each HPC, Cord Blood unit is 
placed into a sealed overwrap 
bag to minimize any cross-con-
tamination risk during storage. 
We must keep in mind that 

product sterility testing is not completed until 2 weeks after freezing, and that there is a 5–10% 
baseline for cord blood contaminations, mostly related to collections. This physical cord blood 
quarantining is a very important aspect of inventory protection and is now demonstrating its 
relevance in the context of the current COVID-19 pandemic.

As is standard in our field, cryopreservation must be initiated within 48 hours of the time 
of cord blood collection. The start is defined as the insertion of the canister with the pro-
cessed unit into the automated, controlled-rate freezing element of the BioArchive® System 
from Thermogenesis. BioArchives® are big liquid nitrogen units or dewars that accommodate 
long-term storage of up to about 3,600 units in liquid nitrogen at -196°C, with continuous 
monitoring. Associated computer modules assign a specific address to each frozen unit inside 
the freezer inner storage structure, allowing for controlled retrieval. Each stored product is 
tested for purity, identity, sterility, and potency. Upon batch record review, units complying 
with donor eligibility and product requirements are released from administrative quaran-
tine and made available for search by transplant centers. We ship the majority of our units 
through the National Marrow Donor Program logistics system. There is obviously much 
more underlying detail, but this is the gist of the technical aspects around our inventory and 
its use.

 Q You mentioned COVID-19. Can you frame for us the potential 
threat it presents to the cord blood banking field?

WVH: As for anybody else, all of our staff are directly impacted by the federal, 
state and local stay at home directions. We have implemented a minimal staffing strategy 
to ensure sufficient staff presence on site to monitor and manage our liquid nitrogen storage 
systems, and to accommodate any cord blood unit requests for transplant. This has worked 
out well, and we have continued to ship out units efficiently, a few of those within 24 hours of 
receiving the request. This process requires final review by operations, medical and quality staff 
members, most working from home, but it is good to see we can handle this under the current 
societal constraints caused by the pandemic. 

“...physical cord blood 
quarantining is a very 

important aspect of inventory 
protection and is now 

demonstrating its relevance 
in the context of the current 

COVID-19 pandemic.”
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With respect to our products, the general threat of COVID-19, as with any tissue, blood 
or cell contaminant, is in theory very serious and could endanger all ongoing collections, our 
future products, and their use. We don’t think that’s what is actually transpiring. At this time, 
(early May 2020) outside of the risk for staff in delivery wards, the reality looks like the cord 
blood industry might hopefully be spared from major harm. COVID-19 is widely understood 
to not migrate from the mother via the placenta to the cord blood, minimizing risk for the 
baby. This is a very different scenario from the Zika virus threat a few years back. Absence of 
COVID-19 in cord blood also means it remains safe to collect and process donated cord blood 
and it justifies continued cryopreservation of cord blood collected during the active pandemic. 
Our cord blood collection sites have mostly remained open and actively collecting. Processing 
at our center in Cleveland has also managed to continue under minimal staffing strategies, with 
appropriate and workable social distancing procedures. We have been encouraged by produc-
tion rates remaining very similar as to prior to the pandemic. This may not be the case for all 
public cord blood banks.

A hidden threat could be that with emergence of more sensitive tests, this coronavirus might 
in the future actually be found in cord blood stored during the pandemic, with different as-
sociated risks. First, in each BioArchive® unit, all frozen units are submerged in a singular 
liquid nitrogen supply, not in the liquid nitrogen vapor phase. In theory, over the commonly 
long storage times of cord blood, virus could leak from contaminated frozen cord blood bags, 
compromising an entire inventory within a shared BioArchive® unit. This is a possible, but 
very unlikely risk scenario. It would require virus to survive long-term in liquid nitrogen and 
pass through the walls of two different types of bags. As mentioned earlier, all cord blood units 
are individually wrapped within protective overwrap bags, so the risk for spread of infectious 
organisms from contaminated bags and subsequently into ‘clean’ products is really very min-
imal. In terms of use of the products, coronavirus contaminated units obviously would not 
be acceptable for transplant, especially in immune-compromised recipients. Transmission of 
infectious agents from tissue or blood cell donors to recipients is a major regulatory concern, 
and COVID-19 would fall right under that. So if coronavirus would be detected in cord blood, 
we may be asked to include coronavirus testing for product release and reject at risk units. That 
could have a great impact on units produced since late 2019. On a side note, but related to 
this topic, current prophylaxis strategies for transplant include more potent combinations of 
antibiotic, antifungal and antiviral agents. This allows transplant physicians nowadays more 
aggressive risk-benefit considerations with 
‘risky’ cord blood products, within reason, 
and especially for patients in immediate crit-
ical need. Such considerations are made, for 
example, for cord blood carrying CMV risk. 
There also appears to be different responses 
to COVID-19 between children and adults, 
and the risk-benefit balance may have differ-
ent answers for different age groups. Again, 
these are theoretical considerations, I am not 
a transplant physician, and in no way should 

 
“...protecting our bank from 
the COVID-19 impact will 

involve closely following new 
regulatory guidance and ... 

technology development...”
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this be construed as a defensive or self-serving statement, advocating risky strategies to benefit 
use of potentially coronavirus-tainted cord blood. On the contrary. But things do change over 
time, and a current contamination risk, perceived or not, may become less of an acute problem 
– for example, with advancement of antiviral agents.

 Q What’s the current consensus of opinion in terms of whether 
COVID-19 is having, or will have, an impact, and what steps are 
you and others in the field taking now to respond?

WVH: If anything, believe it or not, the coronavirus pandemic might actually 
result in broader use of cord blood as a transplant strategy. Procurement of adult he-
matopoietic stem cell products, which are bone marrow or mobilized peripheral blood derived, 
is impacted more directly by coronavirus. The involved collection procedures for adult grafts 
include more virus exposure risk between donors and collectors. Adult HSCT products are 
mostly used ‘freshly’, within short times (hours to days) after collection and with less oppor-
tunity for testing prior to transplant. Donations for bone marrow and peripheral blood have 
gone down, in large extend due to travel restrictions not allowing donors to get to collection 
centers. However, cord blood, as a frozen and tested product, obtained prior to the COVID-19 
pandemic, remains readily available for safe use without virus transmission risk. It is too early 
to tell how this will play out, as all transplants have largely been put on hold by the worldwide 
lockdowns and stay at home directions in March and April of 2020. Any new trends in cord 
blood transplant as a consequence of COVID-19 will unlikely become evident before trans-
plant centers open back up again sometime in 2020. Meanwhile, protecting our bank from 
the COVID-19 impact will involve closely following new regulatory guidance and keeping an 
eye on technology development for coronavirus testing in people and products. Finally, the 
scrutiny from our past regulatory and accreditation reviews, and numerous inspections, has 
taught us how to implement appropriate documentation and control systems. This will ensure 
required safety and activity of our cord blood products, even for those manufactured during a 
global threat of an infectious virus. I must tell you that some of these inspections are no picnic, 
and again, kudos to our dedicated staff. But under current circumstances, it is encouraging to 
know that we are following due process, to the best of our knowledge and in line with industry 
standards. We are controlling what is within our area of control. This awareness provides a great 
morale boost under strain, be it caused by Zika, COVID-19 or any future challenge. 
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INTRODUCTION
The current state of regenerative medicine is 
a transformational period for cell and gene 
therapies. In addition to Novartis’ Kymriah®, 
Kite Pharma’s Yescarta® and Tecartus™, Spark’s 
Luxturna®, AveXis’ Zolgensma®, and bluebird 
bio’s Zynteglo® blazing the commercialization 
trail, there are over one thousand Phase 1, 2, 
and 3 cell and gene therapies (CGT) in pipe-
line development [1]. Although this bodes 
well for patients, clinicians, industry, and 
investors, some unique aspects of cell- and 

gene-based therapies versus traditional phar-
maceuticals or biopharma has highlighted 
the myriad of “new” manufacturing, clinical, 
and commercialization, challenges our indus-
try now faces [2,3]. Independently, each one 
of these challenges presents its own unique 
set of risks. Furthermore, when lined up 
in sequence and aggregated together in the 
manufacturing chain, if each portion is not 
optimized and risk-mitigated, the subsequent 
impact to the CGT product may be a com-
pounding of the risks; and the sum total of 

SUPPLY CHAIN FOCUS: BIOPRESERVATION 
& COLD CHAIN MANAGEMENT
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all parts of the workflow will suffer. These 
beginning-to-end manufacturing risk points 
warrant appropriate assessment, and they are 
recommended to be addressed with the same 
diligence and priority as the therapies them-
selves, if the promise of Regenerative Medi-
cine is to be fully realized. Fortunately, much 
has been learned regarding optimization of 
a number of key critical process parameters 
(CPP), and those looking to improve these 
parameters can leverage what has already 
been learned. This overview represents target-
ed lessons learned based on numerous experi-
ences with CGT partners. Although intended 
to share feedback from experiences that may 
not always be detailed in the literature, it is 
not intended to address every aspect of the 
CGT workflow.

REPRESENTATIVE CELL 
IMMUNOTHERAPY WORKFLOW
Figure 1 is one representative CGT manufac-
turing workflow. Similar workflow represen-
tations, and related points of risk, have been 
outlined within a number of publications 
[4–8].

In common CGT manufacturing work-
flows, starting source material is obtained; 
and then is processed, selected, and/or isolat-
ed. Often, the material undergoes a biopreser-
vation step (cryopreservation or hypothermic 
preservation), and transported to a manufac-
turing facility; where activation, transduc-
tion, expansion, and/or final formation take 
place, before additional transport/storage for 
clinical application. This workflow highlights 
several biopreservation and biologistics areas 
where CGT may be challenged: 

1. Ensuring high quality starting material;

2. Optimizing viable functional recovery, and 
minimizing variability and risk, in process 
development throughout the workflow 
chain; 

3. Determining appropriate conditions for 
source material, intermediates, and final 

product – non-frozen or frozen (and, 
optimizing the biopreservation steps by 
utilizing Biopreservation Best Practices [5]); 
and

4. Exploring and implementing enabling tools 
and technologies throughout the workflow. 

Such tools might consist of: novel CGT 
processing and packaging technologies; next 
generation closed systems for fill, finish, and 
packaging; class-defining biopreservation 
media; high capacity-controlled rate freezers; 
cryogenic storage systems; ‘smart’ cold chain 
management systems (shipping containers, 
tracking, and reporting); and automated, 
water-free thawing equipment technologies. 
[The normothermic culture state of the cells 
is also a variable that can impact the quality of 
the cell product, however that is not a focus 
of this overview.] 

ENSURING HIGH QUALITY 
STARTING MATERIAL
The importance of obtaining high quality 
starting material has been previously high-
lighted [4,5,7]. An early challenge in the 
CGT manufacturing workflow is ensuring 
high quality, and consistent, starting mate-
rial. Cell-based manufacturing and therapies 
present a unique challenge that does not ex-
ist to the same complexity or criticality as 
with non-cell-based therapies – that differ-
ence being the needs, the vulnerabilities, and 
variability of, living cells. Cells embody an 
intrinsic variability of normal conditions, re-
sponse, and function, that can influence the 
therapeutic efficacy. As such, CGT manufac-
turing should take into account the inherent 
variability of starting cell-based materials, as 
well as the processing methods for these liv-
ing cells, that will eventually impact the qual-
ity of the therapeutic product. 

The potential variability and quality of 
CGT starting materials have been an increas-
ing focus of CGT concern, and has been 
discussion points of Cell & Gene Therapy 
Insights experts [4,7]. Those discussions have 
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also presented evidence-based pathways for 
increasing the non-frozen or frozen stability, 
and/or minimizing variability, of cell/tissue 
starting materials [4–9]. 

NON-FROZEN OR FROZEN? 
CELLULAR RESPONSES TO COLD
It is important to ask a basic question: How 
can cell viable recovery and function be 
preserved throughout the manufacturing 
workflow, in order to facilitate efficacy? It is 
recognized that low temperatures can slow 
metabolic activity, reduce oxygen demand, 
and decrease degradation; but it may be ben-
eficial to understand the benefits and lim-
itations, in order to support biopreservation 
optimization and risk management of the 
process/product.

Figure 2 shows three states of cell/tissue ap-
plication temperature (as primarily utilized in 
CGT manufacturing and biopreservation), 
and the relationship between temperature and 
cellular metabolic activity. At normothermic 
temperatures and conditions, the cell metabol-
ic function should operate as designed to sup-
port activity at the cellular, tissue, organ, and 
organism levels. Under normothermic con-
ditions, cells maintain homeostasis through 
a multitude of mechanisms, including ion 
pumps on the cell membrane and intracellu-
lar organelles. Ion pumps tightly regulate vital 
intracellular and extracellular ionic balance, 
which also impact osmotic balance, cell vol-
ume, etc. [5]. 

As temperatures decrease to hypothermic 
temperatures (below 37°C normothermic), 
lipid membranes undergo phase transitions: a 
type of structural change that results in loss of 
fluidity and continuity. Hypothermia induces 
phase transitions in the lipid membrane that 
lead to pore formation and loss of integrity. This 
leads to an influx and outflux of ions and small 
molecules due to the cross-membrane concen-
tration gradients [9]. Under hypothermic con-
ditions, there is deceleration of ion pumps and 
reduced ATP synthesis by mitochondria. Ion 
pumps then have a reduced capacity to regulate 

intracellular ions, leading to a myriad of issues. 
This further impedes restoration of ionic bal-
ance in the intracellular milieu. This disrupts 
the overall ionic balance, resulting in dysfunc-
tions in intracellular cell signaling, salinity, os-
molality pathways, osmosis, and cell volume, 
that previously relied on a tightly regulated cell 
balance. Osmolality and ionic distortions can 
induce mitochondrial stresses, which can ini-
tiate a cascade of adverse events within the cell 
by increased reactive oxygen species (ROS) and 
free radicals generation, and lipid peroxidation. 
When combined with membrane phase transi-
tions, these phenomena can lead to membrane 
blebbing and other irreversible membrane in-
juries, among other mechanisms of cell damage 
and cell death [5,9,10]. 

Furthermore, in the absence of oxygen 
and normothermic conditions, glycolysis be-
comes the main source of limited ATP gen-
eration instead of oxidative phosphorylation, 
resulting in acidification of the intracellular 

 f FIGURE 1
CGT manufacturing workflow.

Adapted from [8].
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milieu. Changes in pH and salinity may ir-
reversibly impact protein solubility and its 
functional structures, which are necessary for 
protein-protein interactions and trans-mem-
brane positioning.  

Temporal accumulation of these damages 
during hypothermic intervals and storage may 
eventually overflow beyond the tolerable lim-
its for the cell, leading to irreversible activation 
of apoptosis, necrosis, and secondary necrosis 
cascades; at which point, the cell is lost. In 
addition, the actual onset of cell damage and 
cell death may not translate until post-preser-
vation and re-warming, and may subsequently 
manifest as Delayed Onset Cell Death [5,10].   

To alleviate some of these issues, an intra-
cellular-like designed biopreservation media 
may be incorporated to replace traditional 
saline/culture media (or other formulations 
that mimic the normothermic isotonic ionic 
balance). By reducing the cross-membrane 
concentration gradient of ions during cold ex-
posure, intracellular ionic balance and salinity 

would be less altered, even if membrane per-
meability is impacted. Biopreservation Criti-
cal Quality Attributes (BCQA) incorporate 
intracellular-like design, including imper-
meant (non-permeating) molecules such as 
large sugars, which exert membrane-stabiliz-
ing and osmotic-supporting effects, in order 
to mitigate cell swelling and membrane dam-
age during storage. Free radical scavengers can 
decrease the burden of ROS. Also, buffers that 
are effective specifically at low temperatures, 
in contrast to traditional buffers for normo-
thermic conditions, may be more effective at 
controlling toxic pH changes [5]. This intra-
cellular-like approach to Biopreservation Best 
Practices is applicable to non-frozen hypo-
thermic preservation and cryopreservation. 

THE PHYSICS OF FREEZING 
Another mode of cell and tissue biopreservation 
is cryopreservation. Hypothermia-induced 

 f FIGURE 2
The relationship between temperature and cellular metabolic activity.

Graph modified from Fuhrman and Fuhrman 1959.
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acute stresses occur slowly and accumulate 
during the storage period. The accumulation 
of such adverse effects on cells usually trig-
ger cell damage and cell death after hours 
to days in cold storage. On the other hand, 
acute cellular stresses during freezing condi-
tions and cryopreservation occur within a rel-
atively short period of freeze-thaw. For both 
modes of biopreservation, many cell damage 
and cell death effectors may only fully man-
ifest over 24–72 hours post-preservation via 
Delayed Onset Cell Death [5,10]. To better 
understand the physical and chemical stress-
es during freezing conditions, consider a cell 
suspension in a simple salt solution such as 
physiological saline. In Figure 3, a typical 
phase diagram of a saline-like representative 
solution is shown. The phase diagram de-
scribes the state of the solution – liquid, solid, 
or both – at any given temperature and salt 
concentration.

The freezing process starts with cooling the 
solution to below its freezing point (Figure 
3A). Once the first ice nuclei form at subze-
ro temperatures, ice crystals grow until they 
reach an equilibrium with the remaining un-
frozen fraction. As ice crystals form from pure 
water, the unfrozen fraction now contains a 
higher salt concentration and a lower freezing 
point. The cells remain in the channels of the 
unfrozen fraction [11,12].

As freezing continues by reducing the tem-
perature, more water solidifies out of the solu-
tion in the form of ice, resulting in increased 
salinity, solute toxicity, and increasingly lower 
freezing temperature of the remaining unfro-
zen fraction (Figure 3B & C).

The cells in the unfrozen fraction are then 
exposed to increasing salinity (and solute tox-
icity) as the temperature plunges (Figure 3D). 
At temperatures in the range below -20°C, 
the salinity of the unfrozen fraction may be 
up to 10–20 times the normothermic initial 
salinity. Recall that cell membranes become 
more permeable at lower temperatures. This 
increased salinity, and solute toxicity, im-
pacts the intracellular milieu during freez-
ing. Therefore, the magnitude of freezing-re-
lated stresses due to physical effectors (ice 

formation), and biochemical effectors (salini-
ty, solute toxicity, protein structural damages, 
intracellular signals, etc.) is not insignificant. 
Furthermore, the cells respond osmotically 
to increased extracellular solute concentra-
tion by shrinking in size due to water efflux. 
Cells that are sensitive to these mechanical 
and biochemical changes are more likely to 
experience cell injury and cell death during 
freezing, including as freezing continues to-
ward the glass transition temperature (Tg) of 
the cell-solution mixture, and then as vitrifi-
cation into a glassy state occurs, under appro-
priate conditions [11].

THE CELL RESPONSE TO 
FREEZING
Now consider how a cell is affected by this 
freezing process, in the context of manufac-
turing a cell-based product: A slow freezing 
rate will allow the cells to respond osmotically 
to the ever-increasing osmolality of the extra-
cellular milieu by losing water and shrink-
ing in size (Figure 4A). This process reduces 
the potential for intracellular ice formation; 
which is a major factor in damaging the cells 
beyond repair during cryopreservation [5,8,9].  

Osmotic shrinking, as a result of low tem-
peratures and the cellular environment, is a 
dynamic process. As such, a fast freezing rate 
may not allow sufficient time for the cell to 
dehydrate enough water, and therefore in-
creases the probability of intracellular ice for-
mation (Figure 4B) [5,8,9].

Growth of intracellular ice can physically 
rupture membranes. In the case of fast freez-
ing rates, the cell may be lysed if the amount 
of ice is excessive, or may be damaged beyond 
repair even with lesser amounts of intracellu-
lar ice (Figure 4B) [5,8,9].

In general, freezing rates around -1°C/
min or so are observed to allow water-mem-
brane dynamics to dehydrate CGT-relevant 
cell types sufficiently to reduce intracellular 
ice formation (Figure 5A). However, the lev-
el of osmotically-induced volume shrink-
age may reach as low as 30% of the original 
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cell volume. This may result in other forms 
of physical damage – including membrane 
folding and fusion, which is generally ob-
served in the form of lower average cell vol-
ume, and an increase in the number of small 
non-cell vesicles post-thaw. The toxicity due 
to orders-of-magnitude increase in salinity, 

combined with mechanical cues from exces-
sive osmotic shrinkage, induce adverse events 
in cells. These forms of cell damage and cell 
death include acute necrosis; and later De-
layed Onset Cell Death (that becomes ap-
parent as loss of viable recovery and function 
over hours to days post-thaw) [5].  

 f FIGURE 3
A typical phase diagram of a saline-like representative solution.
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To reduce the osmotic shrinkage, and the 
toxicity due to increased solute concentra-
tion, cryoprotective agents (CPA) are added 
to the solution (membrane-permeable and/
or non-permeating). One of the most well-
known and most studied cryoprotective agents 
is dimethyl sulfoxide, or DMSO (Figure 5B) [5]. 

While referred to by some as an “anti-freeze” 
agent, DMSO offers protection against freez-
ing in rather complex ways. In the unfrozen 
fraction, DMSO reduces salinity-induced 
toxicity and mechanical osmotic shrinkage by 
engaging water molecules and preventing ice 
crystal growth. As such, the cells are exposed 
to less salinity at any given temperature with 

the presence of DMSO. Furthermore, by per-
meating the cell, DMSO reduces the cell vol-
umetric changes during freezing and minimiz-
es intracellular ice growth [9]. This particular 
set of actions of DMSO may not be readily 
replicated by other non-permeating cryopro-
tective agents and sugars, or other permeating 
cryoprotective agents with similar efficacy.

WHY CRYOPRESERVE CELL-
BASED PRODUCTS?
Clinical and commercial manufacturing 
models drive several critical aspects about 

 f FIGURE 4
Cell responses to freezing. 
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the CGT process and workflow. While, in 
theory, “fresh” non-frozen materials may be 
preferred by some (if even possible/feasible) 
due to simplicity (no cryopreservation step, 
no LN2 dewar shipping step, no thawing, 
no documentation for cryo-related proce-
dures, etc.), the spatial separation biologistics 
of source starting materials/manufacturing 
activities/patients, and the globalization of 
supply chain management, are ameliorated 
by the temporal time management benefits of 
cryopreservation. 

Living cells age, differentiate, and/or de-
grade over time, even under normothermic 
conditions. A reduction in temperature at 
strategic points in the CGT workflow reduc-
es the biological activity and metabolic de-
mands of cells, and slows down degradation. 
As temperatures decrease, metabolic and en-
zymatic activity slows, and at or below a glass 
transition temperature (Tg) of approximately 
-120°C to -130°C, molecular motion in wa-
ter-based systems is virtually arrested [9]. This 
vitrified state allows potential storage of the 
cell-based material for many years, and is a 
key temporal storage component of cell ther-
apy manufacturing. An “investment” in cryo-
preservation buys time, provides flexibility, 
pays dividends through additional options, 

and is the most feasible current modality for 
long-term storage of CGT-related cell-based 
products.

PROCESS DEVELOPMENT 
CONSIDERATIONS FOR 
CRYOPRESERVATION OF CELL-
BASED THERAPIES
Given the physics of freezing, and its effects 
on cells discussed above, it is important to 
determine if cryopreservation is appropri-
ate and achievable for each CGT process/
product. As developers of CGT therapies 
designed for successful commercial viability 
have looked to achieve a functional cryopre-
served product, it is of value to understand 
that optimal cryopreservation of cells is not 
simply a matter of lowering the temperature 
below freezing. Some may think that cryo-
preservation consists of just freeze and thaw. 
However, the steps within a cryopreserva-
tion (and thaw) optimized method consists 
of multiple steps, with each step within the 
overall method potentially as a point of Risk 
and point of potential Optimization (Figure 
6). Cryopreservation is one of the most crit-
ical, and often underdeveloped, critical pro-
cess parameters (CPP) of the manufacturing 

 f FIGURE 5
Addition of the cryoprotective agent, DMSO can offer protection against freezing.
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model. It may be helpful to look at the pro-
cess in greater detail:  

As illustrated in Figure 6, there are a num-
ber of steps within the cryopreservation meth-
od/protocol, that would be recommended to 
qualify/optimize from a Biopreservation Best 
Practices approach. 

Consideration 1: Cryopreservation solu-
tion of choice. The traditional approach to 
the freeze media has been to formulate a 
home-brew cocktail of cryoprotectant (such 
as DMSO or glycerol), with serum (human 
or animal) or protein (albumin). These would 
be added to an isotonic (extracellular-like) 
vehicle solution such as culture media or 
saline-like solution, that had not been de-
signed for low temperature biopreservation, 

but rather had been designed for normo-
thermic ionic conditions. This formulation 
approach has been the traditional clinical 
center in-house home-brew cocktail, “grand-
fathered” into historical hematopoietic stem 
cell (HSC) transplant cryopreservation pro-
tocols [13], designed into some initial CGT 
cell therapies [14], and even incorporated 
into some guiding standards (USP <1044> 
Cryopreservation of Cells) [15]. In contrast, 
another more recent approach to the cryo-
preservation media has been to utilize a se-
rum-free and protein-free intracellular-like 
formulation design, as discussed above 
[5,6,10]. This more recent methodology has 
been incorporated into many developing 
CGT, including ones that have obtained 

 f FIGURE 6
The biopreservation best practices approach to cryopreservation.
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Regulatory clearances and Marketing Au-
thorisations [16–19].    

Consideration 2: Rate of Cryoprotectant 
addition. Many research and clinical cryo-
preservation protocols proscribe slow/gradu-
al/dropwise rates of addition of the cryopro-
tectant, in consideration to potential osmotic 
fluctuations and membrane permeability rates 
for the CPA. This consideration may, or may 
not, be impactful depending on the cell prod-
uct/process. This consideration may also be 
less impactful with cryopreservation media 
that incorporate osmotic buffering compo-
nents [20–22]. 

Consideration 3: Temperature of Cryopro-
tectant addition. Similar to the considerations 
related to the rate of CPA addition, some pro-
tocols proscribe a temperature for application 
of the freeze media. The choice of temperature 
may be related to facilitating more rapid per-
meability of the CPA, or related to reducing 
potential toxicity of the CPA [20–22]. 

Consideration 4: Temperature and consis-
tency of ice nucleation. Some protocols may 
not speak to the point of ice nucleation with-
in the cryopreservation procedure. Even with 
recognition of the ice nucleation, and related 
latent heat release, noted on freezing curves/
graphs, there is often a passive approach to 
controlling ice nucleation within a method, 
let alone optimizing a method for consistent 
nucleation points from batch-to-batch of 
cell products. Lack of appropriate ice nu-
cleation within a cryopreservation method 
may result in undercooling/supercooling of 
the sample, which may in turn be linked to 
deleterious intracellular ice formation and 
batch-to-batch variability. There are various 
approaches to the ice nucleation consider-
ation [23], and even approaches for meth-
od consistency with passive freezing devices 
[24]. Programmable controlled rate freezers 
(CRF) are often utilized to provide consis-
tent freezing rates and nucleation, however 
abnormal freezing curves and variable nucle-
ation events may still occur and require trou-
bleshooting [25]. 

Consideration 5: Cooling rate. Although 
most CGT cell products might find cooling/

freezing rates of approximately -1°C/min (av-
eraged, or focused on the initial stage around 
nucleation) to be adequate, if not optimal 
[8,9,11,26], it would be recommended (and of-
ten expected) to verify, and perhaps optimize, 
the freezing rates as appropriate for each man-
ufactured cell product as an evidence-based 
Biopreservation Best Practice. Even with use 
of a programmable CRF, the stages within the 
CRF program may be optimized for various 
cell product parameters (cell type, cell vol-
ume, membrane permeability, cell concen-
tration, product volume, product packaging, 
number of product units, etc.). CRF abnor-
mal freezing curves may still occur and require 
troubleshooting [25]. 

Consideration 6: Storage temperature. 
Cryopreserved CGT products are generally 
stored in liquid nitrogen (LN2), to facili-
tate ultra-low cryogenic temperatures below 
their glass transition (Tg) temperature, and 
to enable many years of stability [27]. Alter-
natively, there may be potential for further 
consideration of shorter-term stability (weeks 
to months) at temperatures in the range of 
-80°C. The feasibility of varying storage tem-
peratures (and the related pros and cons) may 
be worth exploring, and may be able to sup-
port short-term storage aligned with less bur-
densome storage/transport needs, with more 
robust cryopreservation methods and cold 
chain management [28,29].

Consideration 7: Warming/Thawing rate. 
In alignment with most CGT slow-freeze 
cryopreservation protocols, the most com-
mon thawing methods for those cryopre-
served cell products involve fast-thaw meth-
ods with traditional 37°C waterbaths. At a 
superficial level, the process mirrors that of 
freezing: warming of the sample from cryo-
genic temperatures toward the solid-to-liquid 
phase transition, melting of ice to form liq-
uid water, and rehydration of the cells. Sim-
ilar to historical cryopreservation methods, 
this method of fast thawing has been largely 
adequate. The criticality of thawing rates is 
a noted point of discussion [26], and thaw 
methods (including rate of thawing) would be 
a worthwhile process parameter to investigate 
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and verify for each cell product/process with 
an evidence-based approach to asses Risk and 
potential Optimization [8,9]. 

Consideration 8: Post-thaw wash, dilu-
tion, or direct application. There are a va-
riety of approaches (and dogma) regarding 
the post-thaw status of the cryopreservation 
medium. One school of thought is that the 
cryoprotectant(s) must be removed post-
thaw. The CPA removal might be via a single 
step wash/centrifugation, or via stepwise di-
lution and wash in consideration to osmotic 
fluctuations. There has also been develop-
ment and application of various washing de-
vices. Another approach would be to dilute 
post-thaw, but not wash/remove the CPA in 
entirety. And then there is the approach of 
avoiding wash or dilution with direct post-
thaw application. Each of those approaches 
has potential benefits and drawbacks, that 
might range from extensive cell damage/loss 
(wash and removal methods) to potential (or 
perceived) cryoprotectant toxicity (direct ap-
plication). Each approach also entails a dif-
ferent level of post-thaw manipulation, and 
potential variability at the point of post-thaw 
application [5,8,10,30]. 

BIOPRESERVATION BEST 
PRACTICES CONSIDERATIONS 
Most evidence-based best practices identify 
the process parameters, and investigate the 
characteristics that can impact the critical 
quality attributes of the product. Within the 
considerations of biopreservation, broader 
process best practices may overlap to more 
focused Biopreservation Best Practices that 
can serve as a guiding approach applicable to 
CGT manufacturing (Figure 7).

Often, the early-stage development of 
a product understandably focuses on the 
high-level product efficacy (recovery, viabili-
ty, and perhaps some measure of functional-
ity). Admittedly, if the feasibility of that as-
pect is not established, the other parameters 
may be moot considerations. The ability to 
manufacture the product tends to be an early 

translational focus, and as the product pro-
gresses along potential clinical or commercial 
development there is increasing scrutiny to 
Quality and/or Regulatory Risk consider-
ations. Areas of overlap with focus on Bio-
preservation Best Practices may include:

1. Ability to integrate a biopreservation tool 
(media, equipment, method, etc.) into the 
CGT manufacturing process, including risk 
from process change. 

2. Cost-effectiveness of those tools and 
technologies, such as pre-formulated 
biopreservation media or controlled rate 
freezer. 

3. Efficacy of the tools, methods, and cell 
product.

4. Impact to Quality and Regulatory footprint, 
such as safety of biopreservation media 
and consideration to qualification for 
excipient application. Also, consideration 
to alignment with Good Manufacturing 
Practices (GMP). 

 f FIGURE 7
Biopreservation Best Practices

Adapted from [9].
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5. Qualification and validation of the tools, 
technologies, or methods.

6. Supplier reliability, risk, expertise, and 
qualification alignment. Also, supply chain 
security of the tools and technologies. 

ADDITIONAL BIOPRESERVATION 
PROCESS PARAMETERS 
As an extension of the number of critical 
steps within the cryopreservation process 
(Figure 6), there are Biopreservation Critical 
Process Parameters (BCPP) throughout the 
CGT manufacturing process, and including 
where biopreservation and stability might 
impact the quality attributes of the process/
product (Figure 8). 

Cold chain management
Advances have been made in cold chain 
management systems, and monitoring 
of this critical part of the CGT work-
flow. Innovations in insulating materials 
have overcome shortcomings in insulated 

packaging performance. ‘SMART’ shippers 
with improved cloud-based data tracking 
and software technology have enhanced 
management of time-critical and tempera-
ture-sensitive products. Technology innova-
tions have improved packaging, monitoring, 
logistics practices, data collection and data 
management; and incorporated them into 
unique, innovative, and self-contained sys-
tems [31–33]. 

SMART cold chain technologies such as 
Liquid Nitrogen (LN2) “dry vapor” SMART 
shippers and longer-range dry ice shippers 
are increasingly being utilized by late-stage 
clinical trial and commercialized therapy 
providers. The temperature monitoring and 
control, location tracking, chain of custo-
dy monitoring, and long temperature life 
of these shippers addresses a critical part of 
the supply chain biologistics [33]. With LN2 
shippers, traditional LN2 dry vapor ship-
pers experience reduced performance when 
not maintained upright, they may require 
palletization, and therefore may be restrict-
ed to wide-body aircraft and limited to large 
airport channels. New shipper technologies 
look to maintain temperature under some 
tilting, accommodate loading onto smaller 

 f FIGURE 8
Biopreservation critical process parameters.
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regional aircraft that cannot support pal-
letized cargo, and enable greater flexibility 
during transport [33].

Thawing

In order to transition from cryopreserved 
samples/product to application of the cells, 
the intermediate step is returning cell sam-
ples/products to the non-frozen state. Opti-
mal thawing of these cells may be critical to 
successful downstream applications. Thaw-
ing rate and temperature may be parame-
ters for potential optimization for cell size 
and volume, cell type, and cryopreservation 
media. 

The most common and well-accepted 
method for rapidly thawing cryopreserved 
cell samples is partial submersion of the sam-
ple in a 37°C waterbath. There are several 
reasons for using this approach: waterbaths 
are relatively cheap and easily available, and 

they allow efficient heat transfer from the 
water to the sample due to the high heat 
capacity and thermal conductivity of liquid 
water. However, there are potential risks to 
using a waterbath for thawing, particularly in 
a clinical environment. These potential risks 
include:

1. Lack of scalability post-manufacturing.

2. User-to-user variability in subjectively 
determining thaw recognition times,  
final vial temperature, and ending point 
of ice.

3. Overthawing, or excessive warming, of 
samples. 

4. No data management or chain-of-custody 
connectivity.

5. Contamination of sample contents.

6. Challenge in using a waterbath as part of a 
sterile process inside a biosafety cabinet or 
clean environment.

 f FIGURE 9
Thermal profile of vials thawed in a water bath or ThawSTAR System.

Frozen vials were thawed in a 37°C waterbath (left panel) or in the ThawSTAR System (right panel). The temperature profiles recorded by both 
thermocouples were very similar for both the waterbath thaw and the ThawSTAR thaw. For the waterbath thaw, the vials were removed from the 
bath when a pea-sized ice chunk remained (arrow) and then gently tapped to melt the chunk. Similarly, ThawSTAR ejected the vial at the point 
where a pea-sized ice chunk remained (arrow). The final vial temperature is ~5–10°C.
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7. Restrictions in using waterbaths in GMP or 
clinical environments. 

To overcome some of the limitations of us-
ing waterbaths for thawing, researchers and 
process engineers have explored other options 
such as dry bead baths or heat blocks [34,35]. 
Unfortunately, these solutions have ineffi-
cient thermal contact, resulting in reduced 
heat transfer, and may require 2–3 times lon-
ger (~7 minutes in a dry bead bath vs. ~2.5 
minutes in a 37°C waterbath for a standard 
cryovial) to thaw samples. This slower rate of 
thaw may be negatively impactful to the cell 
product.

Innovations in water-free automated 
thawing technology have enabled sample 
thawing with similar thawing rates as wa-
terbaths (Figure 9), more efficient thawing 
in comparison to other dry heat methods 
(Figure 10), cessation of active heating upon 
product transition from solid to liquid state, 
and physical separation of sample from heat-
ing interface upon thaw [36]. Equivalent 
post-thaw cell recovery and cell viability 
have also been demonstrated between newer 

water-free thawing technology and tradition-
al waterbaths (Figure 11).

CONCLUSION
Cell and gene therapies are demonstrating 
clinical efficacy, and exhibiting early poten-
tial for commercial viability. The manufac-
turing and supply chain for cell and gene 
therapies would still benefit from substantial 
development and innovation, in order to 
model the robustness and efficiencies as ex-
perienced in the more mature fields of small 
molecule pharmaceuticals and large molecule 
biopharmaceuticals. Successful optimization 
of product development would benefit from 
a broad analysis of the product lifecycle and 
workflow. A methodical and diligent review 
of cell-based materials stability risk points (in 
essence, a Biopreservation Quality by De-
sign, or BQbD), consideration to Biopreser-
vation Critical Process Parameters (BCPP), 
and identification of Biopreservation Criti-
cal Quality Attributes (BCQA); would serve 

 f FIGURE 10
Rapid vial thawing with ThawSTAR compared to dry bead bath or heat block.

Frozen vials were thawed in either a ThawSTAR System (green traces), a 37°C bead bath (red traces), or an 
aluminum heat block equilibrated to 37°C (blue traces). The ThawSTAR System thaw time is 2-3X faster than 
these other dry thawing methods.
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to identify stability gaps, increase system 
robustness, and optimize the overall CGT 
manufacturing and supply chain workflow. 
Optimizing the end-to-end Process utilizing 
Biopreservation Best Practices, and integrat-
ing the latest tools and technologies related to 

biopreservation media, controlled rate freez-
ing and cryogenic storage, cold chain ship-
ping management, and automated water-free 
thawing; would facilitate optimization of the 
CGT Product, and increase the probabilities 
for clinical and commercial success. 

 f FIGURE 11
Post-thaw cell recovery and cell viability with newer water-free thawing technology versus tradi-
tional waterbaths.
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The supply chain: 
key considerations for 
biological starting material for 
ATMPs production
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Advanced therapy medicinal products (ATMPs) is a particularly complex, novel class of med-
icines, with some distinctive supply chain requirements that significantly impact the manu-
facturing process. A critical element in the supply chain is the provision of biological starting 
material. It is essential to have a detailed knowledge of the sample’s properties and how 
these are affected by different factors such as time, temperature or transport medium to 
establish the distribution requirements. Additionally, it is indispensable to be fully aware 
of the legal framework where samples are regulated to comply with the requirements to 
guarantee their quality and safe use. The supply of starting material is a cornerstone for the 
establishment of a competent ATMP manufacturer, and its success relies on close cooper-
ation with the procurement sites, a thorough knowledge of the starting material properties 
and regulations applying to it, together with an extended network of transport companies 
that could be involved in its supply.
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Advanced therapy medicinal products (AT-
MPs) are being consolidated as an innova-
tive option to offer cutting-edge treatment 
for disease and injury, as highlighted by the 
recent rise of phase I-III clinical trials, its in-
corporation into health care systems, and the 
increase in commercialization [1,2].

The term ATMP is exclusive to the Euro-
pean Union and includes all of the cell, gene, 
and tissue therapies that are being developed. 
Regardless of location, the manufacture of 
this type of medicinal product is a complex, 
expensive, multiple-stage, and often extensive 
process, which not surprisingly presents one 
of the most challenging supply chains in the 
health field.

A distinctive aspect of this particular kind 
of medical product is that they are obtained, 
often completely but at least partially, from 
human biological material. From the point of 
view of the source of the material, ATMPs are 
classified as either autologous, when the do-
nor is the same as the recipient, or allogeneic, 
which can be obtained from one or multiple 
donors. (Xenogeneic samples - i.e. from dif-
ferent species - are outside of the scope of this 
article). This distinction is relevant because it 
conditions the logistics of the whole process 
(procurement, manufacturing and distribu-
tion). The supply of biological material can 
be provided by four different establishments: 
blood and transfusion centers, which provide 
apheresis collection or whole peripheral blood 
samples; hospitals where the patient is treated 
and/or donor is procured, e.g.: skin, adipose 
tissue; medical centers belonging to a trans-
plant network, which include a wider range 
of tissues - even those from deceased donors, 
e.g.: cornea, blood vessels, etc.; and tissue and 
cell biobanks where established cell lines are 
stocked and characterized, e.g. MSC, iPSC 
(Figure 1). The latter two establishments are 
exclusive for allogeneic therapies, while the 
procurement of samples for autologous ther-
apies usually takes place at the same Center 
(Hospital/Blood center) where the patient will 
be treated.

The supply chain of biological start-
ing materials has to comply with certain 

requirements to ensure the suitability and 
safety of the samples for ATMP production. 
The timeframe for living samples to reach 
the manufacturer is determined by viability, 
among other parameters, which will vary on 
shipment conditions (a critical limiting fac-
tor in any case). Furthermore, within the very 
same window, the time needed for processing 
by the manufacturer must be included. Frozen 
samples have significantly longer timeframes, 
providing them with greater flexibility for dis-
tribution but affecting viability. Additionally, 
samples must be temperature tracked during 
shipment to guarantee delivery in optimal 
condition and that quality is maintained ac-
cording to the sample specifications. 

Procurement of human tissues or cells re-
quires compliance with a specific regulatory 
framework. In the EU, the legal framework 
is set out for tissues and cells under Euro-
pean Tissues and Cells Directive [3] and for 
blood and its components under Europe-
an Blood Directive [4], with their respective 
commissions (see Table 1). These directives 
are transposed into each Member State law 
to implement the requirements established in 
EU legislation, with the possibility of apply-
ing stricter rules regarding quality and safety.

Biological material supply chain begins at 
the clinical site where altruistic donation is 
procured. The availability of the starting ma-
terial, which is conditioned by clinical activ-
ity, is one of the most critical factors for the 
establishment of a successful ATMP manu-
facturer. However, the inherent properties 
of a living material - temperature sensitivity 
with a short lifespan; requiring exhaustive 
control during distribution - severely limits 
distribution and complicates supply chain. 

Some important aspects to consider for 
successful starting material supply chain es-
tablishment could include the following (Fig-
ure 2):

1. Regarding STARTING MATERIAL:

 f Knowledge of the starting material. 
First of all, it is indispensable to have a 
thorough knowledge of the sample and 
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how its viability is affected by processing, 
time, and temperature. In the case of 
fresh samples, it is necessary to compare 
different shipping conditions, analyze 
different transport media, temperatures, 
and/or packaging systems. On the basis 
of the results obtained, a time window in 
which the sample maintains an optimal 
quality to be used for ATMP manufacturing 
is established. It is convenient to further 
pursue these studies in order to define a 
time window as wide as possible, since this 
will determine the maximum transportation 
time from the place of collection to the 
manufacturer. Being aware of the time 
dependent viability curve would allow us to 

be objective in the decision-making process 
if a sample arrives out of specifications.

 f Sample efficiency. In certain cases, samples 
are really scarce in quantity and/or volume, 
and are thus considered very valuable. In 
such cases, the cost of their distribution is 
assumed disregarding other aspects since 
no alternative exists - for instance, for 
autologous samples. In contrast, for some 
other types of samples that are easier to 
obtain (e.g. adipose tissue), it is advisable 
to precisely define their efficiency and 
cost-effectiveness. Considerations such 
as the donor’s age and health history are 
relevant to evaluate the minimum quantity 

 f FIGURE 1
 Provenance of biological starting material.
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of starting material that compensates the 
cost related to their distribution, avoiding 
waste and non-productive resources.

2. Regarding PROCUREMENT SITE:

 f Procurement authorization. The ATMP 
manufacturer must establish an agreement 
with the procurement site covering roles 
and responsibilities according to regulatory 
requirements. It is highly recommended 
to contract centers that already have 
the procurement authorization for the 
type of cell and tissue in use, since de 
novo authorization is a lengthy process 
that requires the incorporation of new 
SOPs into a hospital system. Having an 
agreement with more than one authorized 

procurement center would reduce the 
risk of lack of starting material for the 
manufacturing process.

 f Procurement activity history. For allogeneic 
samples, it is useful to know the frequency 
with which the establishment acquires 
the biological material of interest: namely, 
whether it is a habitual practice yielding 
a high availability of samples, or on the 
contrary, if it is a scarce type of tissue/
cell the extraction and availability of which 
is limited. This information would enable 
the manufacturer to plan their activity, 
improving the management of resources. In 
the case that the biological material does 
not come from a usual or frequent practice, 
the manufacture of ATMPs could be limited 

  f TABLE 1

Legal framework in EU for procurement of human tissues or cells

Tissues & cells directives

Directive 2004/23/EC

Commission directive 
2006/17/EC

Regarding certain technical requirements for the donation, procurement and testing of human 
tissues and cells [5]

Commission directive 
2006/86/ EC

Concerning traceability requirements, notification of serious adverse reactions and events, addi-
tional technical requirements for the coding, processing, preservation, storage and distribution of 
human tissues and cells [6]

Commission directive 
2015/565

Amending directive 2006/86/EC as regards certain technical requirements for the coding of hu-
man tissues and cells

Commission directive 
2015/566

Implementing directive 2004/23/EC concerns the procedures for verifying the equivalent stan-
dards of quality and safety of imported tissues and cells

Blood directive

Directive 2002/98/EC

Commission directive 
2004/33/ EC

On the technical requirements for blood and blood donation

Commission directive 
2005/61/ EC 

On the traceability requirements and notification responsibilities in case of serious adverse reac-
tions and events

Commission directive 
2005/62/ EC

That sets out community standards and specifications relating to the quality system for a blood 
bank

The Commission is currently carrying out the first formal evaluation of the EU blood and tissues and cells legislation
Information adapted from: [7] and [8].
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and in some cases even stopped, due to 
lack of starting material; in those cases, as 
mentioned above, it would be advisable to 
operate with more than one procurement 
site.

 f Personnel involved. It is important to 
know the medical staff involved in the 
procurement of the starting material. 
Regardless of whether the samples are 
autologous or allogeneic, if the staff is 
limited, not committed enough, and/or 
if highly specialized clinical expertise is 
required, there may be occasions when the 
material is lost due to personnel issues. 
The inclusion and participation of the 
medical team in the supply chain in some 
way favors cooperation and facilitates 
the development of this type of activity. 
The clinical staff must be sufficiently and 
actively engaged in the procedure, since 
their involvement has a direct impact on 
the manufacturer’s production.

 f Shipping logistics. Biological living starting 
material has a short timeframe for delivery 
and is often temperature sensitive. The 
different procurement sites, such as 

biobanks, usually coordinated amongst 
themselves and have internal circuits 
for shipping samples. Ideally, it would 
be useful for the ATMP manufacturer to 
integrate the collection of the starting 
material into such circuits, if feasible 
with respect to the individual sample 
specifications. If this is not feasible, 
direct shipment to the manufacturer 
would be required. Time requirements 
considerably limit the distribution of the 
biological samples and consequently, 
the manufacturer will need to be 
located relatively close to the place of 
procurement. In addition, international 
shipments must take into account the 
management of customs clearance and 
related procedures in the respective 
states.

Progress in the development of ATMPs 
needs to go hand in hand with the develop-
ment and improvement of supply chain lo-
gistics at the different stages, with particular 
emphasis on the supply of starting materials. 
With the increase in volume and widespread 
use of this type of medicine, this emerging 
niche market will be developed and expanded 

 f FIGURE 2
Summary of the points mentioned through the document related to the biological starting material supply chain
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to accommodate logistics compatible with 
the characteristics of living material, while 
offering competitive prices. It is essential to 
know the available companies that offer di-
rect delivery service with instant response, 
and at the same time and very importantly, 
that have a fleet in the vicinity of the procure-
ment sites to shorten time from procurement 
to arrival at the manufacturer.

Successful supply of starting material is es-
sentially based on a narrow partnership with 
the procurement sites, a thorough knowledge 
of their operation and the rules that regu-
late them, a fluid, two-way communication 
between the partners involved, and broad 
knowledge concerning the network of trans-
port companies that could be involved in the 
supply chain.
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Utilization of risk-based 
approach to characterize starting 
material for autologous CAR-T 
manufacturing
Jean Stanton

Chimeric antigen (CAR) T cell therapy is a cell-based, personalized cancer immunotherapy. 
It takes advantage of the cytotoxic potential of T lymphocytes to kill tumor cells in an anti-
gen dependent manner. This therapy has proven to be an effective therapy against certain 
hematologic malignancies. As with other biologic products, efforts to optimize the manufac-
turing process can help ensure the safety and efficacy of the product. Cell based products 
are far more complex than any other active pharmaceutical ingredients, therefore it is even 
more critical that sponsors understand the impact of the starting material (apheresis cells) 
for the manufacturing process. The industry is learning about health authority expectations 
in the last few years, with the commercialization of two CAR-T products, Kymriah™ and 
Yescarta™. Demonstrating an understanding of the starting material, including its impact 
on manufacturing and the means to control its impact where needed, is one way sponsors 
can respond to the expectations. In this article, the reader will find the application of a 
risk-based approach to identify both the key attributes of starting material that can impact 
CAR-T product manufacturing and the means to control for those attributes. 
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Chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T-cells 
are genetically engineered T cells, modified 

to bind to cell surface antigens expressed by 
cancer cells, signaling and co-signaling the 
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cytotoxic function of these cells. Researchers 
developed the first-generation CAR-T cells 
almost thirty years ago [1]. While technically 
innovative, these early CARs did not persist 
in the body, and therefore were not clinically 
effective. Over time, second generation CARs 
were developed and in 2017 became the first 
autologous CAR-T cell therapy approved by 
the United States Food and Drug Adminis-
tration (FDA) with Kymriah® (Novartis). 
Since that time a second autologous CAR-T 
therapy has been approved by the FDA, with 
Yescarta® (Gilead) and other countries have 
granted approval including European Union, 
Japan, Australia and Canada. Results contin-
ue to be favorable, so much so that there are 
more than 250 clinical trials for autologous 
CAR-T therapies currently open [2]. 

Apheresis collection of T cells from pa-
tients represent a new scenario for collection 
centers and practitioners. Historically, pe-
ripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC), 
specifically lymphocytes, have been found in 
two settings: 

1. Healthy donors to collect lymphocytes for 
infusions after stem cell transplant; and 

2. Leukemic patients with high blast 
concentrations. 

And while autologous stem cells collec-
tions in patients with malignancies have been 
characterized, much less has been published 
on the characterization PBMCs collections 
[3]. Much can be found in the literature re-
garding optimizations including both CAR-T 
manufacturing and vector manufacturing [3–
5]. Many have also written about the starting 
material and its variability however the lion’s 
share has been focused on hematopoietic stem 
cells (HPCs) and donor lymphocyte infu-
sions (DLI) [6–8]. And though this informa-
tion the principles and protocols of apheresis 
is not easily transferrable to PBMC collection 
for CAR-T manufacturing. Whereas patients 
or donors of HPCs or DLI often have very 
high total white cell counts due to medica-
tion or the disease process itself and the tar-
get cells are large, immature lymphocytes; 

eligible patients for CAR-T typically have low 
total white cell counts and the target cells are 
mature lymphocytes. These cells are smaller 
and more dense, creating technical challenges 
for apheresis. Ultimately, there is a need in 
the industry to better characterize PBMC or 
lymphocyte collection in those populations 
of patients with leukemia, who need these 
cells for their survival.

Regulatory expectations to control pro-
cess variability during drug manufacturing 
is not new. The risks resulting from process 
variability has been acknowledged for drugs 
and biologics. As a result, controls to address 
process variability has become a regulatory re-
quirement world-wide. Cell and gene therapy 
products are no different. The potential risks 
to patients may be different but the expecta-
tion is the same, developers must provide to 
the regulatory agency a manufacturing con-
trol strategy that both addresses process vari-
ability, efficacy and patient safety [9]. 

Sound science and a risk-based approach 
to product development can increase the 
assurance of product quality for a cell and 
gene therapy product, just as it does for oth-
er biologics. By appropriately characterizing 
the risks, a manufacturer can design a robust 
strategy to control risks and ensure the qual-
ity of the product. A practical application of 
such an approach has been published by the 
Parenteral Drug Association (PDA) [10]. It 
is worth noting that despite published guid-
ance, practical application of quality metrics 
is an evolving science as understanding of 
what constitutes risk changes. Methodologies 
described in this PDA document can assist 
a developer in the optimization of the qual-
ity of the starting material for an autologous 
CAR-T product. To illustrate the utility of 
the risk-based approach, an example will be 
provided in this article. The aim of this arti-
cle is to stimulate industry discussion around 
practical tools that developers can utilize as an 
aid toward addressing the variability of start-
ing material for autologous CAR-T therapies. 

There is no one risk assessment tool that 
works for all products, there are many which 
can be used by a developer. Examples of the 
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tools which can be found in the literature in-
clude: Failure Mode Effect Analysis (FMEA), 
Criticality Analysis (CA), Process Capability 
Assessment and Hazard Analysis, to name a 
few. The PDA has published several reports 
which offer more details on the application 
of such tools [10–13]. Two tools have been se-
lected to evaluate risk for the example provid-
ed in this article, Criticality Assessment and 
Process Capability (also referred to as Mate-
rial Risk Assessment). CA is a simple meth-
od used to aggregate data, prioritize risk and 
organize decision making. Process Capability 
Assessment takes the qualitative results from 
the CA and evaluates the ability to control 
and detect the variability of the material [14]. 

Prior to evaluating the starting material of a 
product, a developer must first determine the 
critical quality attributes of the final CAR T 
product for infusion. Once a product’s CQA 
have been identified, the next step is to de-
termine the strength of the link between the 
apheresis starting material and CQAs for 
that product. CQAs are ascertained by un-
derstanding the desired characteristics of a 
new product. Common characteristics for 
cell-based products are; origin of cells, cell 
source, mode of action, therapeutic indica-
tion, dosage, storage conditions, shelf life and 
target population. Once the characteristics or 
attributes of a product have been determined, 
they serve as the basis for a product’s quality 
attribute. Quality attributes are those attri-
butes of a product that are likely or certain to 
influence the safety and efficacy of a product. 
It is important to highlight; the process used 

to identify and assess quality attributes is iter-
ative. Throughout development, new quality 
attributes may be defined (immunophenotyp-
ically memory T cells) or removed (replication 
competent lentivirus) as science evolves.

Once a quality attribute is identified, it’s 
criticality can be assessed. The assessment can 
be a qualitative or a quantitative process. The 
assignment of criticality is based on impact to 
patient safety and the level of confidence in 
understanding of the attribute. Once the crit-
icality of a product’s attributes is determined, 
they can be used to evaluate the severity of 
the risk or the strength of the link between 
the CAR-T product’s critical quality attribute 
(CQA) and the starting material used for prod-
uct manufacturing [15]. Establishing the criti-
cality of the material attributes for autologous 
CAR-T apheresis starting material aids in the 
prioritization of additional assessments needed 
to manage variability of that starting material.

To demonstrate the practical application of 
risk-based tools, an autologous CD19 CAR-T 
product will be used. The end to end process 
flow is pictured below (Figure 1). It should be 
acknowledged that genetically modified cell-
based products are far more complex than any 
other API. However, in order to present the use 
of the risk-based approach to optimize a con-
trol strategy, the example used will not address 
every attribute of a CAR-T product that is crit-
ical. The aim of the example is to demonstrate 
the actual tools and how they can be used by 
taking the reader through the process but lim-
iting the product and material attributes to 
those that relate to the starting material. 

 f FIGURE 1
Process flow diagram for autologous CD19 CAR-T product.
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For the autologous CD19 CAR-T exam-
ple, several quality attributes have been iden-
tified in the table below (Table 1; note: the list 
in Table 1 is not complete). 

Each quality attribute is assessed for se-
verity of harm to the patient and the uncer-
tainty score provides the level of confidence 
in assessing the criticality of the attribute. 
Descriptions used to define severity and un-
certainty for the autologous CD19 CAR-T 
example are shown below (Tables 2 & 3).

The criticality assessment results for the 
autologous CD19 CAR-T product attributes 
are provided in Table 4 [16–18].

For autologous CAR-T products, there has 
been much presented in the literature on the 
variability between patients due to disease pro-
gression, co-morbidities, treatment history, 

underlying prognostic factors and physical 
condition of the patient. Conversely, optimal 
pre-apheresis parameters both for maximizing 
overall collection efficiency and obtaining the 
optimal product composition are not clearly 
defined [19]. This means that garnering a bet-
ter understanding of these variables on the fi-
nal CAR-T product is a critical part of ensur-
ing the product’s safety and efficacy. CAR-T 
developers must be able to:

 f Identify critical material attributes (CMA) 
of the apheresis material which can 
potentially impact CQAs of the product’

 f Develop a knowledge base, either from the 
literature or in-house data, of those specific 
characteristics of the patients; and

 f Identify the means to control those aspects 
which have a strong link to a product’s 
CQAs.

For the autologous CD19 CAR-T product 
example, once the CQAs have been identified 
the next steps would be:

 f Determine the strength of the link between 
the apheresis starting material and the 
CQAs of the CAR-T product. This can be 
done utilizing the CA tool;

 f Conduct a Process Capability Assessment 
(PCA). This is another risk-based tool to 
evaluate the controls already in place for 
the apheresis material and whether they 
are adequate to deliver the product quality 
attributes identified. 

The criteria used to determine linkage be-
tween starting material and CQA and the 

  f TABLE 2
Criteria for impact (severity) assessment rating.

Rating Impact 
Negligible to low Marginal patient impact; no potential for decreased safety; attribute is not expected to impact safety or 

efficacy
Medium Small potential for patient impact that does not change the overall risk/benefit profile for the product; 

attribute may have a manageable adverse effect, but significant patient impact is improbable
High Significant to catastrophic patient impact, changing the risk/benefit profile of the product

  f TABLE 1
Examples of quality attributes for autologous CD19 
CAR-T products.

Category of 
attribute

Attribute

Safety

Microbial contamination (bacterial, 
viral, etc.)
Endotoxin 
Replication competent retrovirus

Purity (impurity)

Percentage T-cell
Percentage viability
Viral vector proteins 
Residual CD19 B cells 
Other cell types 

Potency

Percent transduction
CAR expression
Cytokine response to CD19 ex-
pressed cells
Proliferation response to CD19 
expressed cells 
Killing of CD19 cells 

Content
Number of CAR+ T-cells/kg body 
weight
Total number viable cells 
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results of criticality assessment for the autolo-
gous CD19 CAR-T product starting material 
are provided in Tables 5 & 6 [16,20–29].

Two published case studies, evaluating 
criticality of material attributes in product 
development, recommend that for those ma-
terial attributes deemed ‘potentially critical’, 
should be managed as they would a CQA 
until there is in-house data to support modi-
fying the criticality of the attribute as critical 
or non-critical [30,31]. As stated earlier in 
this article the second tool, PCA, take those 
attributes of the starting material deemed 
‘critical or potentially critical’ and evaluates 
a process’s ability to control and detect the 
variability of the material. The criteria for 
scoring and results of the PCA for the au-
tologous CD19 CAR-T product is found in 
Tables 7–9.

Health authorities expect that when a 
product contains human cells or tissues, rele-
vant donor and sourcing material regulations 
apply. For apheresis, that means controlling 
the ingress routes from the external environ-
ment immediately prior to the collection and 
throughout the entire apheresis process. This 
includes using sterile consumables (apheresis 
kit), cleaning/maintenance of the apheresis 
machines, utilizing experienced nursing staff 
to collect, training on aseptic technique, and 
creating adequate welds when disconnecting 
the apheresis bag from the rest of the collec-
tion kit/tubing. Collection sites ought to vali-
date their process for collections, verifying the 
controls are effective against sources of con-
tamination from the external environment. 
A site should also monitor contamination 

events at their institution and make improve-
ments as necessary. 

All human sourced tissue or cells should be 
treated as if they have the potential to trans-
mit disease, autologous apheresis starting ma-
terial included. In the USA, the FDA does 
not require autologous cell donors be tested 
for adventitious agents with approved donor 
test kits [21] yet some centers chose to add 
the additional layer of control and test for the 
adventitious agent. Other regulatory agen-
cies, such as the European Medicines Agency 
(EMA) do require donor testing [32]. Having 
said that, there are ways on reducing the risk 
of cross-contamination by a potential donor. 
Prior to collections, the patient can be evalu-
ated by a physician, looking for active infec-
tion. The patient’s chart can also be reviewed 
for active infection or behavioral risks. There 
are also tests available to confirm clinical in-
fections. Another means to reduce the risk of 
cross-contamination occurs throughout (prior 
to, during and after) apheresis. Often referred 
to as ‘Chain of Identity’ the steps include:

1. Confirming the patient’s identity;

2. Utilizing unique patient;

3. Utilizing unique donation identifiers;

4. Reconfirming the two unique identifiers 
prior to generating product labels;

5. Applying labels to product bags prior to 
their use;

6. Add secondary verification steps after 
labeling apheresis bag. 

  f TABLE 3
Criteria for uncertainty scoring.

Uncertainty Prior knowledge

Low
Extensive literature available on this attribute; in-house data (in vitro, nonclinical or clinical) available, 
which provides a small level of confidence about the impact on efficacy or safety or the validity of the 
assessment

Medium
Attribute well understood based on scientific rationale; in-house data (in vitro, nonclinical, or clinical) 
available, which provides a moderate level of confidence about the impact on efficacy or safety or the 
validity of the assessment

High
Limited scientific understanding of this attribute; no clinical experience; limited in-house data, which 
provides a high level of confidence about the impact on efficacy or safety or the validity of the 
assessment
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  f TABLE 4
Results for criticality analysis of autologous final CD19 CAR-T for infusion example.

Attribute Severity Uncertainty Result Rationale
Safety
Sterility High Low CQA Sterility is a general safety requirement for all parenteral dos-

age forms to assure that cell products are free of microbial 
contamination

Adventitious 
agents

High Low CQA Test performed on lentiviral vector. Wide range of viral contami-
nants being measured

Mycoplasma High Low CQA Mycoplasma can cause serious contamination in cell cultures, which 
may affect phenotypical characteristics and normal growth of the 
cells; some species can be pathogenic. (Note: the severity is only of 
high severity if it truly reflects the presence of mycoplasma and not 
a false positive)

Endotoxin High Low CQA Endotoxins (mainly lipopolysaccharides from gram negative bacteria) 
are highly pyrogenic substances that cause dose dependent fever 
and shock

Replication 
competent 
retrovirus

High Low CQA The use of the lentiviral vector as a tool for gene transfer to cells 
presents a relatively low, theoretical safety risk to patient. The pos-
sibility of RCL generations can adversely impact patient safety

Purity
Percentage 
T-cells

High Low CQA The overall purity of T cells in the CAR-T products may be potential-
ly impacted by presences of unwanted cell populations. The higher 
presence of unwanted T cells in the products offers more potential 
that unwanted cells may have been genetically modified

Percentage 
viability

High Low CQA For ex vivo genetically modified cells, it is recommended to have at 
least 70% viability

Viral vector 
proteins

Med Low CQA Residual protein can be immunogenic leading to allergic reactions, 
act as an adjuvant stimulating an immune response

Residual CD19 
B cells

High Low CQA The CAR gene unintentionally introduced into a single leukemic B 
cells. The target antigen is masked and goes unrecognized by the 
CAR product

Subpopulation 
T cell

Med Med CQA Subpopulation of T cells may persist and expand differently in the 
patient. High proliferative capacity is required for anti-tumor effica-
cy [16]

Other white 
cells

Med Med CQA Monocytes have been shown to inhibit T-cell activation and expan-
sion [17]

Potency
Transduction 
efficiently

High Low CQA The active ingredient of the product is a CAR positive viable T cell. 
Transduction efficiency is used to calculate the final cell dose. It is 
essential to control this transduction step to ensure manufacturing 
consistency

CAR 
expression

High Low CQA In-house cell base binding study demonstrated specific finding to 
human CD19+ cells but not to non-human cells

Proliferation 
response to 
CD19 ex-
pressed cells

High Low CQA Elevated levels of IL-6 measured in the blood. CAR Ts from these 
patients also tended to carry IL-6 receptors. Together, these char-
acteristics support the early stages of T cell memory, involving cell 
proliferation and enhanced survival [18]

Killing of CD19 
cells

High Low CQA A series of in vitro studies was conducted to assessment the activity 
of the CAR positive cells on CD19 positive tumor cells

Content
Total number 
viable CAR-T 
cells

High Low CQA The transduced viable T cells are the active ingredient of the final 
product administered to the patient
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An additional control, to reduce this risk 
further, may be to have the patient tested pri-
or to collection, using methods approved by a 
regulatory body for donor testing. These tests 
are much more sensitive than clinical test 
methods used in clinical laboratories found 
within a hospital. 

Obtaining enough T cells for manufac-
turing is challenging when the donors are 
leukemic patients who have gone through 
treatments, prior to becoming CAR-T pa-
tients. There are several ways that developers 
can control for having adequate numbers in 
their apheresis material. It is important to 

  f TABLE 5
Criteria for scoring the link between starting apheresis material and CQA for final 
autologous CD19 CAR-T product for infusion example.

Impact Criteria Criticality of material
High Small to moderate change of this raw material 

attribute has a significant impact on a CQA and/
or uncertainty is high

Critical

Medium Large change of this raw material attribute or a 
small change in raw material attribute in combi-
nation with other factors has a significant impact 
on a CQA

Potentially critical

Low/negligible The raw material attribute has no impact on 
CQAs, and uncertainty is low

Non-critical

  f TABLE 6
Results of criticality assessment for the starting material used in the manufacture of final autologous CD19 
CAR-T product for infusion example.

CQA Criticality 
of apheresis 
material

Justification

Sterility Critical Farrington reported that full aseptic precautions are necessary to prevent contamination 
of peripheral blood at collection. Cases reported where contamination events occurred 
when aseptic practice was not followed [20]

Adventitious 
agents

Critical Infectious disease testing in the USA of a patient/donor of autologous material is not 
required [21]. Most other countries require some form of donor testing. As the product 
will be infused only to the patient, there are other risks of potential cross contamination 
between products at the manufacturing site and operator exposure

% CAR-T 
cells in final 
product

Critical The correlation between pre-collection peripheral CD3+ T-cells and manufacturing suc-
cess has been reported. Some developers have set ALC thresholds for collection. In some 
cases, additional CD3+ T cells minimum prior to collection was established [22,23] 

Viability (%) Potentially 
critical 

Sorensen reported post collection, T-cell viability immediately starts to diminish. At am-
bient, viability reduction is much quicker. Preserving cells at 2–8C increase may maintain 
viability up to 24 hours [24] 

Residual 
CD19+ cells

Critical Ruella reported a case when a leukemic B cells was unintentionally transduced, conferring 
resistance to CD19 CAR-T cells, leading to patient relapse [25]

T cells sub-
populations

Critical Singh et al. reported patients with T-cell populations enriched from early lineage cells 
expanded better in vitro [16]

Off target 
WBCs (NK, 
Mono)

Critical Bryn reported how monocytes can inhibit T-cell activation [26]
Stroncek reported the potential impact of monocytes on T-cell transduction, finding 
that CAR-T cells product deemed manufacturing failures had up to twice the number of 
monocytes [27] 
Allen reported the association between high proportions of NK cells and lower CD3+ cell 
collection yields as likely due to the inverse relationship between NK CD3+ cells [28]

Non-WBC 
contaminants
(RBCs, PLTs)

Potentially 
critical

Fesnak reported red cells and platelets make accurate lymphocyte enumeration difficult 
and/or confounds flow cytometry. Other components such as plasma and platelets can 
induce clumping. Assmus reported red cells have been shown to interfere with the clinical 
efficacy of some types of therapeutic cells [29]
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understand the types of treatment the patient 
has been subject to and when their last treat-
ment was completed as this can compromise 
the number and function of T cells [19]. De-
termining the pre-collection CD3+ count can 
help predict if the collection will be adequate. 
This number is also needed to determine the 
number of blood volumes to be processed 
and how long the procedure will last. Under-
standing if and how a collection sites moni-
tors their collection efficiency can be useful 
towards being able to predict how many 
blood volumes will need to be process. Col-
lection efficiency (CE) is the proficiency of 
a collection site’s equipment, procedure and 
operators to collect the cells utilizing aphere-
sis machines. CE can be a useful tool toward 
assuring target cell counts are reached. Can-
twell reported that CE could be used to pre-
dict the number of blood volumes required 
to achieve a specific target cell count of he-
matopoietic stem cells [33]. It would be useful 
to conduct similar research for mononuclear 
cell collections in leukemic patients.  Anoth-
er control may be to draw samples mid-way 
through a procedure to see if they are on track 

to collect the original target cell number. Fi-
nally, at the manufacturing site, there are 
several means that sites chose to ensure ade-
quate number of T cells. One example is test-
ing, be it in-process testing to monitor steps 
throughout processing or release testing for 
CD3+ cells (or T cells). Additional controls 
to reduce risk even further can include steps 
such as understanding patient co-morbidities 
or hematologic lab values. Patients with cer-
tain disease states, like multiple myeloma, can 
have elevated serum proteins that reduce the 
collection efficiency of an apheresis machine. 
Plasmapheresis of these patients prior to 
mononuclear cell collection has be shown to 
reduce protein level and improve the chances 
of collecting an adequate number of lympho-
cytes [34]. 

Manufacturing sites can also include steps 
to enrich the product for lymphocytes, the 
simplest way being density gradient sepa-
ration. Sites can also include steps utilizing 
magnetic bead to select positively for the 
cells desired [35]. This step can also be used 
for the example above to reduce the risk of 
having inadequate numbers of T-cells in the 

  f TABLE 8
Criteria for detection scoring.

Rank Rating Criteria
10 Impossible Failure of the material attribute is not detected at all or not until the product reaches the patient 
7 Moderate Failure of the material attribute can be detected by batch release procedures
4 Highly likely Failure of the material attribute is likely to be detected prior to the final unit operation
1 Almost 

certain
Failure of the material attribute is likely to be detected prior to its use in the process. Appropriate 
controls are in place to maintain stability of the material attribute after testing and prior to its use 
in the process

  f TABLE 7
Criteria for occurrence scoring.

Rank Rating Criteria
10 Frequently Material attribute variability is frequently expected (i.e., more frequently than 1 in 10 batches of the 

material). Material is complex and likely to degrade or introduce a degradant to the process. Failure 
of the material attribute is likely to happen frequently

7 Fairly 
frequently

Material attribute variability is expected fairly frequently (i.e., probability of 1 in 10 to 1 in100 
batches of the material). Material is somewhat complex and somewhat likely to degrade or intro-
duce a degradant to the process. Failure of the material attribute is likely to happen fairly frequently

4 Fairly 
infrequently

Material attribute variability is expected fairly infrequently (i.e., probability of 1 in 100 batches of 
the material). Material is fairly simple in nature and unlikely to degrade or introduce a degradant to 
the process. Failure of the material attribute is likely to happen fairly infrequently

1 Infrequently Material is consistent and simple. Failure due to the material attribute is likely to happen infrequent-
ly (i.e., almost never)
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  f TABLE 9
PCA results for final autologous CD19 CAR-T product for infusion example.

CQA Severity Controls in place Occurrence Detection Risk 
rating

Sterility 10 Pre-apheresis Physical evaluation of patient for 
infections

1 4 40

Medical record review for infections 
Peri-apheresis Validated collections process 

utilizing aseptic technique. Sterile 
consumables

Adventi-
tious agents

10 Pre-apheresis Physical evaluation of patient for 
infections

1 4 40

Medical record review for infections 
Clinical laboratory testing for active 
infections (HIV, HBV, HCV)

Pre- and 
post-apheresis

CoC/CoI steps to identify the patient, 
pre-label collections, and utilize 
unique patient/donation identifiers 

% T cells 
in final 
product

10 Pre-apheresis Prior therapies – time of last chemo-
therapy should be confirmed 

7 1 70

Pre-counts lymphocytes
Peri-apheresis Collection efficiency specific to the 

institution, apheresis machine, soft-
ware and operator
Draw sample midway through proce-
dure to assess number CD3+ T cells 

Post-apheresis Test apheresis material for CD4 and 
CD8+ cells 
Test final product CD4 and CD8+ cells

Residual 
tumor cells

10 Pre-apheresis Patient treatment plan and eligibility 
of patient based on last treatment 
date 

1 7 70

Residual tumor cells can be reduced 
by collecting patient cells while the 
patient is in remission. 

Post-apheresis Positive selection of CD4 and CD8 
cells isolated prior to expansion 
Test final CAR-T product for pheno-
type CD19+ and NK cells 
Use of magnetic beads to positively 
select CD4/CD8 T cells

Sub- 
populations 
T cells

10 Pre-apheresis Absolute lymph count (ALC) >  
0.3 x 109/L

4 4 160

Peri-apheresis Target 2 x 106 cells
Post-apheresis Use of magnetic beads to positively 

select CD4/CD8 T cells
In-process testing for number of 
CD4/CD8 cells 
Test final product for CD4+ and CD8+ 
cells 

Off target 
WBC

10 Post-apheresis Elutriation step to remove unwanted 
monocytes and plasma cells 

4 1 40

Off target 
non-WBC

5 Pre-apheresis ALC count >500 microliter 4 1 20
Post-apheresis Preculture processing on MNC to 

remove red cells and platelets
Use of DNase remove unwanted plas-
ma components and platelets 
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final product. Finally, DNase can be used to 
remove unwanted plasma components that 
may lead to clotting or clumping. 

Some have determined that calculating 
ALC for a patient can help determine both 
processing volume and time spent on an 
apheresis machine. Reducing the volume and 
time can aid in the reduction of red cells and 
platelets that end up in the collection bag 
[19]. Others have reported the used of pre-
culture processing of the mononuclear cells 
can help provide a relatively pure lymphocyte 
population [5]. 

As stated at the beginning of this article, 
the intent was to provide the reader with a 
practical application of risk-based tools to 
address the variability of starting material for 
autologous CAR-T therapies that can be used 
in discussion with regulators. Previous doc-
uments published have focused on the use 
of such tools for the manufacturing process. 
The overall goal of this article was to provide 

an example of those same tools used to con-
trol variability for starting material used in 
CAR-T manufacturing. It is felt that the tools 
described are flexible enough to provide de-
velopers with a means toward developing and 
effective control strategy for the starting ma-
terial. It is also understood that the risk based 
approached described is an iterative process. 
Throughout clinical development with an in-
crease in information and characterization of 
the process and product, the tools should be 
revisited periodically to see if there needs to 
be any modification to the control strategy. 
Although many challenges lie ahead for the 
industrialization of CAR-T manufacturing, 
there is reason for optimism. Decades of ex-
perience with risk-based tools in the industry 
have provided the foundation for the use of 
risk-based approaches towards the optimiza-
tion of the CAR-T manufacturing and the 
apheresis processes used to collect the starting 
material.
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REGULATORY PERSPECTIVE

Advanced therapy 
regulation in the 
UK: what might the 
future hold post-Brexit? 
Patrick J Ginty

The development of Advanced Therapy Medicinal Products (ATMPs) in the European Union 
(EU) is subject to a unique ‘patchwork’ of associated but distinct European regulations and 
directives. However, the UK’s exit from the EU has provided an opportunity to evaluate all 
medicines legislation that currently applies in the UK, including those governing the regula-
tion of ATMPs. Despite the challenges and uncertainties associated with the UK’s exit from 
the EU, it is important to acknowledge that this change can create new opportunities from 
which the UK can benefit, whilst staying aligned to the EU. The UK can take the opportu-
nity to orient its legislation and associated procedures towards the unique requirements of 
ATMPs throughout their life-cycle; from the procurement of cell and tissue-based starting 
materials, the Gene Modified Organism (GMO) legislation through to manufacture, licensure 
and adoption. This paper discusses where, if at all, the UK might diverge or expand from the 
EU regulatory framework for ATMPs and what challenges and advantages this might bring.

Cell & Gene Therapy Insights 2020; 6(8), 1171–1178

DOI: 10.18609/cgti.2020.126

The publication of the EU Regulation for Ad-
vanced Therapy Medicinal Products (ATMPs) 
(EC/1394/2007) was a landmark moment 

in the history of cell, gene and tissue-based 
therapies in Europe, as it provided a pathway 
to market for a sub-set of medicinal products 
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that provide a unique set of scientific and 
regulatory challenges. As part of this Regu-
lation, it was mandated that all ATMPs be 
granted marketing authorisation (MA) via 
the centralised procedure by the European 
Medicines Agency (EMA) and ultimately the 
European Commission (EC). It also mandat-
ed that ATMP approval would be subject to 
receiving a positive opinion from not only the 
Committee for Medicinal Products for Hu-
man Use (CHMP) but also from the newly 
formed Committee for Advanced Therapies 
(CAT). Since the ATMP Regulation came 
into force in 2008, the EU regulatory frame-
work has developed and evolved with the aim 
of providing robust scientific guidance for 
developers, whilst aiming to increase a more 
harmonised approach across the EU member 
states responsible for regulating both clini-
cal trials and Good Manufacturing Practices 
(GMP). For example, the current Clinical 
Trial Directive (CTD) (2001/20/EC) will be 
replaced by the delayed Clinical Trial Regu-
lation (CTR) (EU/536/2014) in December 
2021 with the aim to provide greater clinical 
trial harmonisation, including a new Europe-
an-wide submission portal and consolidated 
assessment and approval system. Up until 
Brexit, the UK, as a member of the EU, had 
been a prominent voice in all medicines reg-
ulation across Europe, especially in the field 
of ATMPs where it had been at the forefront 
of shaping legislation and guidance, as well 
as leading a large proportion of EMA assess-
ment procedures.

However, after the conclusion of the Brexit 
transition period, which is currently due to 
end on December 31st, 2020, and notwith-
standing an unlikely extension, the UK is set 
to become a “third country” in relation to the 
EU. After this period, ATMPs will require a 
separate marketing authorisation in both the 
EU and the UK, and the UK will be excluded 
from the centralised system for clinical trials. 
Clearly this would also be the case in the sit-
uation of a no-deal Brexit. It is important to 
keep in mind that these changes and many 
others will apply to all medicines of which, 
despite the rapid growth of the field, ATMPs 

are a small percentage when compared to the 
more traditional small and large molecule 
drugs. That said, the development of ATMPs 
in the EU is subject to a unique ‘patchwork’ 
of associated but distinct European regula-
tions and directives, many of which do not 
apply to more conventional pharmaceuticals, 
even those of biological origin. So, whilst for 
many medicines, aiming for a regulatory ‘sta-
tus-quo’ after Brexit would effectively ensure 
the stability of the pharmaceutical sector, this 
does not account for some of the nuances of 
ATMP regulation. Similarly, a “status quo” 
would not take into account that there could 
be additional measures which, if implement-
ed, could provide the sort of advantages of-
fered by operating within a single sovereign 
regulatory framework.

The new medicines and medical devices 
bill, when granted Royal Assent in the UK, 
will enable the existing regulatory frameworks 
to be updated after the end of the transition 
period. This will result in the transition of the 
majority of existing EU requirements into 
UK law, but also permit the regulatory frame-
work to be amended and supplemented. Im-
portantly, the amendment and supplemen-
tation of the existing regulatory framework 
does not necessarily translate into “reinvent-
ing the wheel”. Existing standards for the 
safety, efficacy and quality of medicines are 
built on a number of global harmonisation 
attempts e.g. the International Conference on 
Harmonisation (ICH) and the Pharmaceuti-
cal Inspection Co-operation Scheme (PIC/S), 
and there is little perceived advantage in di-
verging from those fundamental global reg-
ulatory pillars, or more specifically from the 
scientific approach adopted by the European 
Medicines Agency (EMA) and the National 
Competent Authorities (NCAs) in the EU. 
Equally, it should be remembered that the 
UK’s Medicines and Healthcare Products 
Regulatory Agency (MHRA) has been an ac-
tive member of the European framework and 
has been heavily involved in driving those 
policies implemented by the European Com-
mission and EMA. Therefore, fundamental 
elements of clinical trial authorisation (CTA) 
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or MA applications are unlikely to diverge 
from the EU, even if the procedures required 
for authorisation may do e.g. due to the im-
plementation of the new EU Clinical Trial 
Regulation. 

Clearly, there are a number of regulatory 
pathways and procedures that may change, 
whether it be through simplification of a pro-
cedure or, the addition of “accelerated” path-
ways to licensure. The MHRA is known for 
being an innovative regulatory agency, with 
successful implementation of procedures 
and processes to both foster innovation and 
speed products to market. Examples of this 
include the Innovation Office (IO) regulatory 
advice service and the Early Access to Medi-
cines Scheme (EAMS).  Some areas certain-
ly lend themselves to change more readily 
than others, if not only because it could be 
the simplification of an assessment procedure 
that does not impact the scientific integrity, 
or the level of regulatory robustness applied. 
Ultimately, the MHRA is likely to follow a 
path of “evolution” and not “revolution” with 
regard to aligning with global standards for 
quality, safety and efficacy. So, what could be 
different? 

REGULATION OF TISSUES & CELLS 
AS STARTING MATERIALS 
With the obvious exception of those develop-
ers of in-vivo gene therapies, the regulatory 
requirements for the donation, procurement 
and testing of tissue- and cell-based starting 
materials for onward manufacture into AT-
MPs, represents the first link in the chain 
and an area of potential scrutiny for the UK 
post-Brexit. However, divergence from the 
European Tissues and Cells (2004/23/EC) or 
Blood (2002/98/EC) Directives would seem 
unlikely given the desire to maintain harmon-
ised standards, especially those for donation 
and testing, which can already create issues 
for materials transferred between the EU and 
US. In the UK starting materials are regulat-
ed by the Human Tissues Authority (HTA) 
based on both the UK Human Tissue Act, the 

Human Tissue Act (Scotland) and the Tissue 
Quality and Safety Regulations (TQSR), 
whilst the regulation of blood as an starting 
material is based on the UK Blood Safety 
and Quality Regulations (BSQR) and within 
the remit of the MHRA. However, there is 
certainly scope for some streamlining of the 
interactions between regulatory authorities in 
the UK. To this end, the HTA and MHRA 
have already agreed to allow collection of 
blood as a starting material for an ATMP to 
be performed under either an HTA or Blood 
Establishment licence in the UK.  The prag-
matism of both the UK regulatory bodies in-
volved bodes well for the future, irrespective 
of the nature of the Brexit deal.

CLINICAL TRIALS
One area that might lend itself to change are 
the EU requirements and procedures related 
to Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs), 
which have long been viewed as a bottleneck 
to the conduct of clinical trials involving gene 
therapy medicinal products and other medi-
cines consisting of gene-modified cells. This 
is often not due to technical issues, but more 
as a result of the divergence in approach and 
protracted “approval” processes across differ-
ent EU member states. The GMO legislation 
in Europe consists of two key directives 1) 
Directive 2001/18/EC on the deliberate re-
lease (DR) into the environment of geneti-
cally modified organisms and 2) Directive 
2009/41/EC on the contained use (CU) of 
genetically modified micro-organisms. Al-
though the fundamental concepts of both 
Directives are based upon an assessment of 
risk related to the GMO aspects and then any 
steps taken to protect humans and the envi-
ronment, the implementation of each Direc-
tive varies enormously throughout Europe. 
The UK follows the CU requirements during 
clinical trials, as regulated by the Health and 
Safety Executive (HSE), with the burden of 
responsibility largely falling on the clinical tri-
al site (as a contained use facility) along-side 
the sponsor, to comply with the requirements 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex:32002L0098
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for the containment of GMOs. Elsewhere in 
Europe, member states implement either the 
CU or DR requirements (or in some cases 
both), with little or no harmonisation with 
respect to the documentation requirements, 
procedures or timelines. 

The new CTR in Europe provides a more 
harmonised approach to clinical trial approv-
als in multiple member states but it does 
not consider the divergent procedures and 
timelines for GMOs. Therefore, a single UK 
regulatory submission that considers the ap-
proval of the GMO aspects, in addition to 
the CTA and perhaps also ethical approval 
via the Health Research Authority (HRA), 
would be highly desirable in terms of plan-
ning and conducting clinical trials. The UK 
is already one of the go-to places in the world 
for clinical trials involving ATMPs, account-
ing for 12% of global clinical trials [1]. There-
fore, further simplification of the approval 
process using a “single front door” and thus 
shorter timelines could strengthen this offer-
ing, albeit for an approval in a single country 
and not multiple countries. This would not 
necessarily exclude the HSE but could allow 
a single coordinated review, with a single de-
cision that reflects the very low risk associated 
with the vast majority of ATMPs, especially 
those that are cell-based. Another possibility 
would be to follow the approach taken in the 
US, whereby sponsors can claim a categorical 
exclusion from the requirement to submit an 
environmental assessment as part of the IND, 
such is the low risk. 

Another area of clinical research that will 
likely come under scrutiny will be the hos-
pital exemption (HE) clause, which was in-
troduced as part of the ATMP regulation to 
allow individual patients to have access to 
products on a non-routine basis and at the 
request of the treating physician. The idea be-
ing that patients can have access to innovative 
medicines that do not yet have a marketing 
authorisation, provided the conditions with-
in the legislation are met. As HE is regulated 
nationally, it has been subject to very differ-
ent interpretations throughout Europe and 
has been used as a pathway to treat patients 

in EU member states where there is already 
an existing authorised product for the same 
indication. The industry has been concerned 
for some time about HE being a disincentive 
to take the route of a centralised marketing 
application, as mandated in the ATMP regu-
lation [2]. In addition to HE, the UK has the 
“Specials” route which also allows the supply 
of unlicensed medicines but with the provi-
sion that there is not a licenced equivalent 
product already available, making it distinct 
from the HE clause[3]. Therefore, it will be 
interesting to see if HE remains part of the 
legislation in the UK post-Brexit with respect 
to ensuring that there as a strong incentive 
for companies to ensure the safety and effica-
cy of new therapies through the submission 
of a national MAA and balancing this with 
the desire to foster innovation.

GOOD MANUFACTURING 
PRACTICES 
Good Manufacturing Practice (GMPs) are 
also an interesting area for exploration. Log-
ically, GMP should be as harmonised as is 
possible, as any great divergence may prevent 
future addition of ATMPs to the scope of mu-
tual recognition agreements for recognising 
regulatory inspections and QP certification. 
Such levels of mutual recognition are not yet 
in place between the EU and any other terri-
tory for ATMPs, with the exception of Swit-
zerland, but given the UK’s prominent role in 
the development of EU legislation and guid-
ance for medicinal product GMP, there is cer-
tainly an opportunity for reciprocal flexibility 
to be introduced. This would significantly 
ease the burden of the requirement to QP 
certify between the UK and EU for clinical 
trials, but perhaps more importantly, pave the 
way for the prevention of repeated batch test-
ing for marketed products manufactured in 
the UK, as currently mandated for products 
manufactured in third countries. Repeat test-
ing of ATMPs in many cases may not be fea-
sible due to limitations on material available 
for QC, short shelf lives, increased costs, etc., 
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and although exemptions from repeat testing 
can be permitted, achieving a suitable level 
of harmonisation is not going to be straight-
forward. It should be noted that EU GMP 
requirements for ATMPs are now subject to 
a standalone guideline in Europe (EudraLex 
Volume IV, Part IV) that in itself diverges 
from previous incarnations of EU GMP and 
PIC/S guidelines and has not been without 
some scepticism from both PIC/S and the 
industry [4,5,6]. Recent developments from 
PIC/S have indicated that although their 
own guidance regarding GMP for ATMPs is 
evolving, it will not be standalone and global 
harmonisation remains a moving target for 
these innovative medicines [7]. The evolving 
guidelines also hint at the development of 
more innovative methods of applying GMP 
in order to prevent innovation from being sti-
fled. For example, some cell- or tissue-based 
ATMPs, do not lend themselves to long-term 
storage or transport and may require a scale-
out approach. Therefore, there is a question 
over whether conventional GMP require-
ments may possibly encumber clinical devel-
opment and commercialisation. For example, 
a short shelf life product, which is autologous 
and does not have economies of scale for 
manufacture, may require a different manu-
facturing and supply model, whereby one or 
more manufacturing steps occur closer to the 
patient [8]. If the product is intended to treat 
100s if not 1000s of patients a year, this could 
be further restricted by the need to manufac-
ture at multiple licenced manufacturing sites 
with full QP oversight and certification, not 
to mention the increased inspection burden 
placed upon the regulatory authorities. It is 
clear there will be little appetite for the UK 
to diverge on the requirements for some form 
of authorisation to be in place for every man-
ufacturing site, nor remove the need for QP 
certification but there may be scope to adapt 
the licencing model and introduce some flexi-
bilities into the way that QP certification and 
oversight is conducted, in order to facilitate 
innovative manufacturing models. In other 
words, divergence only occurs where there is 
a requirement to diverge from, so additional 

legislation that permits regulatory flexibilities 
for the manufacturing of innovative prod-
ucts like ATMPs is certainly an attractive ap-
proach.  However, any changes or flexibilities 
to GMP cannot be considered in isolation, as 
the requirement for the scale-out of manufac-
turing models also presents more data-driv-
en (e.g. product comparability) and quality 
management related challenges, which re-
quire further investigation [9]. 

LICENSING PATHWAYS & 
REIMBURSEMENT 
The licencing pathways for medicines, in-
cluding ATMPs, is also a potential area for 
further incentives and flexibilities to be intro-
duced. Perhaps the biggest challenge for the 
UK will be maintaining its role as a high pri-
ority market once not part of the EU. Based 
upon numbers alone, a UK-only marketing 
authorisation will not be comparable with 
that of the US, EU or Japan, though closer 
to the latter. The risk is that the UK will fall 
down the pecking order in terms of access to 
medicines and that the MHRA could have a 
diminished role in the assessment process, as 
it seems unlikely that the UK would or could, 
for example, justify a full assessment of licence 
application for a product already approved 
in the EU. However, this refers to the stan-
dard 210-day assessment, as required for any 
ATMP going through the decentralised pro-
cedure and does not take into account accel-
erated or novel licensing pathways. The EMA 
can currently grant accelerated assessment to 
products, thus reducing the 210-day assess-
ment period to 150 days, with eligibility be-
ing based upon a justification that the medic-
inal product is expected to be of major public 
health interest. So, could the UK have a more 
rapid assessment than 210 days as standard as 
an incentive, with a further reduction in as-
sessment time for game-changing medicines? 
This would surely depend upon the product 
in question and the assessment procedure. US 
FDA has been using rolling review procedures 
for some time [10] to allow parts of a dossier 
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to be reviewed as and when they become avail-
able, something that was being considered by 
the UK in the event of a no deal Brexit, and 
may be considered again regardless of the out-
come of the political negotiations [11]. 

Accelerated assessment can also be made 
more accessible by development tools such 
as the PRIority MEdicines (PRIME) scheme. 
PRIME designation is broadly equivalent to 
both breakthrough designation (BTD) and 
Regenerative Medicine Advanced Therapy 
(RMAT) designation in the US, providing 
early dialogue with the EMA for enhanced 
interaction and optimisation of development 
plans for medicines which are promising can-
didates for targeting unmet medical need.  
Unlike RMAT, PRIME is not specific to cell, 
tissue and gene therapies, and this could be 
a key differentiator, as although a high per-
centage of ATMPs are granted PRIME status 
(around 50% of all successful applications are 
ATMPs), they tend to be largely in the field of 
oncology, and largely for rare indications [12]. 
There is an opportunity for the UK to build 
on the Early Access to Medicines Scheme 
(EAMS) whereby the PIM (Promising Inno-
vative Medicine) designation currently allows 
patients to gain access to a medicine that does 
not yet have a MA, but offers benefit in an 
area of unmet clinical need. EAMS is not seen 
as a pathway to commercialisation and would 
have a different context in the presence of a 
national licensing pathway for ATMPs. How-
ever, an equivalent to PRIME designation 
could provide access to a comparable condi-
tional marketing authorisation that gives full 
agency support and scientific advice to ac-
celerate the route to market for ATMPs that 
target unmet clinical need e.g. approval based 
on limited clinical data. The UK could look 
to Japan where they have introduced their 
own conditional marketing authorisation for 
regenerative medicine products, basing the 
initial approval upon initial signals of efficacy 
followed by the requirement to collect fur-
ther clinical data post-approval. The Sakigake 
designation, broadly equivalent to PRIME 
and BTD / RMAT, has been introduced 
as a mechanism to further accelerate this 

pathway, so there are obvious comparisons 
to be drawn [13]. The true long-term success 
of the Japanese approval pathway is yet to be 
determined but the other aspect to it which 
may come into play, is the complex and chal-
lenging requirement to gain reimbursement 
for an approved ATMP. As previously stated, 
ATMPs are approved centrally by the EMA 
but there is no realistic option for centralised 
reimbursement, which must be negotiated 
country by country, making pricing and re-
imbursement a national concern.  

Therefore, as with the Japanese system, 
there is certainly an opportunity for the UK 
to examine the interrelationship between li-
censure, reimbursement and market access. 
The UK was the first EU market that con-
sidered the appropriateness of its assessment 
frameworks for ATMPs and what changes are 
needed to address the challenges these thera-
pies present in terms of both health technol-
ogy assessment and adoption [14]. As a result, 
the UK provides the most progressive assess-
ment frameworks that help capture the great-
er benefits of ATMPs while accounting for 
common limitations (such as deviation from 
mainstream supporting evidence datasets).

The UK’s Accelerated Access Review 
(2016) reported that an accelerated access 
pathway (AAP) for strategically important, 
transformative products should align and 
coordinate regulatory, reimbursement, evalu-
ation and diffusion processes to bring these 
transformative products to patients more 
quickly [15]. The pathway aims to bring for-
ward reimbursed access by up to four years 
in some cases and is expected to provide the 
opportunity to collaborate with the NHS to 
collect both real-world and clinical trial data 
to evaluate product outcomes and pathway 
changes and use this data elsewhere.

One thing that has become clear, is that 
regulatory speed alone is insufficient. If the 
authorised product is not adopted, it may 
well be the end of the innovator company or 
at least result in withdrawal of the product 
from the market. Therefore, it is this linkage 
between those in the healthcare ecosystem 
that will likely make the most significant 
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change to the UK. A system where innovators 
are engaged with all involved in the regula-
tion and uptake of their products from the 
earliest stages of development will likely make 
a transformational difference in the UK.

LOOKING BEYOND EUROPE
There are also procedures and mechanisms 
which may be adopted or adapted from other 
regulatory frameworks, which again do not 
change the fundamental legislation in place 
but provide additional flexibilities for shar-
ing data with regulatory agencies. One such 
example is the drug master file system, that 
is much utilised by the US FDA but has no 
direct equivalent in Europe. The existing use 
of plasma master files (PMFs), vaccine master 
files (VMFs) and active substance master files 
(ASMFs) does create precedent for the use of 
a master file system, though none are directly 
applied to the development or manufacture 
of ATMPs. 

According to Annex 5 in the Guideline 
on Active Substance Master File Procedure 
CHMP/QWP/227/02 Rev 4 [16], the ASMF 
procedure cannot be used for biological active 
substances because “The characterisation and 
determination of biological active substanc-
es’ quality requires not only a combination of 
physico-chemical and biological testing, but 
also extensive knowledge of the production 
process and its control”. Therefore, any AT-
MP-focussed master file system implemented 
in the UK would have no reciprocal system in 
the EU but may be a possible method of in-
centivising those companies that hold master 
files in the US, to make a similar submission 

to the UK authorities to permit cross-refer-
ence to the data e.g. starting materials, raw 
materials, etc. as part of a CTA or MA. By 
cross-referencing the master file number, 
the sponsor does not have to provide all the 
quality information relating to the material 
in question within their filing. However, the 
sponsor will remain responsible for the use 
of that material within their manufacturing 
process, despite not necessarily being aware 
of the content of the material in question 
and therefore its quality e.g. if shared con-
fidentially between the master file applicant 
and the MHRA.  Therefore, it is not without 
complexity. 

It may also be feasible for the UK blood 
and tissue establishments to become certified 
according to the United States’ Clinical Lab-
oratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA). 
This would be an advantage relative to the 
rest of the EU for developers procuring start-
ing materials in the UK and transferring these 
to USA and therefore having to comply with 
21 CFR Part 1271. 

In conclusion, successfully delivering on 
these perceived advantages following a Eu-
ropean exit hinges on a complex balance be-
tween maintaining alignment with the EU’s 
regulatory framework for medicines and to 
the extent possible, adapting UK legislation 
and procedures towards a streamlined and 
efficient process for the development and 
commercialisation of ATMPs with the aim 
of timely patient access. Only time will tell 
if the UK can see a regulatory advantage to 
remain competitive on a global scale but there 
is clearly scope for some changes that would 
benefit both ATMP developers and patients 
alike.
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INTERVIEW

EMA CAT perspective: 
the European Union 
regulatory landscape for ATMPs 

DR MARTINA SCHÜSSLER-LENZ In January 2020, was 
elected on her second mandate as the Chair of the Committee for 
Advanced Therapies (CAT) of the European Medicines Agency’s 
(EMA). The CAT is the committee responsible for evaluating the 
quality, safety and efficacy of marketing authorisations of cell and 
gene therapies (Advanced Therapy Medicinal Products, ATMPs). 
Dr. Martina Schüssler-Lenz received her medical degree at Mainz 
University Hospital, Germany. Following this, she was trained 
in Haematology/Medical Oncology and completed an Internal 
Medicine Residency and Fellowship at Berlin Moabit Hospital and 
at Mainz University Hospital. She worked as a research and clin-
ical fellow at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center and at the 
Instituto Municipal de Investigacion Medica in Barcelona, Spain, 

before she joined pharmaceutical industry for clinical drug development projects in haemato-on-
cology. Since 2005 she is working as M.D. at the Paul-Ehrlich Institute in the Section Advanced 
Therapies and Tissue Preparations, where she has reviewed Advanced Therapies in clinical trials 
and marketing authorizations, and has provided advice to ATMP development and life cycle 
management. She is committed to facilitate the development of Advanced Therapies and has a 
specific focus in providing guidance to academic developers of ATMPs. Dr. Schüssler-Lenz has 
been a member of the EMA Committee for Advanced Therapies for many years before she was 
elected as its chairperson in February 2017 and re-elected for a second term in January 2020.

Cell & Gene Therapy Insights 2020; 6(8), 1127–1134

DOI: 10.18609/cgti.2020.121
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 Q Are there any particular lingering and/or underestimated regulatory 
challenges that you see troubling ATMP developers today?

MS: It’s good to see that within the 11 years of the Committee for Advanced 
Therapies (CAT) being in place, the development of Advanced Therapies has gained 
momentum. We have approved 15 ATMPs in the European Union (EU), 10 products are on 
the market, and many more are coming. If we look at the five recently approved products, they 
are all gene therapies. For that reason, I’ll focus mainly on this recent experience with gene 
therapies including genetically modified cells. 

There are several recurring issues that we see in the marketing authorization dossiers. The 
first of these is the lack of validated commercial manufacturing processes. We acknowledge the 
need to optimize the manufacturing process of ATMPs throughout their development, but 
this process should be accomplished before the confirmatory trials starts. What we see often is 
that main safety and efficacy data are generated with a pre-commercial product process that is 
not well defined and controlled. If changes are introduced at late stages of the clinical devel-
opment we ask for a suitable comparability program. The data provided are often limited and 
this causes not only a lot of discussions in the CAT but also delays the review process. We have 
published some guidance for ATMP developers. One is a Question and Answer document on 
comparability considerations for ATMPs. The other one is the Guideline on quality, non-clin-
ical and clinical aspects of medicinal products containing genetically modified cells with de-
tailed guidance on quality aspects. It was good to see the interest and feedback to this guideline 
during external consultation. We have now reviewed all comments and the final version will 
soon be published on the EMA homepage. 

The second recurring issue in the review of marketing authorizations is the often limited 
clinical database. Let me take the gene therapies for hemophilia A or B as one example. They 
may provide long-term expression of factor VIII or factor IX after single-dose treatment. The 
submitted clinical data should allow us to judge how long the effect lasts and how long patients 
do not need to use factor replacement. The duration of efficacy is therefore a key element in the 
benefit-risk assessment of gene therapies.

Another recurring issue is that ATMP de-
velopers neglect planning for post-authoriza-
tion evidence generation. 

The question is, why do we have these 
recurring issues? Is there anything that we 
can do on our side to help ATMP develop-
ers? Regulatory and scientific support is one 
way to help, and it is good to see that many 
gene therapies receive increased support in 
the EMA Priority Medicines Scheme. Is the 
European regulatory system in general fully 
set up to meet the needs of these develop-
ers? Are there structural or other issues that 
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hamper ATMP development and create a barrier to a full and complete dossier at marketing 
authorization?

One thing we hear in discussions with academic and industry ATMP developers alike is that 
we have limited production capacity for ATMPs in the EU – both a limited production capac-
ity for viral vectors and for ATMPs in general. The competition for production facilities makes 
it difficult for academic developers in particular to gain access to appropriately manufactured 
viral vectors. This is a big issue as we are aware of how important academic developers are, and 
the key role they play in driving innovation.

 Q What changes need to be made to tackle these challenges?

MS: We see an urgent need to increase the EU production capacity for ATMPs. 
Autologous cell-based ATMPs, for example CAR T cells, are shipped from the patient to the 
production site and back to the patient. Currently, many CAR T cell products are manufac-
tured in the US, and we see that sites are built up in China for supply to EU patients. Produc-
tion of autologous cell-based ATMPs outside of the EU results not only in challenges related 
to supply chains, but may reduce the chance for EU patients to receive a high quality product 
in due time, before the patient`s disease has progressed and can no longer be treated. It is good 
to see that gaps in EU based production of medicines have been identified in the SARS-CoV-2 
pandemic, and patient access to innovative medicines is now addressed on EU level with EC`s 
new pharmaceutical strategy.

Looking at pre-authorization data generation, I mentioned the limited clinical databases at 
marketing authorization. In addition to this, we observe that EU patients are under-represent-
ed versus patients from other regions. The reason for this is quite obvious. Research and devel-
opment of most ATMPs are initiated in the United States and moved over to the EU towards 
late-stage clinical trial settings. 

We are well aware that our EU clinical trial authorization system is not yet harmonized in 
practical terms. The clinical trials regulation came out in 2014, but it has not yet been fully 
implemented. We have different timelines in the authorization process and different require-
ments for genetically modified organisms (GMOs). I think this is recognized as a competitive 
disadvantage in the European Union. We understand that ATMP developers may avoid coun-
tries with clinical trial approval processes that are too long and GMO procedures that are too 
complex.

I think that a lot of work on this has been done at our level. For example, the CAT and our 
colleagues from National Competent Authorities have supported the European Commission 
with a good practice document on the assessment of GMOs in the context of clinical trials. 
Clearly, more needs to be done. We hope that with the full implementation of the clinical trials 
regulation, most country-specific differences will disappear, and we also hope this will provide 
a better situation to do clinical trials with ATMPs in the EU.

This addresses the pre-authorization phase, but there is also room for improvement with 
regards to post-authorization data generation and patient access to ATMPs. We would like 
to see a well worked out strategy for post-authorization data generation in the marketing 
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authorization dossier. If companies detail their plans for safety and efficacy follow-up this re-
duces uncertainties and supports a positive benefit-risk assessment. Not only that, it could also 
support patient access to ATMPs. Timely patient access to ATMPs is high on our agenda. We 
are concerned that EU patients in the 27 member states do not have equal access to ATMPs, 
and we need to reflect on what we as regulators can contribute to reduce hurdles.

This will certainly require activities on different levels. One aspect is HTA and reimburse-
ment bodies’ preparedness for ATMPs. ATMP characteristics create challenges in generating 
evidence of sufficient quality for HTA bodies. Also, the payment models used for medicines in 
general may not be suitable for ATMPs. EU health technology assessment and reimbursement 
bodies look more and more at post-authorization data generation, and whether good quality 
real world data can close gaps. We are now working with developers, more so than we have 
done before, to make them aware that early planning of post-authorization measures could also 
help downstream decision-makers.

We also discuss whether better communication with registry holders, pharmaceutical com-
panies, and physicians’ and patients’ associations regarding the EU registry landscape would be 
beneficial. An EMA initiative with a cross-committee task force on registries has been ongoing 
since 2015 and there have been positive effects. But if we look at how it worked out for the 
two CAR T cell products, Yescarta™ and Kymriah™ after we approved them in 2018, it was 
an important learning curve for me and my colleagues in the Committee. It took quite some 
time until the EBMT (European Society for Blood and Marrow Transplantation) registry 
was set up to receive the CAR T cell treated patients. EMA colleagues work on specific 
guidance documents for registry-based studies. More needs to be done by all parties and it is 
recognized that we are not quite there yet.

 Q What has been the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the 
European Union’s regulatory community - firstly, on a purely 
operational basis? How are you endeavoring to minimize its effect 
on the development, manufacture, and distribution to patients of 
ATMPs?

MS: Preparations have been made on national and EMA levels to prioritize and 
accelerate procedures. This includes procedures for clinical trial authorization, for advising 
companies that develop treatments or vaccines and for authorization review. We also have to 
take into account that all of these meetings are now virtual. Our CAT meetings and all inter-
actions are virtual. This has worked quite well - the EMA system and systems on the national 
level are now set up to effectively foster the exchange of information on a virtual basis.

Although I miss the personal exchange with my colleagues the general impact on the regu-
latory work capacity has been limited. So far for ATMPs we have had no delay on submissions 
for marketing authorizations. We do expect that there will be some delays, based on slower 
recruitment into clinical trials and for other reasons. One issue I see is that for marketing au-
thorizations with ATMPs, we need to perform Good Clinical Practice (GCP) and Good Man-
ufacturing Practice (GMP) inspections. Taking into account that most ATMPs are currently 
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produced in the United States, and that the 
main clinical trial sites are often in the United 
States, we have an issue with on-site GCP and 
GMP inspections. We have now implement-
ed virtual inspections as far as is possible but 
of course, that has its limitations. The barriers 
to travel may potentially impact on the timely 
continuation of the marketing authorization 
process, particularly given the fact that that 
most of our ATMPs are currently in acceler-
ated regulatory pathways. We will have to wait and see whether this inability to do GMP and 
GCP inspections abroad will impact timelines moving forward. 

 Q As an oncologist, what particularly excites you when you look 
across the ATMP field today, and what role do you envisage ATMPs 
playing in future in the overall cancer therapy armamentarium? 

MS: We are all increasingly aware that in the cancer field we need a multiplicity 
of treatment modalities. It is exciting to see that ATMPs such as CAR T cell therapies have 
added an additional treatment modality. I have followed cancer immunotherapies with interest 
since my time at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center back in the 1980s. Up until the end 
of the 1990s, cancer immunotherapies did not play an important role. It is great to see how 
much this has changed as the field has moved towards the immunological approach.

CAR T cells as a form of adaptive immunotherapy have shown to be efficacious in cer-
tain hematological malignancies, while other types of cancer immunotherapies, such as mR-
NA-based immunotherapies, are still in clinical development. We have yet to see how much 
they can add to the armamentarium in hematological oncology.

When I envisage the future of ATMPs in this space, I consider the complexity of production 
and treatment when using autologous CAR T cell products. I predict an important role for 
off-the-shelf ATMPs. Whether they are derived from allogeneic cells, or involving recombinant 
AAV vectors or genome editing technology, off-the-shelf ATMPs are evolving fast. I think a big 
step will be to reduce complexity in manufacturing. This is something that is coming, and it 
will further increase the role of ATMPs in this field. 

 Q What is on CAT’s agenda for the near-to-mid-term?

MS: The CAT has been very active in providing new guidance and revising exist-
ing guidance, and this will continue. As mentioned above, we have looked at the guidance 
to developers for the pre-authorization phase. The guidelines on investigational ATMPs are 
also new - they have been in the external consultation phase and will now be finalized. We have 
revised the guidelines on genetically modified cells and have added a chapter on the clinical 

“It is exciting to see that 
ATMPs such as CAR T 
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guidance for CAR T cells. And we have drafted or issued answer documents for ATMPs that 
are out of specification, which has been important for those same types of products. 

There have been some delays in getting the final guidelines out due to Brexit and the Brexit 
Continuity Plan. After the Brexit Continuity Plan, we now work under the Covid19 Conti-
nuity Plan. We are working hard to finalize these guidelines and get this support to ATMP 
developers - we hope that we can continue and achieve our goals as planned.

One of my own interests has always been to support academic developers. In this area, we 
have had CAT regulatory sessions at the European Society of Gene and Cell Therapy (ES-
GCT) conference for the last 2 years. I think this has been very well received - it puts us in 
direct contact with ATMP developers at an international conference, which is something that 
we would like to continue to pursue. We will see how the upcoming annual ESGCT meeting 
is run, and how we can continue to foster and support academic developers as well as industry.

 Q Are there any plans afoot for evolution in terms of evolving the 
CAT’s organization or processes?

MS: We are continuously reviewing which internal processes and interactions 
with other committees can be further improved. Our setup is a multidisciplinary com-
mittee with quality, clinical, and non-clinical experts, and we also have healthcare profession-
als and patients represented. Our tasks are diverse, but we have excellent expertise across the 
committee. The committee is also stable without much fluctuation, and that’s thanks to the 
national competent authorities that delegate their experts to our committee. We have brought 
CAT up to speed to be prepared for the increase in marketing authorizations – we have seven 
under evaluation just now, and we count on ten marketing authorization procedures per year 
moving forward. Our stable composition and expertise will give us the strength we need to 
handle that workload. 

In terms of processes, it has been my focus to increase the exchange of information between 
CAT and other committees. We have formalized the interaction so that committee members 
from the Committee for Medicinal Products for Human Use (CHMP) and the Pharmacovig-
ilance Risk Assessment Committee (PRAC) link into our discussions, and vice versa. This ex-
change of information is important if you have a system like we have in the European Union, 
where you have different committees with different responsibilities. I’m a strong believer in 
good communication between colleagues from different committees so that we are all on the 
same page, and we have no surprises when it comes to benefit-risk assessments at the end.

 Q What specific areas of regulation should be the focus of 
harmonization efforts moving forward, for you - both within the 
European Union itself, and on a global basis? 

MS: Harmonization efforts related to ATMPs have been leveraged to the 
ICH (International Council on Harmonization) level now with one gene therapy 
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project, and we will see how that de-
velops further. Below the ICH level, we 
have exchanges between regulators from 
different regions. 

We have better harmonization in some 
areas than others, and sometimes our stake-
holders do feel that more harmonization ef-
forts are needed for ATMPs. But when we 
look at specific ATMP-related regulatory 
topics such as similarity of orphan ATMPs, 
for example, while the FDA may call it “sameness” instead, the fundamental content and the 
way that the FDA and the EU think about the topic is along the same lines. I find that quite 
reassuring. Harmonization efforts are still required on certain levels, but between the regions 
that deal with ATMPs most frequently, I would say that we have achieved quite good overall 
harmonization.

On the other hand, ATMPs are still excluded from the mutual recognition agreement for 
Good Manufacturing Practice and batch release. This is often a source of concern for develop-
ers coming to the EU and a recurrent topic in our discussions with ATMP developers. We need 
to increase our efforts to resolve this. 

 Q How do you see cooperation and collaboration between HTAs and 
regulatory bodies continuing to develop to help ensure approved 
ATMPs can thrive on the market, and benefit patients on an ongoing 
basis? 

MS: This is an area of priority for us because everything we do is about patient 
access. The better we plan for the exchanges with HTAs and reimbursement bodies, and get 
them acquainted with the specificities of ATMPs, the better it is for everyone.

Of course, we must recognize our different tasks and responsibilities; benefit-risk assess-
ment is our duty, and cost-benefit and reimbursement is not. But we certainly do what we 
can on our end to promote exchange of information with HTAs and reimbursement bodies: 
we have webinars on approved ATMPs, we have parallel scientific advice, and we advise de-
velopers to ensure early interaction. And as I mentioned previously, post-authorization data 
generation is something that HTAs and reimbursement bodies increasingly look into in the 
area of ATMPs. 

The EU has recently published its plans for a new strategy to improve and accelerate patient 
access to safe and affordable medicines. I hope this mid-term initiative is also going to feed into 
the needs that we have for ATMPs and patient access. As already mentioned, developers should 
look at available disease registries, because HTAs and reimbursement bodies will also look at 
these resources and how they can be used for data generation. Really, one feeds into the other: 
our common task is to foster patient access.

“Our focus is on the 
link between pre- and 

post-authorization, and 
the involvement of all 

stakeholders...”
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 Q Finally, can you sum up your own chief priorities and goals for 
your second 3-year term as Chair of the CAT? What do you aim to 
achieve over this period? 

MS: We want high-quality, safe and efficacious ATMPs to reach patients. ATMPs 
hold the promise to offer potential new treatments to patients with unmet medical needs, and 
we are in a special area where we look at innovative treatments that in many cases are developed 
for patients who have little or no other options.

We have discussed the need to address issues that represent barriers for developers and for 
patient access. Our focus is on the link between pre- and post-authorization, and the involve-
ment of all stakeholders in continuing to support developers through guidelines, interaction, 
and workshops. I would add to that the importance of involving patient representatives and 
patient needs in our decision process. That’s something that we want to look at more closely: 
to see how CAT can better foster exchanges with patient organizations so that all parties are 
involved that need to be involved.

I hope that after these difficult times where we had to focus on Brexit continuity and 
Covid-19 continuity, we will get back to a more personal exchange with all of our stakehold-
ers. This is obviously not completely in our hands, but hopefully by next year. The personal 
exchange with the different parties involved in ATMP development is so important.
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Regulatory perspective 
on ATMPs: device 
combinations
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The medicinal product and medical devices fields in Europe are subject to different legisla-
tions that were historically seen as largely independent from each other. Innovative drug-de-
vice combinations challenge this view and demand stronger interfaces between these two 
fields. The new Medical Device Regulation provides a new framework for drug–device com-
binations, but with necessary guidance under development, significant uncertainty remains. 
Additional questions arise when two innovative fields intersect, as in the case of advanced 
therapy medicinal product (ATMP) combinations with medical devices. With rapidly pro-
gressing scientific knowledge and potentially groundbreaking new therapeutic approaches, 
it is vital to provide a clear regulatory path for developers to facilitate the development of 
the new safe and efficacious medicinal products for patients in need.
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INTRODUCTION & DEFINITIONS
From a legal perspective, oversight over 
medicinal products and medical devices in 
the European Union (EU) is strictly sepa-
rated. Medicinal products are regulated by 

Directive 2001/83/EC or Regulation (EC) 
726/2004. For Advanced Therapy Medicinal 
Products the lex specialis additionally to be 
considered is Regulation (EC) 1394/2007 
(ATMP Regulation). Medical devices are 
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currently regulated by the Directives 90/385/
EEC for Active Implantable Medical Devices 
and 93/42/EEC for Medical Devices accord-
ing to risk class. Through these legislations, 
legal oversight is separated by placing medic-
inal products with integral medical devices 
under the medicines framework and medi-
cal devices with ancillary medicinal products 
under the medical device framework. The 
determining factor is the primary mode of 
action of the combination. This principal 
separation will remain, but a more refined 
outline of interfaces between legislations is 
included in the Regulation (EU) 2017/745 
on medical devices (MDR) which was set to 
come into force on 26 May 2020, but will be 
delayed for one year until 26 May 2021 due 
to the pandemic. 

The development stage for medicinal prod-
ucts is covered by the dedicated Regulation 
(EU) 536/2014 (also called the Clinical Tri-
als Regulation or CTR), the MDR addresses 
both the framework for the clinical investi-
gation of medical devices and their market 
access. The CTR is also awaiting its practical 
coming into force until the go-live of its cen-
tral database and workflow-tool, the Clinical 
Trial Information System (CTIS).

Considering that new legislation will be 
practically implemented for medicines and 
medical devices in the coming years, there is a 
need to revisit the mentioned interfaces. This 
is all the more relevant as innovative products 
are challenging the traditional borders be-
tween medicines and medical devices. A clear 
path to market is required to facilitate the 
novel developments. A recent publication by 
EFPIA has outlined remaining uncertainties 
[1] on drug device combinations in general, 
however, in the following, we focus on the 
regulatory path to market for combinations 
of ATMPs and medical devices.

As a first step, the legal definitions need to 
be understood. Support for the classification 
of ATMPs is provided through the classifi-
cation procedure by the Committee of Ad-
vanced Therapies (CAT) that is available for 
free [2]. Products are classified based on legal 
definitions, which include that of a ‘combined 

ATMP’ provided in the ATMP Regulation in 
Article 2 d):

d)  ‘Combined advanced therapy medicinal 
product’ means an advanced therapy 
medicinal product that fulfils the following 
conditions:

 f It must incorporate, as an integral part of 
the product, one or more medical devices 
within the meaning of Article 1(2)(a) of 
Directive 93/42/EEC or one or more 
active implantable medical devices within 
the meaning of Article 1(2)(c) of Directive 
90/385/EEC, and

 f Its cellular or tissue part must contain 
viable cells or tissues,

OR

 f Its cellular or tissue part containing non-
viable cells or tissues must be liable to act 
upon the human body with action that can 
be considered as primary to that of the 
devices referred to.

It is important to emphasize that the text 
should not be interpreted to imply that only 
ATMPs containing cells or tissues can be 
classified as combined ATMPs. All ATMPs 
containing an integral medical device are to 
be considered as ‘combined ATMPs’. CAT 
classification examples for combined ATMPs 
can be found on the EMA webpage [2]: au-
tologous adipose-derived stem cells obtained 
from a stromal vascular fraction seeded on a 
collagen matrix scaffold (2017); allogenic ad-
ipose-derived stem cells (ADSC) differentiat-
ed in vitro towards the cardiovascular lineage 
and combined with carrier and implanting 
device (2017); viable chondrocytes cultured 
within a 3D hydrogel (2017).

This brings us to the second important 
definition, that of an ‘integral medical de-
vice’. This definition is provided in Article 
1 (3) of the currently applicable Directive 
93/42/EEC on medical devices:

3.   Where a device is intended to administer 
a medicinal product within the meaning of 
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Article 1 of Directive 2001/83/EC (1), that 
device shall be governed by this Directive, 
without prejudice to the provisions of 
Directive 2001/83/EC with regard to the 
medicinal product.

      If, however, such a device is placed on the 
market in such a way that the device and 
the medicinal product form a single integral 
product which is intended exclusively for 
use in the given combination and which is 
not reusable, that single product shall be 
governed by Directive 2001/83/EC. The 
relevant essential requirements of Annex I 
to this Directive shall apply as far as safety 
and performance-related device features 
are concerned.

In the MDR this definition is provided 
in Article 1 (9). While minor changes were 
made to the text, the general meaning and in-
terpretation remains the same: 
9.   Any device which is intended to administer 

a medicinal product as defined in point 2 
of Article 1 of Directive 2001/83/EC shall 
be governed by this Regulation, without 
prejudice to the provisions of that Directive 
and of Regulation (EC) No 726/2004 with 
regard to the medicinal product.

      However, if the device intended to 
administer a medicinal product and the 
medicinal product are placed on the 
market in such a way that they form a 
single integral product which is intended 
exclusively for use in the given combination 
and which is not reusable, that single 
integral product shall be governed by 
Directive 2001/83/EC or Regulation 
(EC) No 726/2004, as applicable. In that 
case, the relevant general safety and 
performance requirements set out in Annex 
I to this Regulation shall apply as far as 
the safety and performance of the device 
part of the single integral product are 
concerned.

To summarize:

 f Only an ATMP with an integral device part 
is classified as combined ATMP

 f The safety and performance requirements 
of the medical device regulation legislation 
apply to integral devices 

As further background, the medical device 
legislation stipulates that medical devices may 
be placed on the market and/or put into ser-
vice only in three situations: 

 f They have been CE marked for a declared 
intended use based a declaration of 
conformity following a procedure linked to 
their classification;

 f They are the object of a clinical 
investigation or 

 f They constitute a custom-made product.

DEVELOPMENT: CLINICAL TRIAL 
STAGE
As outlined above, the two principal situa-
tions are possible – that of a combined ATMP 
(i.e. ATMP and integral device part) and that 
of an ATMP associated with a non-integral 
medical device.

Combined ATMPs

A clinical trial with a combined ATMP is 
processed according to the medicines legis-
lation exclusively. Most countries have ex-
tended timelines for the assessment of clinical 
trials with ATMPs and future timelines are 
outlined in the CTR. In order to assess the 
safety and performance requirements of the 
device part, sufficient information needs to 
be provided in the dossier by the sponsor of 
the clinical trial. From an assessment perspec-
tive, adequate expertise is required on the part 
of competent authorities and ethics commit-
tees. In practice, this translates to the need for 
communication between experts. The inter-
action will be significantly facilitated if each 
side has a minimum understanding of the 
other’s terminology and requirements.
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Of note, where the ATMP is a genetical-
ly modified organism (GMO), an additional 
legal interface, that of the GMO legislation 
needs to be addressed. Much effort has re-
cently been invested in harmonizing member 
states’ requirements. Detailed information on 
this topic is provided on the webpage of the 
European Commission [3].

ATMP with non-integral medical 
device(s)

The requirements of the medical device leg-
islation fully apply to non-integral medical 
devices associated with ATMPs. The use of 
the non-integral device in a clinical trial of 
the ATMP would legally only be permitted 
if the device has a been legally introduced to 
the market, e.g. if the device carries a valid 
CE mark and its utilization is covered by the 
declared intended use (the exceptions defined 
in the medical device legislation are unlikely 
in the setting of a systematic investigation). 
Use of a device (that does not fall under the 
exceptions) outside the intended use or use of 
a device that does not have a valid CE mark 
mandates the clinical investigation setting 
(‘Clinical investigation’ is the equivalent tech-
nical term in the medical device framework to 
‘clinical trial’ in the medicines setting). Con-
sequently, the project should be considered a 
combined trial according to both legislations, 
i.e. requiring approval as a clinical trial and 
as a clinical investigation. Where drug and 
device are co-developed the CE mark is usu-
ally not yet available and the likelihood of the 
need for a combined trial is therefore high.

Another setting that mandates a combined 
trial is where information on the performance 
or safety of a CE marked device is systemati-
cally collected in a clinical trial.

Finally, a study might be considered a 
combined trial according to both legislations 
based on its study design: When a combined 
ATMP is compared to the device component 
on its own, e.g. matrix plus cells versus matrix 
alone, where the matrix fulfills the definition 
of a medical device.

Clinical trials according to both legisla-
tions pose multiple challenges. In this respect, 
it is important to note that while all clinical 
trials follow the same procedure (validation, 
assessment, approval) the procedural require-
ments for clinical investigations are risk-pro-
portionate, requiring either an approval or 
notification. Different combinations of pro-
cedures could therefore arise, adding a further 
layer of complexity. Centralized information 
on how combined trials are managed by Na-
tional Regulatory Agencies needs to be im-
proved, particularly as clinical trial units (for 
medicinal products and medical devices) are 
not necessarily located in the same National 
authority and the degree of interaction varies. 

In addition, the legal timelines for the as-
sessment of a clinical trial versus a clinical 
investigation are currently not aligned. The 
differences will be removed with the practi-
cal application of the CTR and MDR. The 
MDR further makes specific reference to the 
need for “interoperability of the medical de-
vice electronic system with the EU database 
for clinical trials on medicinal products for 
human use (MDR Art. 73 2.) as concerns 
combined clinical investigations of devices 
with a clinical trial under that Regulation”. 
Considering the overall complexity of devel-
oping the independent databases, establish-
ing interoperability is not a minor task.

Safety reporting requirements according to 
both legislations further create complexities 
that probably require further guidance.

Documentation requirements are outlined 
in section 4.3 of the ‘Guidelines on Good 
Clinical Practice specific to Advanced Ther-
apy Medicinal Products’ [4]. In short, the in-
vestigational medicinal product dossier and 
the protocol should include summary infor-
mation on the characteristics, performance 
and intended use of the device; and provide 
information on the regulatory status and 
compliance with the EU medical device leg-
islation. The cover letter should highlight the 
medical device aspect. The Guideline on qual-
ity, non-clinical and clinical requirements for 
investigational advanced therapy medicinal 
products in clinical trials, which is currently 
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in draft, will provide further information on 
the required scientific content (Table 1) [5].

MARKETING AUTHORIZATION
The following regulatory requirements apply 
when ATMPs with integral or non-integral 
parts are submitted for MAA.

Combined ATMP, i.e. integral device 
setting

The widely discussed article 117 MDR 
amends Directive 2001/83/EC to introduce 
a general requirement for a Notified Body 
opinion in situations where the device com-
ponent of a drug device combination product 
falls under the second subparagraphs of arti-
cle 1(8) or article 1(9) of the MDR. These 
two subparagraphs, in short, reflect situations 
where:

 f The medicinal product incorporates a 
medical device or 

 f The medical device is integral to the 
medicinal product and used for its 
administration.

Dedicated guidance is currently being de-
veloped [6]. The ‘Guideline on the quality 
requirements for drug-device combinations’ 
(EMA/CHMP/QWP/BWP/259165/201) 
has progressed past the public consultation 
phase. In addition the ‘Questions & Answers 

on Implementation of the Medical Devic-
es and In Vitro Diagnostic Medical Devic-
es Regulations ((EU) 2017/745 and (EU) 
2017/746)’ (EMA/37991/2019) provides 
further information.

Both documents clarify that ATMPs are 
not subject to the requirements of article 117 
MDR. Article 9 of the ATMP Regulation ap-
plies for combined ATMPs. The associated 
procedure for interaction with Notified Bod-
ies is outlined in the ‘Procedural advice on 
the consultation of Notified Bodies in accor-
dance with Article 9 of Regulation (EC) No. 
1394/2007’ (EMA/354785/2010). As part of 
the general topic on the Implementation of 
the Medical Device and In vitro Diagnostics 
Regulation this document will be evaluated 
for a need for actualization/revision. While 
principles will remain the same, it seems 
likely that changes of details will be needed 
e.g. on the section on the identification of a 
Notified Body (NB), to reflect the changing 
landscape due to MDR and IVDR imple-
mentation. Further, it is acknowledged, that 
the procedure so far has not been practically 
put to the test.

The principle for the evaluation of com-
bined ATMPs is that any available result of 
the evaluation of the medical device compo-
nent by a NB shall be included in the MAA 
and shall be recognized, reflecting the prin-
cipally distinct oversight of the legislations. 
Where no NB assessment is available at MAA, 
EMA/CAT may seek an opinion on the con-
formity of the device part with the essential 
requirements of the relevant Medical Device 

  f TABLE 1
ATMP device combinations in clinical development.

+ Integral device + Non-integral device
ATMP Device

Legislation Medicines/CT legislation
ATMP regulation
Device legislation/safety 
performance requirements

Medicines/CT 
legislation
ATMP regulation

Medical device 
legislation

Procedure Clinical trial legislation Clinical trial/combined trial – depending on 
setting

Guidance GL on GCP for ATMPs 
Investigational ATMP 
Guideline (draft)

Investigational 
ATMP Guideline 
(draft)

Device related 
guidance
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legislation from a designated NB. In contrast 
to the framework for article 117 MDR that 
foresees a direct interaction between EMA 
and the respective NB, any procedural inter-
action between the EMA/CAT and the NB is 
trilateral, including the Applicant for MAA of 
the combined ATMP.

However, the need for NB interaction can 
arise even in situations where a NB opinion 
has been provided for example when the com-
bination with the ATMP is assumed to have 
an effect on the technical, clinical and bio-
logical characteristics of the device, or when 
the intended use of the device component is 
changed compared to it being used separate-
ly. Overall, questions to the NB appear more 
likely in the situation where no NB opinion 
is available, but the complexity of the device 
component is a factor to be considered. A 
maximum of three interactions with NBs are 
foreseen during the MAA procedure with de-
creasing likelihood of occurrence, as outlined 
in the procedural guideline: The first round 
may be initiated at/after the presubmission 
meeting, when the need is identified. The 
second round of interaction will be launched 
when an additional need for clarification is 
identified at day 80. Exceptionally, a third 
round of interaction is possible after day 120, 
in case additional questions are identified.

In preparing the MAA, developers can 
leverage the concept of the ‘Risk-based ap-
proach’, which has been explicitly introduced 
for ATMPs in Annex 1, part IV of Directive 
2001/83/EC and would also cover the device 
part of a combined ATMP. At the center of 
this risk-based approach is the product-spe-
cific determination and justification of the 
extent of quality, non-clinical and clinical 
data to be included in the MAA in accor-
dance with scientific guidelines.

As the combination with a medical device 
therefore has the potential to add both pro-
cedural complexity and an additional layer 
to evaluation an early interaction with EMA, 
e.g. prior to the pre-submission meeting is 
highly advisable.

In terms of placement of medical device 
related information, the procedural guideline 

defines section 3.2.R of the CTD. The re-
quired content related on the medical device 
component(s) is detailed in ATMP-specific 
guidelines.

ATMPs associated with non-
integral devices:

Considering the nature of ATMPs combina-
tion with an integral rather than a non-in-
tegral device might be more frequent. To 
recap, ‘non-integral’ implies a device that 
is not part of a single integral ATMP and 
not intended exclusively for use in the giv-
en combination. Currently, it appears more 
likely that any associated device would be 
specific to the ATMP it is associated with. 
Nevertheless, in the setting of a non-integral 
device, all medical device legislation require-
ments apply. 

Non-integral medical devices co-pack-
aged with medicinal products are not exempt 
from legal requirements and therefore would 
require a CE mark to be legally introduced 
to the market. This is referenced in section 
3 of the Q&A on the Implementation of the 
MDR and IVDR. The Guideline on the qual-
ity requirements for drug-device combina-
tions, once finalized will provide support on 
dossier structure and content. This guideline 
will provide additional information to the 
ATMP-specific guidelines.

The ATMP Regulation foresees one addi-
tional medical device-related provision: The 
expectation that information on medical de-
vices used during surgical procedures for ap-
plication, implantation or administration that 
may have an impact on the efficacy or safety 
of the ATMP is expected in module 5, as per 
Annex I, Part IV, Section 5.2.1 Dir2001/83/
EC (Table 2).

OUTLOOK & ADDITIONAL 
CONSIDERATIONS
Legislations are developed to ensure the 
safety and efficacy of the products for the 
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patients who need them. Scientific prog-
ress and innovation continuously advance 
and tend to challenge the established legal 
framework. Combination of medicines with 
devices have evolved beyond the classical 
prefilled syringe, which increases complex-
ity for development and review. While the 
requirements of each applicable legislation 
need to be fulfilled, interface issues need to 
be addressed and the more legislations apply 
to a given product the more interfaces arise. 
Sufficient flexibility and clarity of proce-
dures and regulatory requirements is needed 
to facilitate product development and to fos-
ter innovation, while ensuring patient safety 
and transparency.

While it is relatively easy to separate legal 
oversight, the strict separation of drug and de-
vice related information for scientific assess-
ment is not sufficient and cannot address the 
needs for evaluation of a combined product. 
The same data might be evaluated with dif-
ferent focus and perspectives. Beyond legisla-
tions and procedures, the content of dossiers 
of drug device combinations for approval of 
clinical trials and marketing authorization ap-
plication needs to be sufficiently detailed to 
enable evaluation. 

Development of ATMPs has an immanent 
complexity and depending on the nature of 
the product might require expertise in the 
tissue and cells legislation for the procure-
ment of starting materials and the GMO 
legislation in case of genetically modified 
viral vectors. The need for medical device 
expertise is added in the case of combined 

ATMPs or ATMPs associated with devices. 
Considering the varied nature of ATMPs 
under development, the risk-based approach 
specific to the ATMP legislation is the essen-
tial tool to determine product-specific data 
requirements.

The review of complex ATMPs is equal-
ly demanding for regulatory agencies as the 
development of multidisciplinary expertise 
and/or the establishment of closely interact-
ing expert teams with different backgrounds 
is challenging. In our experience, a fruitful 
discussion requires an understanding of le-
gal framework, terminology, concepts and 
procedures from the respective other fields. 
The closer interaction of medicines and med-
ical device experts has been very rewarding, 
however, it is clear that the initially required 
input in building the required expertise is 
disproportionate to the currently still small 
number of ATMPs with dual aspects under 
development.

In conclusion, while beneficial steps have 
been taken, more guidance and clarifica-
tion is needed. This is not easily achieved in 
the situation we currently find ourselves in, 
where regulatory resources are already under 
pressure due to the fallout of Brexit and the 
pandemic.  Nevertheless, the need for action 
has been prominently recognized in the EMA 
strategic reflection paper ‘Regulatory Science 
to 2025’, which contains as a core recom-
mendation the need to ‘Create an integrat-
ed evaluation pathway for the assessment of 
medical devices, in vitro diagnostics and bor-
derline products’ [7]. 

  f TABLE 2
ATMP device combinations at MAA.

+ Ingegral device + Non-integral device
ATMP Device

Legislation Medicines legislation/
ATMP regulation 
safety/performance 
requirements

Medicines legislation
ATMP regulation

Medical device
Legislation

Procedure Centralized MAA Centralized MAA Conformity assess-
ment (not part of 
MAA)

Guidance ATMP specific guidance ATMP specific 
guidance

ISO and device relat-
ed guidance
Drug device GL
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Using serum-free media to 
streamline and optimize CAR 
T-cell manufacturing workflows
Chengkang (CK) Zhang & Amber Jones  

CAR T-cell therapies have led to breakthroughs in treating hematological malignancies, but 
the complexity and cost involved in their production limits their availability to patients. One 
challenge in CAR T-cell manufacturing outside of efficacy of your CAR-T product is achieving 
consistent expansion of T cells available after gene transfer. Optimizing the media used to 
support T-cell proliferation is, therefore, a key consideration—but it has proven difficult to 
develop media that enable consistent expansion while meeting regulatory quality require-
ments. However, recent advances in cell culture strategies have improved productivity and 
performance in CAR T-cell workflows using serum-free media, enabling the development of 
large-scale regulatory-compliant processes capable of producing billions of T cells within a 
short timeframe. This article will discuss how serum-free media can streamline CAR T-cell 
manufacturing workflows, highlighting how this can reduce time-to-market and make these 
treatments more widely available to patients.

Cell & Gene Therapy Insights 2020; 6(8), 1121–1126
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INTRODUCTION
CAR (chimeric antigen re-
ceptor) T-cell therapy plays 
a central role in the devel-
opment of innovative ther-
apeutic approaches to battle 

various cancers and non-can-
cer targets. Therapies utiliz-
ing CAR T cells have led to 
breakthroughs in treating 
hematological malignancies, 
and research is now exploring 

how to extend their use to 
treat solid tumors. In such 
therapies, T cells are extract-
ed from a patient via apher-
esis and process-specific cell 
selection and genetically 
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engineered ex vivo to express the CAR, which 
is an artificial protein receptor capable of 
binding to specific cancer cell antigens and 
activating T cell functions. The genetically 
engineered cells are then expanded using a 
cell culture medium and returned to the pa-
tient for treatment. 

Choosing an appropriate cell expansion 
medium is key to ensuring the health and 
performance of the relatively small pop-
ulations of cells present at the beginning 
of the CAR T-cell manufacturing process, 
and after gene transfer. Traditionally, se-
rum-containing media are widely used in 
such processes, but these come with a range 
of challenges. Serum can vary in quality be-
tween batches, and may contain toxic sub-
stances and impurities that not only require 
additional time and investment to remove, 
but can put the final product—the cells 
needed for patients—at risk. Moreover, as 
the industry becomes increasingly com-
petitive, with numerous new CAR T-cell 
products under development, high-quality 
serum is becoming more difficult and ex-
pensive to obtain.

Due to these complexities and costs, the 
availability of CAR T-cell therapies to can-
cer patients is currently limited, despite their 
significant promise. Serum-free media offer 
ways to overcome these challenges, providing 
more reliable and effective ways to produce 
valuable CAR T cells.

THE LIMITATIONS OF SERUM-
BASED MEDIA 
The cell therapy industry is heavily reliant 
on serum derived from either animal or 
human donors, with demand for serum in-
creasing as more cell therapy products enter 
clinical phases. However, serum is a complex 
mixture of a large number of constituents, 
and the quality of serum varies inherent-
ly between individual donors, causing the 
quality of subsequent products to differ be-
tween batches. This fluctuating quality can 
lead to inconsistency—and runs the risk of 

compromising CAR T cells produced for 
oncology therapeutics.

Even serum sourced from healthy human 
or animal donors may contain pathogens. Se-
rum is usually sterilized by filtration through 
multiple 0.2 μ or 0.1 μ filters after collec-
tion, because heat-treatment may adversely 
affect its growth-promoting properties. This 
filter-sterilization procedure is, however, un-
reliable because small viruses, viral fragments 
or prions may pass through the filters. As a 
result, stringent quality control tests must be 
performed to ensure that serum is free from 
adventitious agents.  

Serum that passes the sterility quality 
tests may contain undefined cytokines, hor-
mones and growth factors, whose presence 
may influence the phenotype of the expand-
ed T-cell product. Growth factors such as 
transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β) 
cannot be filtered out, and are present in 
sera at various concentrations in different 
lots, contributing to lot-to-lot variability. 
TGF-β induces the generation of regulatory 
T (Treg) cells that may suppress CD8 T-cell 
activity, which can diminish the efficacy of 
the final CAR T-cell product. Hormones 
such as glucocorticoids that are known 
for their anti-inflammatory and immuno-
suppressive actions may be present within 
sera, again impacting the final CAR T cells 
produced.

As a further consideration, prior to CAR 
T-cell infusion, cancer patients are typically 
pre-treated with lympho-depleting chemo-
therapy to ensure that endogenous T cells do 
not suppress the proliferation of infused CAR 
T cells [1]. Therefore, to safeguard patient 
health, there is an even greater pressure and 
need to successfully produce a high percent-
age of viable CAR T cells—and to ensure that 
this is done consistently. 

To ensure high levels of sterility and an ab-
sence of unwanted substances or impurities, 
scientists must qualify all the raw materials 
and components they use in the serum-based 
expansion media. However, the need to check 
the quality of each serum lot before it can be 
used increases the overall cost of the CAR 
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T-cell expansion process, and can delay CAR 
T-cell manufacture if there is a shortage of 
high-quality serum. With increasing numbers 
of new CAR T-cell therapies under develop-
ment, competition for good quality serum is 
becoming steeper and more prevalent—and 
this may eventually increase the cost of CAR 
T-cell products.

SERUM-FREE MEDIA: OPTIMIZING 
CAR T-CELL EXPANSION 
The use of serum-free media offers a potential 
way to address the challenges, limitations and 
costs associated with serum-containing me-
dia—including concerns around fluctuating 
quality, the need for extensive supplementa-
tion and the complexity of regulatory require-
ments. Serum-free media bring reliability, 
flexibility and versatility to the CAR T-cell 
expansion process, facilitating large-scale and 
regulatory compliant processes that are capa-
ble of producing billions of T cells in a short 
timeframe [2].

Improved quality & consistency

Serum-free media may use proteins (such as 
serum albumin) that are purified from plas-
ma, and the additional processes involved 
in purifying these proteins help to eliminate 
some of the undesirable contaminants men-
tioned above. Using serum proteins derived 
from human plasma instead of materials de-
rived from cattle also minimizes the risk of 
including transmissible bovine spongiform 
encephalopathy in the end products.

To eliminate inconsistency and ensure that 
vein-to-vein time is achieved within expecta-
tions, scientists require greater control. This 
control can be provided by serum-free me-
dia, which eliminate much of the variability 
that may compromise CAR T-cell produc-
tion. Lower levels of variability also reduce 
the need for lot-by-lot qualification, which in 
turn helps the final product reach the market 
faster.

Streamline the supplementation 
process

Many available media are offered in the form 
of a liquid base that requires the addition of 
one, two, three or more components—such 
as serum, critical amino acids and other 
supplements—before use to stimulate cell 
growth and maintain high cell viability [3]. 
However, these supplements are often stored 
separately and under different conditions to 
the base media, and have different shelf lives, 
making their storage and maintenance a chal-
lenge. Some supplements must be stored in 
freezing conditions and thawed before use, 
adding time, inefficiency and complexity to 
the overall cell culturing process. 

Serum-free media are ‘complete’ and ready 
to use, reducing the risk of contamination by 
eliminating the need for additional supple-
mentation, which streamlines the overall cell 
expansion process. 

This high-performance serum-free media 
is applicable not only to T-cell therapies, but 
also many other cell types, such as natural 
killer (NK) cells and dendritic cells. Due to 
their high versatility, serum-free media form 
highly suitable bases for a wide range of ther-
apeutic applications (either with or without 
cytokine supplementation, depending on the 
specifics of the process).

Current Good Manufacturing 
Practice (cGMP) release criteria

Regulatory compliance and cGMP processes 
underpin the successful production of CAR 
T-cell therapies, and are, therefore, essential 
in ensuring effective therapeutic treatment 
reaches those in need. To protect patients, re-
lease criteria are strict. For example, the crite-
ria for commercially manufactured Tisagen-
lecleucel (CTL019; Kymriah®), a medication 
used to treat B-cell acute lymphoblastic leu-
kemia, which usually demand at least 80% 
viability before the therapy can be used to 
treat patients. Achieving high levels of T-cell 
viability, though, requires consistency and 
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high quality: even small changes in processes 
and raw materials, such as the composition 
of the growth media, can introduce inconsis-
tency that puts the quality of the CAR T-cell 
product at risk.

By bringing the control and definition 
needed to eliminate inconsistencies and 
variability, serum-free media facilitate the 
production of CAR T cells that meet rigor-
ous cGMP criteria. These media are a safe, 
high-quality alternative to serum-based me-
dia for effective CAR T-cell expansion in-line 
with regulatory requirements. They enable 
effective scale-up and are available in versatile 
formats—bottles or bags with plug-and-play 
connectors—that can be tailored to meet 
the specific needs of various cell production 
platforms. 

TRANSLATION INSIGHT
Serum-free media made of non-animal origin 
materials hold great promise—and as the cell 
therapy industry moves away from serum and 
its galaxy of undefined, inconsistent compo-
nents, more therapies will move towards se-
rum-free media expansion. Media that do not 

rely upon blood-derived supplements offer 
increased regulatory compliance and process 
control, and will bring many more specific 
choices and opportunities regarding quality 
and performance in the development of novel 
cell therapies.

A notable area for future advancement re-
gards chemically defined media. The intro-
duction of recombinant versions of proteins 
and growth factors that are derived from 
blood will further eliminate the need for un-
defined, animal origin constituents from cell 
culture media and bring even-more consis-
tent performance. Not only will this facilitate 
compliance with regulatory quality require-
ments, it will also enable the development of 
therapies that will present less risk to patients, 
while removing the variability associated with 
human sourced components. 

While moving to this higher quality level 
of chemically defined media, manufacturers 
of expansion media should always ensure that 
performance remains top priority to safe-
guard cell viability. Overall, this will contrib-
ute to reaching the ultimate goal of cell-based 
therapeutics—ensuring patient safety and 
product efficacy—in a timely, efficient and 
reliable way.
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